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Abstract 
 Remote detection of body-worn concealed weapons or explosives (CWE) is a 
field of ongoing research in order to provide security against terrorist attacks that can 
potentially cause a threat to the security of the society. So far there is a gap on detection 
systems able to function at extended stand-off distances and which operate robustly under 
harsh environmental conditions. In this Thesis the feasibility of CWE detection via the 
usage of UWB radar is explored as a system able to fulfil such requirements.  
 The hypothesis that the CWE detection is realised is based on the processing and 
analysis of the Late Time Response (LTR) of the human body which has been 
illuminated by the UWB transmitted signal. A specific set of LTR parameters 
characterizes the unique signature of the target. Therefore the existence of a CWE 
attached on the human body will influence the LTR characteristics and give the 
composite object i.e. human-CWE a different signature than the simple object i.e. human. 
 The CWE detection methodology is verified by theoretical analysis, modelling 
and extensive laboratory experimentation. The aim of the research is to demonstrate the 
methodology of the approach and its ability to extract and characterise the LTR 
parameters-signature of simple object i.e. human or composite object i.e. human-CWE. In 
this research the grenade is considered as the CWE as it is a weapon that could be easily 
used during a terrorist attack. Throughout the thesis, the grenade is approximated as a 
conducting sphere of 0.0325 m radius since the sphere and the grenade have similar 
shapes, and since the reflected field of sphere is theoretically known.  Most importantly 
experiments are performed with the sphere appended at the front, the back and the side of 
the human. 
Investigation of the way the LTR parameters are influenced by the existence of 
the CWE signifies the differences of the LTR signature between the human and human-
CWE. So the resolution of the differences in the LTR of a human with and without a 
sphere as the main objective of the research, are presented in the Thesis.  The results 
verify that CWE detection with the use of LTR is feasible under the experimental 
conditions presented. However a generalisation about CWE detection concerning all 
possible detection scenarios cannot yet be made.   At this early stage of research, the 
identification of a specific CWE on the human and the robustness of the method to the 
human movement were out of scope of this Thesis and are considered for further 
research.     
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1.1 Introduction   
Ultra-Wideband (UWB) systems emerged from the work, which begun in 1962 in 
time-domain electromagnetics [1].  Time-domain electromagnetics were used to describe 
and characterize a specific type of microwave networks through their characteristic 
impulse response. Since then UWB systems have experienced almost 50 years of 
research and technological progress. In the initial investigation, as presented in [1], the 
electromagnetic wave propagation was studied from a time domain rather than a 
frequency domain point of view, although the frequency domain viewpoint was more 
widely used. In general UWB systems are also referred as short pulse systems, since they 
utilise short bursts of microwave energy, which means that the transmission bandwidths 
of these systems are large and often exceed 1 GHz [2]. Nowadays UWB systems have a 
vast area of applications. Some of these applications are, Real Time Locating Systems 
(RTLS), wireless communication networks and Radar.  
RTLS systems are used for real time tracking and identification of the location of 
objects. RTLS systems use nodes which are appended in objects and devices that receive 
the transmitted signals from the objects so that the location of the objects is determined. 
Therefore the term RTLS refers to passive systems which collect information on the 
location of objects. 
 Considering wireless communication networks, UWB technology is used since it 
provides high data rates. UWB radio has been proposed as a physical layer for high bit 
rate, short or long range communication networks. Hence UWB communication systems 
are optimised for applications such as video distribution, or video teleconferencing. 
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These applications require a very high level of quality of service, since they are real time, 
high bandwidth applications that cause large bursts of data packets [3]. 
In this thesis, UWB technology is used on the concept of Late Time Response 
(LTR) analysis related to UWB radar for remote detection of human body-attached 
Concealed Weapons and Explosives (CWEs). The UWB radar is also referred as impulse 
radar; this means that if the received signal is considered in the time domain, the outcome 
is equivalent to the impulse response (IR) [1] of the illuminated system, which in this 
case is the human-CWE composite object. The fundamental idea of the research 
methodology is that the LTR, which is a component of the IR of this complex object 
should provide a unique CWE signature, which will make the CWE detection feasible. 
The next section describes the motivating conditions that encouraged the research for the 
detection of CWE and the various existing ways for the accomplishment of detection.    
 
1.2 Motivation for the Present Work - CWE Detection 
Nowadays the danger posed by the presence of terrorist attacks is experienced in 
many areas of our society. Since there is the need to respond to the potential threats of 
life loss, destruction and economic devastation which terrorism creates, currently many 
security issues have arisen. One of the most important security issues is the remote 
detection and identification of CWE, which are carried by terrorists. 
  From airports, military installations, border check points and correctional 
facilities to places of large public gatherings like public buildings, courthouses, 
transportation hubs, schools, banks and other financial institutions, high-value 
manufacturing plants, amusements parks, and other areas, society aims to meet the needs 
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for increased security. Consequently, there is the requirement to search individuals for 
concealed weapons and explosives so as to prevent terrorist attacks, ensure protection of 
secure facilities, and guarantee public safety. Such searches must be effective and 
precise. However, it should be made certain that the searches involve minimal 
inconvenience, and that they do not pose problems for the individuals being searched.  
The most traditional method of concealed weapons and explosives search that is 
currently used, involves a more hand–on approach, which is also known as frisking. 
Although frisking might provide an efficient search technique, it is not acceptable in 
terms of not maintaining and assaulting the privacy of the individual. Also it can be 
extremely time consuming when searches need to be performed on an increased number 
of individuals. Therefore there is the need to develop special sensors which will perform 
the search and will essentially detect the concealed weapons.  
The concealed weapons and explosives detection issue is visualized in three 
different scenarios: 
Portal: People entering increased security areas should pass through a portal or gateway, 
as shown in Figure 1.1. The gateway sensors will scan or screen the people in order to 
search for weapons, plastic explosives and other illegal imports hidden under layers of 
clothing of people. In this way a direct physical search will not be needed.  
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Figure 1.1:  Portal scenario. 
Security checkpoints: People passing through an outdoor checkpoint or a border 
crossing will be scanned by sensors, as shown in Figure 1.2, so as to be searched from a 
safe standoff distance for concealed weapons and explosives. The scanning of people will 
ensure the protection of secure facilities.  
Crowd Scanning: This scenario involves scanning people as they pass by the sensor, at 
various ranges on the street. 
 
Figure 1.2: Checkpoint scenario. 
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Overview of existing systems 
  The motivation for concealed object recognition in different scenarios as 
mentioned above, has led the research community and industry into development of such 
systems. In the following paragraphs a review of these systems is presented along with 
their advantages and disadvantages.  
 
Sensors  
Conventional systems for the detection of concealed weapons and explosives at 
high security checkpoints include X-ray systems and magnetometers.  
 
X -ray systems  
Currently, one of the methods for weapon and explosive detection is the use of X-
ray devices. These devices provide an X-ray image, which is more revealing than a metal 
detector. X-rays can provide an efficient search of luggage and other items. X-ray 
systems can provide detection of plastic ceramic or metal weapons; additionally X-ray 
systems can detect solid plastic explosives or liquid explosives. However health risks that 
have been observed make the X-ray search method unsuitable for weapons concealed on 
a person. These health issues are associated with the ionizing radiation emitted from X-
ray systems [4, 5].  
 
Magnetometers (Metal Detectors) 
Metal detectors, or magnetometers, are common devices used to search for 
weapons and explosives with metal components. Magnetometers are devices that emit a 
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magnetic pulse, which if it encounters a metallic object it is reflected back to the source.  
Magnetometers are limited by many factors. Initially these detectors are limited to 
detecting metal objects, allowing dangerous items such as non-metal guns, ceramic 
weapons, and plastic explosives to go undetected. Furthermore another metal detector 
weakness is that, detection capabilities are directly related and depend on the level of the 
magnetometer sensitivity. Hence, if the sensitivity level is set too low, small dangerous 
metal weapons, such as box-cutters, could pass undetected. On the contrary, when the 
sensitivity level is too high, non-hazardous metallic objects cause false alarms. Therefore 
the high rate of false alarms limits the effectiveness of metal detectors [4] and the 
magnetometer sensitivity must always be examined. 
However existing magnetometer sensors will have a new application in the 
concealed weapon detection via a technique, which is based on the distortion of the 
earth‘s magnetic field.  These devices are called Gradiometer Metal Detectors (GMD) [6, 
7]. The Idaho National Laboratory portal [5] where the gradiometer sensing technique is 
applied is shown in Figure 1.3 in this application the scanned person must pass through 
the portal. Gradiometers use a combination of sensors in order to improve the sensitivity 
of the field measurements. Thus the magnetic field difference between sensors is 
obtained. In general magnetometers have applications where the scanned person has an 
operating range which is limited to 3 m. 
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Figure 1.3: The Gradiometer Metal Detector [5] 
 
Imaging Sensors  
The weaknesses that the previous detection methods demonstrate increase the 
possibility for certain hazardous items to pass through security checkpoints without being 
detected. For example, as explained in [4], a body attached gun made out of composite 
plastic, would pass through current screening devices undetectable. Additionally, the 
previously presented systems are suitable for limited operating range, or certain 
proximity. So for the elimination of such problems special imaging sensors have been 
developed, these are Millimetre wave, Terahertz (THz) or Infrared imaging sensors.   The 
scanning time required for weapon detection is always an issue. In practical weapon 
detection systems for airport or other high-throughput applications require high-speed 
scanning in the order of 3 to 10 s [4].  
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Millimetre Wave imaging  
Millimetre wave screening systems or sensors used for concealed weapon 
detection operate in the frequency band between 30 GHz and 300 GHz and their 
wavelengths vary between 10 and 1.0 mm. Millimetre wave sensors measure the apparent 
temperature through the energy that is emitted or reflected by the complex human-
concealed weapon object of the scene. Therefore Millimetre wave imaging is essentially 
based on the measurement of power received from the considered scene object via means 
of radiometers which are thermal radiation detectors.  The received power from the object 
is a combination of the power that is emitted by the object and the power that is reflected 
by the object provided that the object is illuminated by the environment. The object 
illumination can be due to a natural or man-made source. The output of the sensors is a 
function of the reflectivity and the emissivity of the complex objects in the Millimetre 
wave spectrum as measured by the receiver. The output appears as the quantity of power 
that can be assigned a level within a gray scale to generate the image [8].  
 Millimetre wave sensors are classified in two types: passive and active. Passive 
sensors operate without Millimetre wave illumination and they observe whatever objects 
exist in the scene. Passive systems as presented in [8] rely on the fact that in the radio 
frequency spectrum natural surfaces like the human body naturally emit different 
amounts of Millimetre wave radiation depending on parameters such as surface 
brightness temperature and emissivity. Additionally the metallic hazardous objects like 
weapons or explosives, for which the sensor searches, are mainly reflective in the 
frequency spectrum, which means that the metal surface emissivity is reduced. In essence 
metal surfaces produce reflections due to illuminations from natural sources of the scene 
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of which, as explained in [5], the most significant source is the sky. Additionally the 
feasibility of non-metal weapon detection via Millimetre wave sensors is affected by 
parameters like emissivity and surface brightness temperature of the non-metal weapon. 
Passive sensors have the advantage of operating without transmitting any electromagnetic 
radiation on the human.  
Normally active sensors work via emitting signals. Therefore, the active sensors 
excite the objects screened via transmitting a signal. The illumination signal is a 
Millimetre wave signal which is also called Millimetre wave light. The transmitted signal 
is incident to the objects of interest and interacts with them causing a reflected signal 
from the object back to the sensor.  
In general as it is stated in [5] the Millimetre wave systems used for concealed 
weapon detection employ lower power levels than X-ray systems. Hence issues 
associated with the ionizing radiation which are often encountered in X-ray systems, are 
not present in Millimetre wave systems [9-11].  
One issue for consideration of passive Millimetre wave sensors is the comparatively long 
time intervals of the individuals scanning that are required, so as to get a good image on 
the scanner screen. The long scanning time period is due to the fact that the human body 
emits very light millimetre -wave radiation while most of it comes at visible and infrared 
bands of spectrum. The focal-plane array sensor [12] was one of the first generation 
Millimetre wave sensors. First generation sensors needed 90 minutes in order to generate 
one image [12].  Advances in MMW technology of sensors have led to video-rate (30 
frames/s) MMW cameras. However the quality of MMW images must be improved [12]. 
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A different drawback of the Millimetre wave sensors is that they operate in 
relatively short distances from the scanned objects, since the scanned object must be 
within the focal plane of the sensor. These distances must be less than 7.62 m [5]. 
Additionally another weakness of the Millimetre -Wave sensors is the fact that millimetre 
-waves do not encircle the human body. Therefore the object must be in the line of sight 
of the sensor in order to achieve concealed weapon detection. Consequently it is crucial 
to scan the individual from several angles so as to perform a full search for concealed 
weapons and explosives [4]. Moreover Millimetre waves are attenuated by water, so the 
Millimetre wave screening systems may be affected by the humidity of the atmosphere 
and are vulnerable to environmental or bad weather conditions.  
 
Terahertz (THz) imaging  
 The THz sensors used for concealed weapon detection, are active systems that 
transmit electromagnetic waves in the THz frequency band between 300 GHz and 300 
THz and identify the weapon through the spectrum of the weapon reflected signal. Metal 
weapons or guns entirely reflect the incident THz wave, while ceramic or non metal 
weapons partially reflect the THz wave, also known as THz light. The skin almost 
absorbs the THz light since the skin has high water content [13]. Consequently in a THz 
image the human‘s skin would emerge essentially dark.  However the reflected signal of 
a weapon would be visible.  
 The utilisation of THz sensors presents some advantages which are: THz radiation 
is harmless to human, while due to the frequency bandwidth considered this class of 
transmitted signals offers some spatial resolution.  However there are some issues for 
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consideration which are: medium or low penetrability of THz waves through some kinds 
of clothes, and low penetrability of THz waves through atmosphere for the case of stand-
off detection. In general THz waves are attenuated by the atmosphere and by the 
existence of water. Hence THz sensors are vulnerable to environmental conditions and 
operate at small distances.  Additionally, as noted in [5], the THz rates of capturing an 
image have been improving. Originally THz imaging systems required several minutes in 
order to capture an image.   
 
Infrared imaging  
  Infrared imager is another class of sensors used for concealed weapon detection. 
Infrared sensors operate in the frequency band between 200 THz and 400 THz. Infrared 
imagers, as presented in [5], are passive sensors that use the information on the 
temperature distribution of the object to form an image. Therefore different objects have 
different wavelengths according to their individual temperature.  The infrared radiation 
power emitted by the object also depends on the size and the emissivity of the object [5].   
Infrared imagers are used for many night vision applications such as observing vehicles.  
 However infrared imaging for concealed weapon detection has some considerable 
drawbacks. Infrared waves emitted by the human body do not penetrate through the 
clothes. Additionally the radiation emitted by the human body is absorbed by the clothes 
and re-emitted. Consequently infrared radiation cannot show the image of a weapon 
unless the person is wearing tight clothes. When the person wears loose clothes the 
emitted infrared radiation is distributed on the loose clothes so it is spread over a widened 
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area. In this case the ability of the infrared sensors to produce the image of a weapon is 
decreased since the weapon temperature cannot be retrieved [12].  
 
Hybrid imaging sensors  
The considered significant drawbacks of infrared imaging have lead to the 
creation of sensors that deploy both millimetre waves and infrared or optical imaging 
methods. The images from millimetre wave method and infrared or optical method are 
assembled by means of algorithms and this process is called fusion.  Before the 
assemblage each image is pre-processed in order to boost some image features and 
reduce any noisy data that is contained in the image [12]. Figure 1.4 shows the result of 
image fusion. The image on the left is the optical one and the central image is the 
Millimetre wave image. On the right the result of the fusion process can be seen.   
 
 
Figure 1.4: Concealed weapon detection via image fusion [12]. 
 
This section presented the various sensors used for concealed weapon detection 
and their relative advantages and drawbacks. The most critical drawbacks that these 
sensors have are: the relatively short standoff distances in which some sensors operate, 
the long scanning time period needed for some sensors and the vulnerability of the 
sensors to weather or environmental conditions. For the elimination of such problems 
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special sensors need to be developed, which will have improved capabilities of CWE 
remote detection and will be robust to environmental conditions. These sensors must 
execute the individual‘s scanning and they should have the ability to "see through" most 
clothing materials. Such sensors should also provide some information on the shape and 
the material of the CWE or other hazardous objects and thus being able to present their 
identity.  
 In this thesis the UWB radar, which has been effectively applied in many cases 
for target-object recognition, is considered for the remote detection and identification of 
CWE. The major advantage of UWB radar is that it can operate in extended standoff 
distances and that it is robust to harsh environmental conditions. Hence it is considered as 
a complimentary sensor for further data fusion or alternative technological solution to the 
systems described above. In brief, an optimised sensor will aid in the CWE detection and 
in determining what kind of threat a CWE poses. In this way public security would be 
increased and inconveniences such as time consuming - privacy disturbing individual 
searches would be minimised. In the next section the aim of the thesis is stated along with 
the methodology that will be followed.  
 
1.3 Problem Statement, Original Contributions and 
Methodology 
 The research in this Thesis is targeted to the remote body –worn CWE detection 
via LTR analysis in UWB radar. Therefore the Thesis explores the issues and investigates 
the essential problems related to the detection of the CWE. Fundamentally any target 
(object) illuminated via a UWB sensor produces a reflected field, which if it is 
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transformed in the time domain, it gives rise to the object‘s IR. Within the IR, the LTR 
[14] of the object is included, so considering the time domain representation; the LTR is 
part of the IR. The LTR has the form of a series of damped sinusoids and if it is extracted 
it provides a unique electromagnetic signature or a unique spectrum for that specific 
object. This electromagnetic signature consists of the complex natural resonant 
frequencies of the object or poles of the object‘s transfer function.  The LTR and the 
resonant frequencies depend on the shape, dimensions and electrical properties of the 
object of interest 
In the case of CWE detection via UWB radar, the specular reflection from the 
human is much higher than the reflection from the CWE for which the sensor searches, 
due to the bigger dimensions of the human. Consequently, the reflected field from an 
individual with a CWE is very similar in magnitude to the reflected field from an 
individual without one. However the LTR from the human-CWE composite object could 
provide both the resonant frequencies of the human and the resonant frequencies of the 
CWE. Hence, if a method is found in order to obtain the CWE complex natural resonant 
frequencies through LTR analysis, detection of the CWE will be possible.  
On the fundamental concept, as presented above, this Thesis lays the framework 
in order to examine the feasibility of distinguishing the resonant frequencies of the CWE 
from the overall resonant frequencies of the human-CWE composite object. In order to 
achieve this original contribution the following methodology is considered:     
 The first stage in any radar design is the selection of the suitable waveform, since 
the performance of radar critically depends upon the transmitted waveform.  
Therefore the appropriate UWB waveform that will lead to the excitation of the 
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resonant frequencies of the weapon or explosive is synthesized. The waveform is 
designed by means of frequency stepped pulse compression, and on the basis of 
the band of resonant frequencies of the weapon or explosive that will be detected.  
 The next stage is the presentation of the concept of resonant frequencies, and the 
appreciation of how these frequencies are involved in the LTR of the object. The 
role of the resonant frequencies can be understood by transformation of the 
reflected field of the object in the time domain i.e. by obtaining the object‘s IR, 
from which the LTR is selected and it is analysed.  
 Furthermore, the objective is to extract the resonant frequencies from the LTR of 
the studied object, as an essential process for the object‘s detection. In order to 
find an algorithm to extract the resonant frequencies of any object, the sphere is 
considered as the object whose backscattered field is described from scattering 
theory. Thus the conducting sphere IR is derived and consequently it is generated 
via a computer simulation algorithm. For the obtained IR, techniques for signal 
modelling are applied on the LTR in order to numerically extract the poles of the 
sphere simulated LTR and their residues. When the numerically extracted poles 
coincide with the precise analytical solution for the sphere poles, the algorithms 
for pole extraction will be considered reliable. Therefore these algorithms will be 
applied as the basis for pole extraction of experimental LTRs of different 
composite objects as presented later in the Thesis.   
 The next issue is to experimentally obtain the sphere IR and confirm that the 
experimental LTR corresponds to the theoretically obtained one. Once the 
experimental LTR of the sphere is obtained its poles and residues are extracted. 
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These poles and residues are compared with the ones extracted from theoretical 
LTR. In this way the accuracy of the experimental data for this experimental set-
up is tested and conclusions are drawn on the different parameters that are used 
for the processing of the experimental measurements.  
 The most important stage of the thesis is to carry out an experiment with the 
human and CWE as a complex target. In this way it is possible to examine the 
human-CWE poles and residues as the position of the CWE on the human body 
changes, and compare them with the human poles and residues.  Research on 
CWE detection in this Thesis is focused on the grenade as it is the smallest one 
among all possible CWEs (grenade, pistol, Uzi, small machine guns). Therefore 
its detection will be the most difficult as it has the smallest reflected field 
amplitude. Hence grenade detection, although more difficult, will naturally 
indicate that detection of bigger CWEs is also feasible. Additionally the grenade 
is the most probable weapon to be carried by a terrorist due to its small size and 
destruction capabilities. For the grenade detection its resonant frequencies must 
be estimated, so the conducting sphere of radius  0.0325 m is used to 
approximate the grenade as an object whose theoretical resonant frequencies are 
previously evaluated. So throughout the Thesis the sphere will be used as the 
object that must be detected. This experiment will be carried out initially with a 
flat reflector as the target approximating the human and most importantly with a 
human as the target.   
 The final issue is to draw conclusions as to whether there is a difference in the 
observed resonant frequencies or poles (human poles and human-sphere poles), or 
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difference in the amplitudes of the respective poles, i.e. amplitude modulation at 
the specific poles of interest, when the sphere is present. Any difference in the 
clustering of the poles at natural resonant frequencies of sphere or any amplitude 
(residue) modulation due to the existence of sphere will signify that the detection 
of the sphere or the approximated CWE attached to the body is feasible. 
This section presented all the essential issues that will be addressed and resolved 
for efficient detection of concealed weapons and explosives via UWB radar at a stand-off 
distance.   
 
1.4 Thesis Outline  
  According to the problem statement and methodology of the research, as 
presented in the previous section, this thesis is organised in seven chapters. 
Chapter 2, overviews the essential issues related to the transmission of a UWB 
waveform as a signal which is incident on the object and outlines the aspects in relation 
to the reflected wave from the illuminated object. The general description of radar 
systems is followed by the definition and analysis of pulse radar. Furthermore pulse 
compression techniques are investigated. This chapter also describes the reflected wave 
via the Radar Cross Section (RCS) and presents the resonant frequencies bands of the 
possible CWE that may be detected.  Finally the transmitting signal power for detection 
of a grenade is estimated for a stand-off distance of 30 m.  
Chapter 3 reviews the fundamental theoretical principles, which allow the 
detection of an object via UWB radar. These principles are utilised to analyse the 
transient reflected field from an object and thus represent the reflected wave in the time 
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domain. Therefore the analysis of the transient signals leads to the formation of the 
object‘s IR. The IR of the object involves the LTR which consists of poles or complex 
natural resonant frequencies and residues.  
The original contribution of this Thesis starts in chapter 4, which presents the 
theoretical backscattered far field of the sphere and in this way the theoretical poles, IR 
and LTR of the sphere are obtained via simulation.  Furthermore, this chapter analyses 
the signal processing algorithm for pole extraction. These algorithms are used to 
exponentially model the theoretical LTR of sphere and numerically extract its poles and 
residues.  Since the theoretical sphere poles coincide with the numerically extracted ones, 
these algorithms can be used as the basis for processing of experimental LTRs, as studied 
in the following chapters.   
Chapter 5 analyses the experimental configuration, methodology and results for 
detection of a grenade appended on the human. For this stage the conducting sphere of 
radius  0.0325 m is used to approximate the grenade.  Additionally a flat reflector is 
used to approximate the human. In chapter 6 the same experiment as in chapter 5 is 
repeated, however the approximated grenade or sphere is attached to the human. 
Conclusions for the detection of the sphere are drawn as the position of the sphere on the 
human body changes. Finally chapter 7 concludes with a discussion of the results of 
investigations completed.  Useful conclusions are drawn about all essential observations.   
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2.1 Introduction 
This chapter overviews the fundamental aspects associated with the illumination 
of an object with an incident Ultra-Wideband (UWB) waveform, and the reflected wave 
from the illuminated object. Initially a general description of radar systems is presented 
and it is followed by the definition and analysis of pulse radar. In addition, methods of 
compression of the transmitted pulse waveforms, like phase, frequency modulation, and 
frequency stepping are analysed. Furthermore the evolution of conventional radar to the 
UWB radar is considered, and the UWB radar is defined. Moreover there is an overview 
of the applications of UWB radar.  
The consideration of the reflected wave from the illuminated object starts by the 
definition of Radar Cross Section (RCS). Furthermore the deployment of the RCS in the 
radar equation is shown, and the dependence of RCS on parameters like angle of 
incidence, angle of scattering, incident field polarisation and frequency is described.  
The overall goal of the thesis is the investigation of the feasibility of concealed 
weapon detection via Late Time Response (LTR) analysis in UWB radar at a stand-off 
distance. In section 1.3 it was presented that the technique for the detection is the 
acquirement and the study of the complex natural resonant frequencies of the weapon. 
The range or band of resonant frequencies of the weapon may be obtained via 
consideration of the RCS of the weapon. Therefore the description of the reflected wave 
from the weapon starts with the weapon RCS.  
Amongst all probable CWEs the grenade is the object that must be detected, and 
therefore as explained in Section1.3 the sphere of radius 0.0325 m is used to approximate 
the grenade. In this way the RCS plot and the natural resonant frequencies band of the 
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particular sphere are obtained. Therefore  an estimation of the grenade RCS  and resonant 
frequencies band is discussed. Other weapons, whose resonant frequencies bands are 
considered, are the machine gun AK-105, the M1911A1 and Uzis since these could be 
potential concealed weapons that should be detected.   
 
2.2 Radar Signals 
2.2.1 Generic Radar 
One of the aims of current technology is the consideration and the solution of 
problems related to the remote sensing and detection of various objects. The deployment 
of radar systems is one method of resolving these problems. Section 2.2 describes the 
general issues associated with processing of the radar signals. Figure 2.1 shows a generic 
system block diagram of a radar system [14].   
Radar systems involve the utilisation of a device that generates the transmitted 
signal and analyses the received signal, as it will be discussed later, in our experimental 
procedure this device is a vector network analyser. Additionally, transmitting and 
receiving antennas are deployed as the interface that manages the coaxial cable to free 
space interference. The antennas radiate electromagnetic waves or receive the reflected 
electromagnetic waves from the target, in order to detect, locate and identify the target 
(object).  
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2.2.2 Monostatic and Bistatic Radar 
 Depending on the relative positions of transmitter and receiver, the radar system 
can be characterised as monostatic or bistatic. Since bistatic radar is beyond the scope of 
this research, this will not be discussed further. The term monostatic refers to the cases 
where, there is either one common antenna, as shown in Figure 2.2.a, which switches 
mode and is used for both transmitting and receiving, or there are two antennas used as 
the transmitter and receiver, as shown in Figure 2.2.b, which are close to each other or 
collocated.          
    
Transmitted signal 
generator.  
Received signal 
analyser.  
Coaxial to 
freespace 
interface 
controller. 
Coaxial to 
freespace 
interface 
controller. 
 
Propagation 
medium  
Propagation 
medium  
Target 
(Object)  
Synchronization 
Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a radar system [14]. 
 
Figure 2.2.a: Monostatic radar with one Vivaldi antenna 
configuration (Conditionally Vivaldi broadband antenna is shown). 
Transmitter 
Receiver R R: Radar range 
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 In this project, the utilisation of monostatic (two antennas configuration) ultra 
wideband (UWB) pulse radar for concealed weapons detection is addressed as the object 
of research. The term pulse radar refers to the case where the transmitted signal 
resembles to the shape of a pulse. Additionally, for reasons of radar performance 
improvement, the transmitted waveform is modulated using procedures described by 
pulse compression at the reception side, as analysed in the following subsections.    
 
2.2.3 Pulse radar  
 The pulse radar system transmits a series of electromagnetic pulses. After each 
pulse is transmitted it propagates at the speed of light c . When the pulse is incident on a 
target, it is backscattered and a portion of the reflected energy is received at the radar 
where it is analysed.   
Figure 2.2.b: Monostatic radar with two Vivaldi antennas configuration 
(Conditionally Vivaldi broadband antennas are shown). 
 
Transmitter 
Receiver 
R’ 
R 
R 
R’<<R 
R: Radar range 
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The pulse radar transmits the train of pulses at a specific Pulse Repetition 
Frequency (PRF). This pulse train is the overall transmitted signal while each transmitted 
pulse is referred as the sub-signal.  If the reflected wave from a previous pulse is received 
after a subsequent pulse is transmitted, then the reflected wave would be considered to 
originate from a target at a much shorter distance or range. This would generate an 
ambiguity with respect to the range of the target. Since the existence of the pulse radar is 
primarily related to the definition of the target range and the target coordinates, 
ambiguities related to the target range should be eliminated. 
The maximum unambiguous range which the pulse radar can measure, is related 
to PRF with [14, 15] 
                  
maxR
c
PRF
2
                                                    (2.1) 
where maxR is the maximum unambiguous range of the radar.  
The PRF is the inverse of the inter-pulse interval or pulse repetition period T  
which is equal to the duration of the transmitted sub-signal or, to the length of period of 
the overall signal, and it is defined by 
                      
PRF
T
1
                                                    (2.2)   
From equations (2.1) and (2.2)                    
                                                           Tmax
c
R 
2
                                                           (2.3) 
The individual pulse length (or pulse width), is given by [15, 16] 
                                                             
B
1
                                                                 (2.4) 
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where B is the total bandwidth of the transmitted signal. Therefore the pulse length is 
inversely proportional to the transmitted signal bandwidth, assuming matched filtering 
[15]. 
An illustration of the transmitted pulse  tPu and its associated parameters, pulse 
length   and inter-pulse interval T , are shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. 
Accordingly the magnitude of the frequency spectrum  jePu of the pulse is shown in 
Figure 2.5 and is obtained via Fourier Transform (FT) of  tPu .  
The ratio of the pulse length   to inter-pulse interval T , determines the radar‘s 
duty cycle as 
                                                        
T
DT


                                                          (2.5) 
A study of Figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, shows that the bandwidth of the pulse is B = 
0.05 GHz while the pulse width is equal to  = 20 ns.  The inter-pulse interval T  is 
equal to 200 ns. The pulse  tPu is the outcome of the modulation of a rectangular time 
domain pulse with the carrier signal  tncos ca  of frequency 1caf GHz. As a result 
in Figure 2.5 the real part of the spectrum  jePu  is symmetric around the frequency of 
1 GHz. For this pulse the radar‘s duty cycle is 10.DT  . As it is shown in section 2.a of 
the appendix, a periodic signal such as the pulse of Figure 2.4 yields a discrete frequency 
spectrum. The frequency increment or step of the spectrum of Figure 2.5 is equal to 
T
1
. 
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Figure 2.3: The transmitted pulse and parameter . 
 
    Figure 2.4: The transmitted pulse and parameter T . 
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Figure 2.5: Frequency spectrum of the transmitted pulse and the bandwidth B . 
 
Since the pulse radar is primarily used for the definition of the range of the target, 
it is essential to consider its range or spatial resolution.  The range resolution implies the 
increment of range between any two neighbouring discrete range positions. In [15, 16] 
the range resolution is defined as a function of pulse width   and is given by 
          
2


c
R                                                          (2.6)   
Combining (2.6) with (2.4) yields 
         
B
c
R
2
                                                         (2.7) 
Considering equation (2.6) and equation (2.7), it can be seen that the range 
resolution is proportional to the pulse width or inversely proportional to the transmitted 
pulse bandwidth. Consequently, shorter pulses result in increased range resolution. 
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Enhanced range resolution is significant when the target range or position must be known 
with increased accuracy in the determination of the range.  
The principle of target detection via radar at a specific range fundamentally 
depends on the transmitted signal energy, since it is required that the level of the received 
signal exceeds the receiver noise level. Receiver noise includes the receiver thermal noise 
depending on the considered bandwidth, the radar clutter and interference signals from 
other radar sets like jammers or communication transmitters. Therefore an adequate 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) at the receiver is needed and this SNR depends on the 
energy of the transmitted signal.  
The energy of the transmitted signal depends on the pulse peak power and on the 
pulse length.  As was stated above shorter pulses are suitable for range or spatial 
resolution. However, for a particular peak power tP , shorter pulses result in lower average 
power tP  and lower overall energy during the time required for detection which is called 
the integration time. Consequently the receiver (SNR) is also low. This means that the 
detection of the target with the presence of high level of receiver noise at the specific 
range is not feasible, or that the range of detection is limited.  
The average power is given in terms of the peak power and the duty cycle as  
           
T
tt PP


                                                       (2.8)  
              or   PRFPP tt                                      (2.9) 
 The deployment of a transmitter that will radiate a time domain pulse of high 
peak power will result in long range detection and sufficient range resolution. However, 
high power transmitters are generally more complex and they face reliability problems. 
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 An alternative approach of maintaining a high average power and thus achieving 
extended range detection and adequate range resolution without increasing the output 
peak power of the transmitter, are either the coding i.e. modulation of the transmitted 
pulse or the technique of frequency stepping. The most well known schemes of coding 
are the Phase Modulation (PM) and the Frequency Modulation (FM). FM can be either 
linear (chirp waveform) or non-linear. The methods used for pulse modulation and the 
technique of frequency stepping are generally called pulse compression [17].  In order to 
detect the signal and distinguish it from noise in radar receivers, pulse compression 
techniques are used to improve the SNR.  
 
Phase modulated pulse    
 Phase modulated pulse, is the case of coding in which the long pulse is subdivided 
into a number of equal length sub-pulses. Each one of the sub-pulses has its own phase 
modulation; therefore each sub-pulse is transmitted with a particular phase.  The phase of 
each sub-pulse is adjusted according to a particular ―phase code‖. This code is a binary 
sequence that consists of the values 1 and -1 and these values correspond to the phases of 
the sub-pulses which are either 0 or , according to each binary value in the phase code. 
Hence the transmitted long pulse is in essence a sequence of binary phase coded sub-
pulses. There are many ways of selecting the codes. For example, one of the schemes is 
the Barker codes [15], which are also called optimum codes since they provide low 
ambiguity function sidelobes. For example, a seven bit phase coded radar pulse contains 
7 times the energy of a non-coded pulse of the same range resolution or the range 
resolution is seven times finer than a non-coded pulse of the same length or duration and 
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overall energy. Transmission of a phase modulated pulse provides a reflected field, which 
can be uniquely identified by the receiver. In this way the receiver discriminates between 
the signals and rejects the unwanted ones. As an example, Figure 2.6 shows the seven bit 
Barker baseband pulse of sequence [1,1,1,-1-1,1,-1]. 
 
Figure 2.6: Seven bit Barker baseband pulse. 
 
Figure 2.7 shows a seven bit Barker phase coded pulse of sequence [1,1,1,-1-1,1,-1], 
while Figure 2.8 the non-modulated pulse. Apparently the pulse of Figures 2.7 has 7 
times better range resolution than the pulse of Figure 2.8.  Figure 2.9 shows a slice or cut 
through the ambiguity function diagram [15] at zero Doppler, with respect to time 
displacement or shift.  The plot of Figure 2.9 is created via the autocorrelation of the 
pulse in Figure 2.7, zero displacement means that the pulse or code and its copy are 
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aligned. The ambiguity function squared in terms of Doppler frequency Df  and time 
displacement D is given by the integral      
2
22
, 


  dtetPutPufX tjfDDDAF
D  
       
Figure 2.7: Seven bit Barker coded pulse.  
    
Figure 2.8: Non-coded pulse.   
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Figure 2.9: Slice through ambiguity function at zero Doppler against time displacement. 
 
Linear frequency modulated pulse (chirp) 
 A linear frequency modulated pulse or chirp pulse, is the signal in which the 
frequency increases or decreases with time. A continuous chirp pulse is defined in [15], 
[16] by 
                22tkjexptCh                                            (2.10) 
In this pulse, the instantaneous frequency is estimated by differentiation of the phase of 
the pulse and therefore is given by 
               tktk
dt
d
t 2
2
2 2                                         (2.11) 
  t  changes linearly versus time t , while the phase of  tCh varies quadratically versus 
t . If   is the length of the two sided chirp pulse [15], for the one sided chirp pulse the 
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variable t  takes values in the range 





 0 
2
,

. So  t  for the one sided chirp pulse, 
sweeps in the range 





 0 
2
2 2 ,
k 
. Therefore the total frequency deviation or frequency 
sweep during the pulse is  2k  or 
2
2

k  in Hz . Thus the bandwidth of the one sided chirp 
pulse is given by 
2
2

k .  
The parameter 2k is also expressed as 

ChBk 2 where ChB is the swept bandwidth 
of the two sided pulse in Hz. So the angular frequency  t  of the one sided chirp signal 
sweeps in the range 





 0 
2
2
,
BCh .  Figure 2.10 shows a one sided chirp pulse and Figure 
2.11 shows the instantaneous frequency of chirp pulse as a function of time t  .  Figure 
2.12 shows a slice or cut through the ambiguity function diagram of the chirp pulse, at 
zero Doppler, with respect to time displacement or shift.  The plot of Figure 2.12 is 
created via the autocorrelation of the pulse in Figure 2.10, zero displacement means that 
the pulse and its copy are aligned.  
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                                                    Figure 2.10: Chirp pulse. 
     
Figure 2.11: Instantaneous frequency of chirp pulse of Figure 2.10 as a function of time. 
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Figure 2.12: Slice through the ambiguity function at zero Doppler against time 
displacement. 
 
The design of a frequency modulation system involves the consideration of two 
parameters. The first parameter to be selected is the pulse length, for a particular peak 
transmitter power. This parameter will influence the transmitted signal energy and 
therefore it will determine the possibility of detection of a target by the radar at a   
particular range. The second parameter is the required resolution. This parameter will 
determine the bandwidth of the transmitted signal.  
 
 Frequency Stepped Pulse Compression  
 Frequency stepping is a pulse compression technique in which discrete frequency 
steps are deployed in the transmitted signal. Additionally, the received waveform from 
the target is received and recorded in the frequency domain and it is transformed into 
time domain via Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT). In this way the data can be obtained 
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over a wide bandwidth. Hence pulse compression is achieved by increasing the signal 
bandwidth.  
Frequency stepping may accomplish a better SNR by converting long-duration 
low-power received signals into short-duration high-power signals as explained in [17]. 
In this way the received signal power increases above the level of the noise power. 
  
Theoretical background 
 Fundamentally frequency stepped pulse compression refers to a method used to 
increase the bandwidth and the power or energy of the transmitted time domain pulse 
[17]. In this method discrete frequency steps are applied to the transmitted signal in the 
frequency domain starting from the frequency 0f , so in essence there is a number of 
frequency stepped transmitted signals with increasing frequencies that are incident onto 
the target. Furthermore the reflected signal from the target is received and stored in these 
frequency domain steps. Considering the number of frequency steps is equal to 1N , and 
the total bandwidth of the transmitted signal is equal to B, then the relation between the 
frequency step Δf  and B  is 
        fNB  11                                                 (2.12)  
Therefore the highest frequency of the transmitted signal as shown in Figure 2.13 is equal 
to   fNffh  110 .  
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Figure 2.13: The frequency steps with respect to time 
 
By means of applying an IFT on the frequency domain measurement, the 
transmitted signal can be represented in the time domain. Before the use of IFT the 
frequency domain signal is zero padded, or it is extended with zeros. This is a method of 
interpolation, which allows the selection of the sampling frequency of the time domain 
signal. Consequently the frequency domain signal is extended with 1NN  zeros and the 
sampling frequency selected is equal to   fNf s  1 , which yields 
1

N
f
f s . 
As it is shown in Figure 2.14, and theoretically proved in section 2.a of the 
appendix, frequency domain sampling or stepping represented via the discrete 
spectrum  jp eK  yields a time domain signal  tnk p  which is periodic.  The description 
of the frequency step in equation (2.a.7) of the appendix, is also
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Due to the periodicity, the inter-pulse interval T of  tnk p  , which is equal to the 
length of period of the overall signal, is defined by considering equation (2.a.7) of the 
appendix, therefore 
             
ff
N
tN
s
T




11
1                           (2.13)    
 
 
 
Figure 2.14: Frequency stepped pulse compression in (a) frequency and (b) time domain. 
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f
c
Rmax
2
                                                   (2.14) 
Since for the total bandwidth B there are 1N  frequency steps or samples, in the 
time domain there will be 1N  sub-signals or pulses of which the overall transmitted 
signal consists, therefore the duration T of the overall transmitted signal equals  
                                                       TNT 1                                                    (2.15) 
The transmitted or compressed pulse length by means of equations: (2.4), (2.12) 
and (2.13) is defined as  
           
  11
11
11 



NfNB
T                             (2.16) 
The pulse compression ratio is defined as in [4] by means of equations (2.15) and 
(2.16) 
  1
1
11
1
1 

 NN
N
NT
CR
T
T



                        (2.17)   
 Considering the spectrum  jp eK , as it is proved in section 2.b of the appendix, 
if  jp eK  is shifted in the frequency domain by a frequency ca then the pulse 
 tnk p  is modulated with the carrier signal  tncos ca  .    
 
Frequency stepped pulse compression and synthetic range profile 
 Frequency Stepped Pulse Compression also contributes to the description of the 
synthetic range profile of the target. The range profile is defined as the backscattered 
field of the target as a function of range positions along the radar Line of Sight (LOS). 
Supposing that a simple target consists of various isolated scattering centres along the 
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LOS of the radar, the target range profile will constitute of a range of distinct peaks 
which will be spatially associated with the scattering centres of the target. As it is 
explained in [18] the synthetic range profile for a point target at initial range R when time 
is zero, which has a motion along the radar LOS and is illuminated by 1N  frequency 
stepped signals is given by 
                
 
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where the argument y  is                             
                                                      rpl
c
fRN
y 


12                                                 (2.19) 
The range index rpl is used to indicate the range position in the synthetic range 
profile at which the backscattered wave is measured.  Since there are 1N  frequency 
stepped incident fields onto the target per inter-pulse interval T , as shown in equation 
(2.16), there will also be 1N  range-delay measurements of target reflected field.  So 
rpl depends on the number of frequency steps ( 1N ) contained by the range profile 
function. Since in this case there are 1N range–delay reflections, rpl takes the values from 
0rpl to 11  Nlrp .    
Considering equation (2.18) the magnitude of the range profile can be given as  
                                                    
 







1N
y
sin
ysin
Hrp
rpl 

                                                  (2.20) 
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From equation (2.20) the magnitude of the range profile will be maximum at 0y , 
1Ny  , 12Ny  ,….; by substitution of these values of y  in equation (2.19) the 
relation between the range position rpl  and the range R  can be found  
For 0y  giving rpl
c
fRN



1120 or 
fN
cl
R
rp
1
1
2
                                                (2.21) 
For 1Ny   giving rpl
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For 12Ny   giving rpl
c
fRN
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2
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                          (2.23) 
Considering (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23), the difference or length between two different 
adjacent range R values for maximum range profile is given by 
f
c
2
.    The length
f
c
2
 
is equal to the maximum unambiguous range of the radar which was given by equation 
(2.14). 
Since the index rpl showing the range position in the range profile, takes the 
values 0rpl  to 11  Nlrp , this means that there will be 1N  equally spaced range 
positions or increments within the unambiguous range 
f
c
Rmax
2
 . Therefore each 
increment will have the length of 
 12 1  Nf
c
. 
 12 1  Nf
c
is equivalent to 
B
c
2
 , which 
is equal to the range resolution of the radar, as given by equation  (2.6).  
 This section analysed the fundamental principles associated with pulse radar. The 
methods for maintaining a high average power and adequate range resolution for a certain 
transmitter output peak power were also presented. These methods that are also referred 
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to as pulse compression are phase modulation of pulse, frequency modulation of pulse 
and frequency stepped pulse compression. The range resolution associated with 
frequency stepping depends on the number of frequency steps considered and is equal to 
 12 1  Nf
c
. Therefore frequency stepping will be used in this thesis, since it enables the 
selection of the appropriate range resolution for the specific radar application. 
Additionally frequency stepping is easily deployed via the use of Vector Network 
Analyser for experimental purposes.  So frequency stepping is a suitable waveform. 
Under certain conditions the frequency stepped pulse compression or the 
spreading of the spectrum can create an Ultra-Wideband pulse. The appropriate 
conditions to create an UWB pulse are described in the next section.  
 
2.3 UWB Radar Definition Classification and Application 
2.3.1 Evolution of UWB radar from Conventional Systems 
 The amount of information carried by the electromagnetic waves is determined by 
the frequency band used. Considering the illumination of an object via radar, the quantity 
of information reflected from the object is proportional to the frequency band.  In order to 
increase the capacity of the system to carry information, the frequency band must be 
widened [14].  Section 2.3 consists of the definition of UWB radar, the potential 
applications of UWB radar and finally the different classes of UWB waveforms.  
 The UWB term refers to radar systems that use wide relative proportional 
bandwidth signals [14]. Conventional radars are narrow band systems, that provide target 
detection and coordinates measurement. However the transmission of UWB signals onto 
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an object results in the object reflecting a field that carries a large amount of information, 
which provides sensing ability further than the simple object‘s detection. In particular, as 
it was shown in [14, 19], UWB backscattered signals fields may also provide object 
identification, which means that the object can be recognised among the other targets. 
Thus the UWB signals may lead to the formation of an object‘s radar image.  This special 
characteristic of UWB radar is due to the fact that the reflected field from the object 
includes information about the object that depends on the object‘s particular geometry, 
dimensions, shape and its electrical properties, making the identification of the object 
feasible.  
 Comparing conventional radar with UWB radar systems, it can be stated that 
conventional radars are similar to a pedestrian with weak eyes, the pedestrian can realize 
being blocked by an object but cannot recognize the kind of obstacle. The object 
recognition can be achieved only by the use of UWB radar.  
 
2.3.2 UWB Radar Definition   
In this subsection a brief outline along with the definition of the UWB radar is 
given. For the UWB definition the main publications referred to are [2, 14, 20]. 
According to the definition presented in [14], the UWB waveform merges or combines 
the baseband or information and carrier signal. The UWB waveform may appear as a non 
sinusoidal signal. Hence it can occur as a square, triangular or chirp waveform. 
Occasionally it can be assumed that the UWB signal is carrierless, since the baseband 
signal is not always modulated with another much higher frequency carrier signal. As 
stated in [14] the UWB sensor in some applications like the one studied in this Thesis can 
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be called impulse radar; this means that the transmitted signal may be replicating an 
impulse (very short) waveform and that the backscattered field is the impulse response of 
the system, which in our case, is the target (object).  Additionally, the UWB term refers 
to the electromagnetic signal waveforms with instantaneous fractional or proportional 
bandwidth greater than 0.25 with respect to a centre frequency. Signals that have 
fractional bandwidths less that 1% are classified as narrowband, while signals with 
fractional bandwidths from 0.01 to 0.25 are classified as wideband [14].  Fractional 
bandwidth is defined in [14, 17] as 
Fractional bandwidth=
 
lh
lh
ff
ff

2
                                          (2.24) 
where fh and  fl  are the higher and lower frequency band limits or edges respectively. 
The term fractional bandwidth is also referred as ―percentage bandwidth‖ when 
the fractional bandwidth is converted to percent. When conventional narrowband radar 
signals are considered, the term band limit or edge is defined as the point in frequency at 
which the power spectral density is 3 dB below what it is at the centre of the spectrum.  
Therefore the band limit is a -3dB emission point. In conventional narrowband signals, 
greater than 90% of the spectral energy lies in the part of the spectrum between the band 
limits (-3dB emission frequency points) [14].  
Considering UWB signals, the same definition on frequency band limits may be 
used [14]. Depending on the utilised UWB signal waveform, the power spectral density 
may be usually symmetrical about a centre frequency, but sometimes it is not, as 
mentioned in [14], like in the case where the antenna response is measured. 
Another definition for UWB that was accepted by the Federal Communications 
Commission is the following [2]: ―A UWB device is any device where the fractional 
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bandwidth (shown in eq.2.21), is greater than 0.25 or occupies 1.5 GHz or more of 
spectrum.‖ Subsequently the 1.5 GHz minimum bandwidth limit was reduced to a limit 
of 0.5 GHz for UWB devices. In this case the band limits are the -10 dB emission points. 
Therefore the bandwidth occupied by the frequency spectrum must be 5.0B  GHz 
Finally a complementary definition given in [20], is that the UWB term refers to 
the electromagnetic signal waveforms where the centre frequency defined as fo and the 
signal bandwidth B defined as B=df= fh -fl  are comparable which means  
              1
of
df
                                                    (2.25) 
Since the centre frequency is defined as
 
2
lh
o
ff
f

  then the equation 1
of
df
 
becomes 
 
1
2



lh
lh
ff
ff
, which means that the instantaneous fractional or proportional 
bandwidth with respect to a centre frequency must be around 1. In this case the band 
limits are the -20 dB emission points.  
In this Thesis research, UWB signals are considered, whose fractional bandwidth 
is greater than 1. Taking into account the large fractional bandwidth of the signal it can 
be assumed that the incident field onto an object consists of components with different 
frequencies. Therefore, the backscattered field from the object, which is the object‘s 
response, will be investigated over a wide frequency range. This wide frequency range 
(wide bandwidth) will provide a high range resolution. The high range resolution is the 
crucial advantage of the UWB Radar for object recognition, since the backscattered fields 
from the local scattering centers of the object can be measured. Thus the influence of the 
local scattering centers responses towards the overall reflected field from the object could 
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be investigated. In this way the dependence of the reflected field of the object from the 
object‘s particular geometry, dimensions, and shape will be examined.  
 
2.3.3 Historical Background and Applications of UWB Radar 
The origin of UWB radar concept and technology originated from radar 
applications that required larger fractional bandwidth. One of these applications was the 
detection of buried objects like mines. The army requirement for such application has 
existed since 1960. For this application, large bandwidth is required for satisfactory 
resolution of the measured depth of the buried object and a long wavelength is required 
for penetrating the earth‘s surface [14]. 
Another research activity that contributed into the formation of UWB radar 
technology is the high power/short pulse radiation. Radiating systems for such pulses 
were created for the simulation of nuclear Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) effects on 
electronic components and circuits, so as to determine the vulnerability of the systems on 
EMP pulse [14].  
A third research area from which UWB radar emerged is the work in time-domain 
electromagnetics, which begun in 1962. Time-domain electromagnetics were used to 
describe a type of microwave networks through their characteristic impulse response. 
Until then microwave networks which are linear time-invariant (LTI) systems, were 
characterised by conventional radar through swept frequency response, which includes 
amplitude and phase measurements versus frequency [1]. Afterwards the LTI systems 
could otherwise be entirely characterized by their response to an impulse waveform 
excitation, which is also called impulse response (IR) )t(h .  The output signal of an LTI 
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system to any random input signal )(ti  could be distinctively determined by the 
convolution integral in terms of continuous functions 
           


 duutiuhty )()()( .                                    (2.26) 
 Nowadays the UWB radar has a multiplicity of applications. As was discussed in 
[21], UWB radars are one of the most promising approaches to build radar systems with 
significantly improved capabilities for target identification and classification, with direct 
applications to civil uses and environmental monitoring. Fundamentally, as it is explained 
in the review papers [21] and [22], the applications of UWB radars can be separated into 
three main categories depending on the radar range and distance from the target. These 
are short range, mid range and long range applications. 
 Short range UWB radars are mainly operated when the target is located in an 
extremely dense and impenetrable environment. One of the most prominent applications 
is Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR), with a variety of uses as explained in [23], for 
terrain profiling, earth penetration and inspection of condition of foundations in various 
building constructions. Such capabilities are used for trapped victim detection as 
presented in paper [24] where a detection method through UWB radar is proposed to 
recognise periodic motion, such as respiratory motion, in very low signal-to-noise-and-
clutter ratio conditions. Another significant utilisation of the UWB radar, explained in 
[25], is for security and military purposes, such as ―through-wall motion detection radar‖ 
that utilizes the UWB‘s very fine resolution and low frequency of operation in order to be 
placed on the wall and detect motion on the other side of the wall area. Through wall 
imaging applications may operate below 960 MHz, or in the 1.99-10.6 GHz range as 
indicated in [26]. The latest advances in this research area include systems performing a 
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variety of applications. Namely [27, 28] present optimised algorithms for through-the-
wall UWB radar imaging of moving targets, while [29] presents the methodology for the 
mapping of a large area building, utilizing UWB radar imaging. 
Medical imaging can be achieved through UWB radar approach, especially for the 
detection and monitoring of malignant tumours. Tumour detection is investigated in [30], 
via the classification of the salient features of a dielectric target, using multichannel 
microwave backscattered signal in the 1-11 GHz band [31]. Additional work on the 
subject [32] demonstrated a classification method of the shape and size characteristics of 
the tumour directly from its UWB backscatter. Other medical sensing includes the 
detection of internal head injuries like intracranial haematoma detection and the 
monitoring of cardiac or respiratory functions [24, 26]. In this case handheld micro-power 
impulse radar was developed which has a centre frequency of 2 GHz, a 200 psec (0.2 
nsec) pulse width and a 2 MHz Pulse Repetition Frequency.  
 Mid range UWB radar applications, mainly concern surveillance and security 
tasks. As an example, the concept ―UWB Radar Sensor Network‖ [25] can be used for 
terrain surveillance such as an airfield.  In this case the sensor network functions in 
monostatic, bistatic or multistatic modes for the purpose of creating an electronic fence. 
In [25] a bistatic radar experiment is shown which was performed using a 2 GHz UWB 
transmitter. Furthermore for a variety of distance ranges, UWB vehicular radar sensors 
can be used for collision avoidance, blind spot monitoring and short/long range cruise 
control as suggested in [33, 34 ], in order to improve transportation safety and reduce the 
number of road accidents. UWB vehicular radar systems operate in the spectrum between 
22–29 GHz. The sensor described in [33] produces pulses with carrier frequency of 24 
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GHz. Further advances on vehicular UWB radar applications include research work in 
[34] where a new quadrature pulse generator for use in UWB vehicular radar is presented 
that offers increased pulse compression, detection and interference mitigation 
characteristics. 
Finally, long range applications mainly include Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 
detection and imaging. Specifically, SAR systems that use longer wavelength UWB 
signals have the ability of foliage and camouflage penetration [35]. Such systems are 
used from the air or the ground to provide images for hidden, buried or concealed objects. 
Therefore they are increasingly utilized from the army for detection of weapons like 
buried 155-mm shells, mine fields or long range missiles [35, 36]. In [35] an 
experimental time domain SAR system was developed which operates in the 50-1200 
MHz band. Furthermore, as it was discussed in the paper [37] by ―Defence Advanced 
Research Projects Agency‖ (DARPA): ―Both wideband and ultra-wideband radars can 
offer foliage penetration applications, however ultra-wideband radars may have an 
advantage in implementation in terms of cost, size and weight‖. In this research the UWB 
radar will be utilized for CWE detection at a standoff distance.   
 
2.3.4 Cases of UWB Waveforms   
In order to demonstrate the generic shape and properties of the UWB pulse, the 
―sinc‖ waveform and the ―Gaussian monocycle‖ waveform are considered. 
Sinc Waveform 
The UWB sinc signal generally appears in time domain as non sinusoidal, carrier-
free, short duration waveform that resembles the impulse waveform. The transmitted 
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signal can be mathematically described by means of the  tcsin c  function, as shown in 
[38], where  
         
 
t
tsin
tcsin
c
c
c


                                                  (2.27)    
                 
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tn
tnsin
tncsin
c
c
c


   n                       (2.28)  
if the transmitted signal is considered as a discrete function. In theory the sinc waveform 
is not restricted with respect to time [38]. However as it is shown in Figure 2.15 the 
waveform can be restricted to the point where the sequence approaches zero.  
  
Figure 2.15: The sinc pulse in time domain. 
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       Figure 2.16: The sinc pulse in frequency domain. 
 
The csin shaped pulse in the time domain is a window in the frequency domain 
so a signal which has a flat frequency spectrum with cut-off frequency cc f 2  is 
considered 
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It needs to be mentioned that the kind of signals shown in equations 2.28 and 2.29 are not 
causal therefore they cannot be generated or processed in the time domain; they are just 
referred as the general theoretical waveforms.  
If  jeX is periodic with periodicity 2  and the Fourier synthesis equation [38] is 
considered  
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  or  tnx 
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where  tn  is the impulse or Dirac waveform. Consequently, if the frequency spectrum 
of  tnx   is widened, it will theoretically reach the frequency spectrum of an impulse. 
Therefore in this case the UWB transmitted pulse tends to become impulse and 
considering the FT of  tnx 
 
tn
tnsin c


, it yields 
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Because of the existence of  tnsin c  , the infinite sum 
  tjn
n
c e
tn
tnsin 

 


  does not 
have a uniform convergence for all values of   as n  increases. This in the frequency 
domain is shown as an oscillatory behaviour at c   or cff  , which is called Gibbs 
phenomenon [20]. However as n  increases the effect of Gibbs phenomenon is reduced.  
 A demonstration of the sinc function in time domain and frequency domain are 
shown in Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16 respectively. The graph in Figure 2.16 is the FT of 
the function in Figure 2.15. The cut-off frequency cf  which is equivalent to bandwidth B  
for this pulse is 2 GHz. By observation of the frequency domain plot the ripples at 2 GHz 
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are due to the Gibbs phenomenon. By observation of the time domain plot it can be seen 
that the duration or length between the first two zero crossings is  =0.5 ns and this is in 
accordance with equation (2.16). This is because of the existence of the sinusoidal 
function  tnsin c   in 
 
tn
tnsin c


. The first zero crossings happen when 
     0sin tnc  or  tnc    or 25021 .f/tn c  ns 
         and  tnc  or 25021 .f/tn c  ns 
In general waveforms with flat or horizontal frequency spectrums resemble to the sinc 
pulse in the time domain.  
 
Gaussian Monocycle Waveform  
 The UWB monocycle pulse [14] is considered carrier-based with the centre 
frequency and the bandwidth dependent upon the duration of the monocycle. The centre 
frequency 2cf  of a monocycle is the reciprocal of the duration or length 2c  of the 
monocycle, as shown in Figure 2.17. The time domain representation of the monocycle 
pulse is given by      
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Figure 2.17 and Figure 2.18 illustrate the monocycle function in the time domain and 
frequency domain, respectively. The graph in Figure 2.18 is the FT of the function in 
Figure 2.17. For the signal in Figure 2.18 the centre frequency is 2 GHz, consequently the 
pulse length in Figure 2.17 should be 0.5 ns. In Figure 2.17 it can be seen that the 
monocycle pulse tends asymptotically to zero at points 250. ns and 250. ns.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.17: The Gaussian monocycle pulse in time domain. 
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Figure 2.18: The Gaussian monocycle pulse in frequency domain. 
 
 This section analysed the fundamental UWB radar theory and its applications.  
Initially, a definition of UWB radar in terms of fractional bandwidth is given, in this 
Thesis the UWB signals considered will have a fractional bandwidth greater than 1. 
Furthermore, an outline of the major applications of UWB radar is presented. These are 
medical sensing; security and surveillance; ground penetrating radar; camouflage 
penetration and detection of various concealed or buried objects. Finally, there was an 
overview of the theoretical waveforms that are usually transmitted in UWB radar 
systems.   As it was explained these waveforms are not causal since they do not have a 
uniform convergence with respect to time, therefore they cannot be generated or 
processed in the time domain; in the next section a frequency domain window will be 
used to tackle this issue.  
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2.4 UWB Signal Reflection from Targets 
The illumination of an object via an electromagnetic wave results in the 
backscattering of a wave from the object. The creation of a reflected wave happens when 
the incident wave encounters a discontinuity in the characteristic impedance of the 
propagation medium (air), namely when an incident wave meets a target-object in free 
space. At the specific point of characteristic impedance discontinuity, an electric field 
which is opposite to the incident electric field is created, so that the boundary conditions 
are met. At the interface between propagation medium (dielectric) and conducting target 
the total tangential electric field is zero. At the interface between propagation medium 
(dielectric) and dielectric target the total tangential electric field is continuous. 
Additionally due to boundary conditions local currents are produced on the object. These 
generated currents result in the object getting charged, and a wave to be reflected or re-
radiated from the object. One of the ways of characterising the reflected wave is the RCS. 
The induced currents and the reflected wave are a function of many parameters such as 
angle of incidence, angle of scattering, incident field polarisation, polarisation of 
scattered field (co- or cross- polar RCS), frequency and material, etc. Consequently the 
RCS also depends on those parameters. 
 
2.4.1 Radar Cross Section (RCS) 
 As defined from [14, 39], the RCS is a measure of the power that is scattered per 
unit solid angle (power density) by a target (object), in a particular direction, normalised 
with respect to the power density of the incident field. If the scattered electromagnetic 
wave is spherically spread along the range R, from the radar to the target, the scattered 
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wave decays and its amplitude reduces with respect to distance. By means of the 
normalisation, the effect of the decay of the electromagnetic wave due to distance is 
removed. Consequently this description of RCS is independent of the distance between 
the radar and the target, as long as the target is in the far field. The far field criterion is 
expressed as 

22D
R  , where R is the range,   is the considered wavelength and D is 
the transverse antenna aperture extent for antennas or the target extent facing the radar for 
radar targets [16]. The RCS varies with respect to the range in near field, as may be the 
case in several UWB applications. The RCS is effectively the surface area of the target 
that the radar sees and is also referred to as echo area. For this definition of RCS it must 
be assumed that the target is in the far field of the transmitter so that the incident field is 
essentially a plane wave and that the target is in free space. The RCS is defined as  
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where SE   is the scattered electric field, IE  is the incident electric field, R  is the distance 
between radar and target, SH  is the scattered magnetic field and 
IH   is the incident 
magnetic field. 
The total electric field TE  at the boundary between free space and target (object) 
is equal to incident plus scattered field 
        IST EEE                                                                         (2.34) 
The RCS of a target (object) is engaged in the radar equation.      
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2.4.2 Radar Equation 
 The radar equation expresses the power of the signal received at the radar as a 
function of various parameters like the transmitting and receiving systems, the target‘s 
RCS and propagation and polarization effects. For the monostatic case, where the two 
antennas used as the transmitter and receiver are collocated, the range from the 
transmitter to the target is similar to the range from the target to the receiver. The radar 
equation is given by [14]    
       
  43
2
4 R
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P RCSrttr
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                                        (2.35) 
where rP is the received power in watts, tP is the transmitting antenna field power in 
watts, RCS  is the target‘s RCS in square meters, tG  is the transmitting antenna directive 
gain and rG is the receiving antenna  directive gain, R  is the range from the target to the 
transmitter or receiver in meters and   is the wavelength at the specific frequency of 
interest in meters.  
 As it is shown in [15] the radar equation can also include the parameter 
systemL which is the system‘s loss factor. This factor introduces all the inevitable 
inefficiencies of the radar system. Consequently the monostatic radar equation becomes 
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                                 (2.36) 
In case that identical antennas are used as transmitter and receiver, then 
GGG rt  . The radar equation along with the RCS of the target, the average noise 
power present in the system, and a specific Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) could define the 
limits on the range at which the radar can detect the target. Thus these parameters are 
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very important in the design of the system. The understanding of how the RCS depends 
on parameters like angle of incidence, angle of scattering, incident field polarisation and 
frequency is also significant. 
 
2.4.3 Monostatic Radar Cross Section of Target 
2.4.3.1 Dependence of RCS on Incident Angle and Scattering Angle 
The incident and scattering angles for a target (object) are represented in the 
spherical coordinate system as shown in Figure 2.19 [14].  
  
Figure 2.19 [1]: Coordinate system that shows incident and scattering angles. 
Incident 
field 
Scattered field 
  
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 The direction of propagation of the incident field is defined by the angles  and   
while the direction of propagation of the scattered field is defined by the angles '  
and ' . For a monostatic radar RCS the scattering and incident angles are the same, 
therefore  = '  and  = ' . Consequently for monostatic radar the incident and 
scattered fields propagate on the same axis with different directions. By considering these 
angles the RCS can be expressed as 
           
 
 
2
2
''
2''
,
,
lim4,;,



I
S
RRCS
E
E
R

                      (2.37) 
 
2.4.3.2 Dependence of RCS on Polarisation 
One of the methods of quantifying the RCS, is by use of a transfer function, 
which relates the incident field to the scattered field. The relationship between the 
incident (E 
I
 ) and scattered (E 
S 
)
 
fields, is  represented by the scattering matrix (S) which 
consists of the various scattering coefficients (aij). Using this representation, the 
relationship between the polarisations of the incident and scattered fields can be 
investigated.  
 The relationship between the incident E 
I   
and scattered E 
S   
fields is  
        2121111
IIS EaEaE          
       2221212
IIS EaEaE    
 The subscripts i and j of the coefficients aij refer to the polarizations of the 
scattered and incident waves and the subscripts 1 and 2 represent any two general 
orthogonal polarization components. The a12 and a21 coefficients are referred to as cross-
(2.38) 
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polarisation coefficients. The cross-polarisation coefficient is associated with the 
scattered field in one polarisation when the object is illuminated with an incident field 
with orthogonal polarisation. For monostatic radar the cross-polarisation coefficients are 
equal and   a12   = a21. The previous equation can be written in terms of matrices as     
           scS
S
S
E
E






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

2
1








2
1
I
I
E
E
                 (2.39)                                                          
and therefore the scattering matrix is equal to 
      scS
aa
aa






2221
1211
                                          (2.40)       
Each scattering coefficient is a complex number and therefore it can be represented in 
terms of magnitude and phase   
      ij
j
ijij eaa

        (2.41) 
Since the RCS depends on frequency and incident and scattering angles, in addition to the 
dependence on polarisation, the scattering coefficient can be expressed as  
     f;,;,jk''ij''ij
''
ijef;,;,af;,;,a

       (2.42) 
The scattering matrix coefficients are related to the RCS as 
2
24 ijRCS aRij                                            (2.43) 
The equation (2.43) is valid for specific orthogonal polarisations. 
 
2.4.3.3 Dependence of RCS on Frequency 
 The dependence of RCS on frequency can be separated into three categories in 
terms of how the wavelength λ of the incident field compares with the maximum object 
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dimension dimL . These three categories are the Rayleigh region, the resonance region and 
the optical region. These three regions are defined as: 
 Rayleigh region or low frequency region is the region where the wavelength λ is 
large compared to the object dimension dimL :  dimL / λ<<1. 
 Resonance region is the region where the wavelength λ is on the same order as the 
object dimension dimL :  0.5< dimL  / λ<10. 
 Optical region or high frequency region is the region where the wavelength λ is 
small compared to the object dimension dimL : dimL / λ>10. 
 Considering spherical objects especially, as the sphere and grenade studied in the 
Thesis, the dimension that controls the scattering performance with respect to frequency 
is the sphere circumference. If the impulse response of a system is the continuous 
function  th , the Laplace Transform (LT) of  th  is the transfer function  sH of the 
system and is defined as 
                             


0
dtethsH st                                                (2.44)  
where  js    the scattering matrix scS  of equation (2.39) and (2.40), represents the 
scattering transfer function of the object. If in equation (2.39) the dependence on 
polarisation and the dependence on angle of incidence are suppressed, then equation 
(2.39) can be written in terms of complex frequency  js  . Hence the scattering 
transfer function of the object will be  sS sc and it will be related to the incident and 
reflected fields as 
     sEsSsE Isc
S                                (2.45) 
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In this case the scattering transfer function of the object is    sSsH sc . Therefore from 
equation (2.33) the RCS can be written as   
 
 
 
     2222
2
2
2 lim4lim4lim4 sHRsSR
sE
sE
Rs
RscR
I
S
RRCS 
   (2.46) 
and for the representation of RCS of the object as a function of frequency   
 
 
 
     2222
2
2
2 lim4lim4lim4 


 jHRjSR
jE
jE
Rj
RscR
I
S
RRCS 
   (2.47) 
 
2.4.4 New features due to UWB Radar 
Due to the reduction in transmitted pulse duration some new features and 
improvements are provided by the UWB radar as described in [14] and [19]: 
 Enhanced precision in the target-object‘s range measurement.  
 Improved radar immunity to extraneous or irrelevant to the radar system signals like 
electromagnetic radiation or noise that interferes with the radar signals.   
 Object recognition and detectability, which leads to the creation of the object‘s radar 
image via the formation of the object‘s RCS. When a UWB pulse is transmitted onto 
a complex object, the overall reflected signal and therefore the RCS, are unique since 
they depend  on many factors like:  
1. Particular geometry and electrical dimensions (size), relative to the incident signal 
wavelength, of the object, or all the individual reflectors of which the complex 
object consists.  
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2. Spatial relationship or distance among all reflectors.  
3. Electrical properties of the object.  
4. Angle of incidence of the transmitted signal and the scattering angle of the 
reflected signal. 
5. Incident signal polarization.  
 Radar robustness to passive interference created by bad weather conditions (snow, 
mist, hail, and rain), clutter, aerosols or metallized strips.  
 Increase in target tracking reliability    
 Increase in radar operation security.     
 
2.4.5 Radar Cross Section of Weapon 
 The grenade is the target that will be detected via radar and it is the smallest one 
of all CWEs. Other CWEs could be considered and are shown in Figure 2.20 and Figure 
2.21. These are the Uzi pistol with 0.24 m length, the folded Micro Uzi small machine 
gun with length 0.282 m, the M1911A1 0.45 calibre pistol with 0.219 m length or the 
folded AK-105 small size assault rifle with length 0.586 m. These weapons are reported, 
since they are adequately compact and could be hidden between a person‘s clothes hence 
they are potential CWEs. Nevertheless since the research is focused on the grenade their 
detection is out of the scope of the Thesis.   
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                                  Figure 2.20: Other possible concealed weapons.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.21: Other possible concealed weapons. 
 
In order to estimate the grenade RCS and resonant frequencies, the conducting 
sphere of radius  0.0325 m is used to approximate the grenade. Hence the RCS [39] 
of the conducting sphere of radius 0.0325 m is considered and shown in Figure 2.22. In 
this figure the RCS is plotted against the frequency.  
The resonance region of the sphere RCS has peaks that correspond to the natural 
resonant frequencies of the sphere. In the optical region, the resonant frequencies peaks 
still exist but converge asymptotically to the physical cross section, which is the area of 
the sphere 2 =0.0033 m2. As it can be seen from the figure, the first resonant frequency 
occurs at 1.46 GHz, this frequency corresponds to 1
c

or 1
2



, which means that 
the first resonant peak corresponds to the frequency point where the circumference equals 
AK-105 
0.586 m 
Grenade 
0.063 m 
diameter 
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one wavelength. Therefore the resonant frequencies depend on the circumference of the 
sphere. For the sphere, the resonance region is the region where the wavelength λ is of 
the same order as the sphere dimension 0.5<  /2 <10.  
            
Figure 2.22: The RCS of sphere (the scale is in multiples of the first resonant frequency). 
 
Since the grenade is approximated by the conducting sphere of radius 0.0325 m, 
from Figure 2.22, the resonance region and therefore the frequency response (spectrum) 
of the sphere and the grenade can be estimated to start from 0.73 GHz. Hence the first 
resonant frequency, which also has the highest contribution into the formation of the 
reflected field from the sphere or the grenade, can be seen at around 1.4 GHz. The 
subsequent resonant frequencies can be estimated to occur at frequencies which are 
around integer multiples of 1.4 GHz. For the grenade detection the first three or four 
resonant frequencies will be considered, therefore the reflected wave from the grenade 
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will be obtained in the 0.7-4.5 GHz band or 0.7-6.7 GHz band depending on the number 
of resonant frequencies that are considered . Considering Figure 2.22, it can be deduced 
that the RCS of the grenade oscillates and converges for higher frequencies around the 
value of the physical cross section which is the area  203250. =0.0033m2. 
Considering the Uzis, pistol, and AK-105 these targets could be approximated as 
cylinders of radius varying from 0.025m to 0.1 m and length varying from 0.2m to 0.6 m. 
From the RCS of cylinder [40] a general idea can be figured of the resonant frequencies 
of the weapons.  
The principle that the first resonant peak corresponds to the frequency point 
where the circumference equals one wavelength applies for any object. So, when the 
polarisation of the incident wave on the cylinder or pistol or machine gun is parallel to 
the axis of the weapon, the wavelength corresponding to the first resonant frequency will 
approximately be equal to twice the biggest dimension of the illuminated weapon. For the 
considered M1911A1 or Uzis, this significant wavelength is around 0.5m. Therefore the 
first resonant frequency of these weapons can be estimated to be at 0.6 GHz.  For the 
AK-105 the wavelength is around 1.172 m therefore the first resonant frequency of the 
gun can be estimated to be at 0.25 GHz. Additionally, by consideration of these resonant 
frequencies the band can be defined at which the measurement of the reflected field from 
the weapon of interest will be made. This band is 0.125-1 GHz for AK-105 and 0.3-2.4 
GHz for M1911A1 or Uzis. In table 2.1 the first and fourth resonant frequencies of each 
weapon are shown.  So according to the weapon under consideration the appropriate band 
should be selected.  
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Table 2.1: Type of weapon and first and fourth resonant frequency. 
Type 1
st
 Resonance  around 4
th
 Resonance around 
Grenade 1.4 GHz 5.6 GHz 
Uzi pistol 0.6 GHz 2.4 GHZ 
Micro Uzi SMG 0.6 GHz 2.4 GHZ 
M1911A1  0.45 0.6 GHz             2.4 GHZ 
AK-105 0.25 GHz               1 GHz 
       
2.4.6 Power Level Analysis for Reliable Detection of Weapon 
The existence of the radar equation enables us to approximately estimate the 
required transmitting power tP for reliable target detection at a specific range R . For this 
estimation the transmitting antenna tG gain and receiving antenna rG  gain must be 
known.  
For the experimental procedure and for the concealed object detection two 
Vivaldi broadband antennas are going to be used, as shown in Figure 2.23. In order to 
estimate the gains tG  and rG , the antennas were set to face each other at distance 
dR 3.2 m. So the insertion loss ( 21S  ) due to separation between the antennas was 
measured using the network analyzer, assuming no polarization loss. The 21S  is shown in 
Figure 2.24. The gain of both antennas can be estimated by means of the Friis equation 
[15]   
                                               
2
14 







R
P
P
GG
t
r
rt                                           (2.48) 
Where tP  is the power of the transmitting antenna , rP is the power of the receiving 
antenna and the power ratio 
t
r
P
P
is the measured 21S  squared. Since transmitting and 
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receiving antenna are the same  2GGG rt   and  is the wavelength at the specific 
frequency. 
 
Figure 2.23: Experimental configuration with two Vivaldi antennas facing each other at 
distance dR 3.2m. 
 
 
Figure 2.24: Measured 21S  parameter in dB of two antennas facing each other. 
 
 From Figure 2.24, it is shown that the measured averaged 21S  parameter at frequency 3 
GHz is 21S = 0.0308 or -30.2 dB. For higher frequencies than 3 GHz the 21S  is more or 
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less stable. Consequently the gain of both antennas at frequency 3 GHz can be estimated 
as 
            




 

2
22
1.0
2.34
0308.0

GGG rt 153                     (2.49)                       
Therefore the gain of each antenna is 36512153 .G     or dBG 11 . 
Having calculated the antennas gain, the required transmitting antenna power for 
reliable target detection can be computed by means of the radar equation. The power 
received by the radar from the target is given by 
       
  43
2
4 R
LGGP
P
systemRCSrtt
r


                                      (2.50) 
where RCS  is the RCS of the target and systemL  is the system‘s loss factor. The power 
received by the target can be compared with the power of noise via the Signal-to-Noise 
ratio (SNR)   
   
  N
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LGGP
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43
2
4

                             (2.51) 
As it is known the noise power is given by [15] 
                                                                   FBkTPN 0                                               (2.52) 
where k is the Boltzmanns‘s constant 2310381  .k 1JK  and 3000 T K and F is the 
noise figure of the receiver which can be estimated to take the value 10F  or dB10 . 
Equation (2.51) can be modified to include the average power given by 
T
tt PP


 and the 
integration gain [15] of several pulses added together by involving the factor
pnp
Ln . pn  is 
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the number of added pulses and 
pn
L is the loss over perfect integration. Assuming that in 
contemporary radar systems 9.0
pn
L [15] is used.  Also if the average power 
is
T
tt PP


  then 

 T
t PP  . Thus the factor pnp Ln and tP are included in equation (2.51). 
Consequently SNR becomes 
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Equation (2.51) can be written in terms of tP as 
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By means of the noise equation (2.52), equation (2.54) can be written as 
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and using equation (2.4) 
B
1
 ,   tP  will become 
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The product Tpn  is called the integration time of pn  pulses required for target detection. 
Supposing the specific SNR which is required for target detection is at least dB30 , 
which means that the received power is 1000 times the noise power and the system‘s loss 
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factor is dBLsystem 10 . The assumption that the SNR is dB30  is applicable only in a 
noise-limited environment. Also it is assumed that the radar tracks the target which is a 
moving person over 1 m range and the person has the speed of  5 m/sec, therefore the 
integration time is 1/5=0.2 sec so 20.n Tp   sec. 
By means of the equation (2.51) for tP , the required level of the transmitting 
antenna power is estimated  for effective detection of a sphere with RCS  equal to the 
value 22 03250 ).(  =0.0033m2  at distance R 30m at frequency 3 GHz. The 
frequency 3 GHz is chosen since for this value and for higher frequencies the sphere RCS 
converges to 0.0033m
2
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Figure 2.25: Average power against distance. 
  
 The estimated power tP  for effective weapon detection is the average power and 
is plotted in Figure 2.25 as the distance or range R increases. So for the same integration 
time and noise, the range of detection is affected by the average power tP . Pulse 
compression will not affect the range for the same integration time. However pulse 
compression increases the range resolution.   
Therefore, in this project frequency stepped pulse compression is used, via 
utilization of the vector network analyser as the instrument that performs the frequency 
stepping. Hence the flat frequency spectrum is obtained in steps in order to create a UWB 
sinc pulse which is periodic with period 
f
T


1
 . Supposing the reflected field of the 
smallest target which is the grenade is considered, the bandwidth of the synthesized sinc 
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pulse should start from 0.7 GHz since it will be used for obtaining the response of the 
0.0325 sphere or grenade whose resonance region starts from 0.7 GHz.   
 
2.4.7 Sinc Pulse via Frequency Stepping 
 Considering that a sinc pulse is transmitted between 2 antennas which are facing 
each other and located 3.2m apart; and that for the signal transmission the method of 
frequency sampling of the flat spectrum (or window ) i.e. frequency stepping is used. 
These pulses are shown in Figures 2.26, 2.27 and 2.28 respectively. The frequency band 
of the pulse in Figure 2.26 is 0.7-1.45 GHz and its fractional bandwidth is 0.7. The 
frequency bands of the pulses in Figures 2.27 and 2.28 are 0.7-2.7 GHz and 0.7-6.7 GHz 
respectively, while their fractional bandwidths are 1.18 and 1.62 respectively. For all 
pulses T 267 nanoseconds (ns).  Figure 2.29 shows the magnitude of the frequency 
spectrum of the pulse of Figure 2.28. In these pulses the starting frequency of the window 
was 0.7 GHz, the frequency spectrum delay, or shift causes modulation with a carrier 
frequency signal which is observed in the pulse signal of Figures 2.26, 2.27 and 2.28.  
Additionally in Figure 2.28 the sidelobes show ripples of high frequency and this is due 
to the fact that the spectrum of this specific pulse extends to the frequency of 6.7 GHz.  
By observation of Figure 2.26, it can be seen that the pulse level is only 
marginally higher than the sidelobes level. This is due to the fact that the fractional 
bandwidth of the signal is not large enough. According to [20] this signal is not classified 
as UWB.  However for Figures 2.27 and 2.28 as the fractional bandwidth becomes larger, 
and the frequency spectrum of the waveform becomes wider, the pulse level (main lobe) 
is getting more distinctive than the sidelobes level and thus a sinc pulse is created. 
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Additionally the time domain extent of the sinc waveform becomes shorter; this has been 
predicted by equation (2.16). For Figures 2.27 and 2.28 the duration between the first two 
zero crossings is  =0.5 ns and  =0.166 ns respectively and this is in accordance with 
equation (2.16), however this duration is critically influenced by the modulation with 
respect to the carrier signal  tncos ca  . By observation of Figure 2.29, the spectrum 
in frequency domain is shifted and starts from 0.7 GHz, and  jmp eK  is symmetric 
around the frequency of 3.7 GHz. For the pulse of Figure 2.28 the carrier frequency 
signal was 73.fca  GHz.  
Observation of Figure 2.28 shows the existence of sidelobes. The sidelobes are 
present since the sinc pulse is not causal. If the pulse, as illustrated in Figure 2.28, was 
incident onto an object, the sidelobes would create a lot of reflections, which would 
critically affect the processing of the received signal. To eliminate sidelobes a frequency 
domain window [23], can be applied as in the case of Figure 2.30.  Figure 2.30 shows the 
pulse of Figure 2.28 (0.7-6.7 GHz bandwidth) after a Gaussian window has been applied. 
In Figure 2.30 the absence of sidelobes is observed. The selection of the parameters of 
the window or frequency tapper is a complex process as sometimes a frequency tapper 
may introduce a processing loss.  
While the considered fractional bandwidth increases, the frequency spectrum of 
the pulse waveform becomes wider until it theoretically reaches the frequency spectrum 
of an impulse. This is the critical benefit offered by frequency stepped pulse 
compression.  
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Figure 2.26:  The sinc pulse in time domain in the 0.7-1.45 GHz band. 
 
Figure 2.27:  The sinc pulse in time domain in the 0.7-2.7 GHz band. 
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Figure 2.28:  The sinc pulse in time domain in the 0.7-6.7 GHz band. 
 
 
Figure 2.29: The magnitude of frequency spectrum of Figure 2.28. 
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Figure 2.30:  The sinc pulse in time domain in the 0.7-6.7 GHz band after a Gaussian 
window has been applied. 
 
2.4.8 Conclusions 
In this chapter a general analysis is presented of the main elements of the Ultra-
Wideband Radar theory. After the introduction, sections 2.2 and 2.3 gave a general idea 
of the radar concept and analysed the fundamental UWB radar theory and its 
applications. Studying the applications of the UWB radar, in their majority include 
ground, foliage, camouflage penetration and detection of hidden objects in various 
distance ranges. Therefore it is apparent that for our research objective of ―concealed 
weapon detection‖, the use of UWB radar is most preferable.  
In section 2.4, an attempt is made to derive the resonant frequency bands of the 
radar operation for the possible weapons for detection.  The AK-105 is considered as the 
biggest weapon with first resonant frequency at 0.25 GHz or wavelength 1.172 and 
bandwidth of reflected signal measurement 0.125-0.8 GHz. The grenade is the smallest 
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weapon that will be detected with first resonant frequency at 1.46 GHz or wavelength 0.2 
m and bandwidth of reflected signal measurement 0.7-6.7 GHz. By means of the radar 
equation and its dependence on the RCS of the smallest target, which in this case is the 
grenade approximated as a sphere, it was calculated that at the standoff distance of 30 m  
a UWB radar should be used with transmitting average power of about 
4105581.6 tP depending on the antenna gain. This level of average power was 
estimated via the assumption that the SNR is dB30 . However this assumption is 
applicable only in a noise-limited environment. In a different environment there are large 
clutter returns, hence tracking the clutter power or other forms of CFAR [15] could be 
used. 
The antennas that will be used should have a flat frequency response from 
frequency limits lf  to hf . These frequency limits are involved in the fractional bandwidth 
equation given by (2.24). Thus by means of these antennas and the technique of pulse 
compression the waveform of Figure 2.30 will be used as the transmitted pulse for 
grenade detection.   
Chapter 2 and the description of the radar and UWB concepts lay the framework 
in order to explain the detection of the hidden target (weapon). Hence the following 
chapters build upon the radar equation, the target‘s RCS, so as to explain how the 
reflected signal will be analysed in order to perform target detection. These are explained 
in chapters 3 and 4 with experimental results shown in chapters 5, 6 and 7.   
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Chapter 3  
 
LATE TIME RESPONSE 
PHENOMENON and its 
EXPLOITATION 
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3.1 Introduction  
This chapter presents the concept of the Late Time Response (LTR) as the 
fundamental principle that enables the detection of an object via UWB radar. The LTR is 
related to the techniques the UWB radar utilises to analyse the transient reflected signals 
from various targets (objects). The analysis of transient signals leads to the formation of 
the object‘s signature. This signature can be used for object recognition and 
classification.   
Fundamentally, when an impulsive field is incident on an object, a transient field 
is backscattered from the target. The term transient is used to depict the short duration 
oscillation caused by the excitation of the object or system. Transient scattering which is 
a temporary phenomenon is investigated by the Singularity Expansion Method (SEM). 
The analysis of the transient field via SEM leads to the creation of the impulse response 
of the object.  After the impulse response is formulated, the natural resonant frequencies 
of each object can be obtained and these frequencies contribute to the development of the 
object‘s signature.  
Initially this chapter presents the mathematical principles that constitute the 
foundation of SEM. Consequently the theoretical aspects of SEM are analysed; this 
includes the study of transient reflected fields and how they are considered in the time 
domain. Eventually the concepts of Early Time Response (ETR) and the LTR are shown 
and the connection between the LTR and its resonant frequencies (poles) is described.     
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3.2 Singularity Expansion of Meromorphic Functions 
3.2.1 Meromorphic Functions 
 This section presents the Mittag-Leffler theorem, which from a pure theoretical 
point of view is the concept that lays the framework for the singularity or pole expansion 
of meromorphic functions, as explained in [42] and [43].  The term ―meromorphic 
function‖, defines the analytic function  sf  that has only isolated poles as singularities. 
For the description of meromorphic functions, it is assumed that these poles are located at 
finite iss  , with ...0 321  sss  (where i  is the poles index) and that these 
poles are all simple. Additionally the number of finite s -plane poles may be infinite. The 
residues of the poles are denoted as iq . A meromorphic function has no essential 
singularities in the finite plane. The term essential singularity describes poles of infinite 
order [44].  
 
3.2.2 Mittag-Leffler Theorem  
 Consider a series of concentric circles iC about the origin so that iC includes 
is,...,s,s,s 321  but no other poles. Also iC  does not pass through any other poles. The 
radius of iC which is iR  as i . In order to guarantee convergence, it is assumed 
that   iRsf   for all values of s  on iC  and for any small positive constant . Under 
these circumstances the Mittag-Leffler singularity expansion theorem [42, 43] states that 
the series in the right of equation (3.1) converges to  sf  
                                         
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If 1inp is an arbitrary positive integer then a different singularity expansion exists if 
  1 inpiRsf   as iR  and i . In this case  sf can be represented by  
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The function    
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  is a polynomial that 
represents an entire function. This polynomial is similar to the Laplacian of a differential 
of order 1inp . The term ―entire‖ defines a function which is analytic at points of the 
finite s -plane.  Therefore an entire function has no singularities in the finite s -plane.  
 
3.3 Singularity Expansion Method  
3.3.1 Theoretical Background  
 This section establishes the theoretical foundation concerning the backscattered 
field of an object by means of the singularity expansion method (SEM) as analysed in 
[14, 45]. The backscattered field of the object is considered both in the s domain (Laplace 
Transform plane) via the transfer function of the object-system and in the time domain 
via the object‘s transient field, which is the object‘s Impulse Response (IR). In chapter-
two as it is explained in sub-section 2.4.3.3, equation (2.46-2.47), the transfer function 
was involved in the definition of the Radar Cross Section (RCS); therefore it is 
fundamental for the reflected field description.  
 The normalised transfer function  s,rH for a finite-sized object that has only 
pole singularities in free space is given in [14] as  
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The parameters of equation (3.3) are 
 is  is the pole, singularity, or natural resonant frequency and it has a complex 
value. It is the pole of the transfer function after an impulse signal has been 
applied on the system. The poles of the transfer function appear in complex 
conjugate pairs if the IR is a real function of time. If the studied system is 
considered as stable i.e. the IR of the system converges or the IR is a series of 
damped exponentials, then the poles lie in the negative half of the s domain.  
 p is the polarisation of the incident wave. 
 r is the position vector. It is the position on the structure and the components of 
the object at which the transient response is being obtained. 
 im  is the multiplicity of the is  pole. 
  rM i  is referred to as natural mode. This is the strength of the response of the 
system at complex frequency is  and it depends on the position vector r on the 
structure of the object. 
  psi ,  is referred to as the coupling coefficient. This is the strength of the 
response of the system at complex frequency is  and it is independent of the 
position vector. However it depends on the incident wave polarisation.  
  p,s,rW is an entire function and is explained  by the Mittag-Leffler theorem 
which  is associated with meromorphic functions as explained in section 3.2.2. 
This entire function ensures the convergence of the infinite series. 
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The coupling coefficients  psi ,  can be a function of complex frequency s, or they can 
be constant with respect to s i.e.  pi  . In [14],  psi ,  are referred to as class-two 
coupling coefficients and  pi  are referred to as class-one coupling coefficients. 
Considering the inverse Laplace Transform (LT) of the transfer function in 
equation (3.3), it yields the time domain IR [14]  
                      ptrwerMpttrh
i
ts
ii
i ,,,,
1
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

                           (3.4) 
Since in equation (3.3) class-two coefficients are used, the IR representation in 
equation (3.4) should have the time dependent coefficients  p,ti . 
As it is explained in [14], the IR can also be represented in terms of time 
independent coefficients  pi , which combine with  rM i  to form the 
coefficients  rAi . Therefore  rAi  rM i  pi .   
In this case the IR from (3.4) is represented as 
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Where   tu is the unit step function and 
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LT   is twice the time the transmitted field takes to pass over the object.  
If L is the Line of Sight (LoS) extent of the object and c is the velocity of light 
                                                         
c
L
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2
                                                                 (3.7) 
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In equation (3.5) the response of the class-two coefficients  p,ti and their sum of 
exponentials of resonant frequencies are included in  ptrw ,,2 .  
 
3.3.2 Formulation of IR of Target-Object from Transient Scattering   
This section describes the reflected field of the illuminated object in terms of the 
currents that are induced on the object and on the waves that are created on the surface of 
the object as the result of these currents. The interaction of an incident wave with 
obstacles in the wave path gives rise to diffraction. The term diffraction refers to the 
phenomena that occur when propagating waves encounter obstacles in their paths; the 
effects of diffraction are generally most pronounced for waves where the wavelength is 
on the order of the size of the diffracting objects [39]. As stated in the formation of the 
reflected wave in chapter-two, section 2.4 , when an impulse field is incident on an 
object, local impulsive currents are excited due to the generated electric field which is 
opposite to the incident electric field so that the total tangential electric field is zero 
(boundary condition theorem).  These currents are called Physical Optics (PO) currents as 
explained in [45-48] where the physical interpretation and need of entire function in 
equation (3.2) and (3.3) is described. Therefore as the incident field passes over the 
object, impulsive PO currents are excited.  
PO currents are the cause for the generation of travelling waves of current on the 
object, which propagate in all directions on the body. These waves travel all the way 
around the body until they reach the limit of the object, which is the specular point 
(object‘s front surface limit, or nearest vertex point to the transmitter). When the 
travelling waves reach the specular point they create a backscattered field. The 
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backscattered field due to travelling waves, is combined with the specularly reflected 
field both constructively and destructively as shown in Figure 3.1 to create a standing 
wave. Therefore the moment the travelling waves reach the specular point, standing 
waves are generated on the surface and are reflected. The standing waves involve the sum 
of exponentials of resonant frequencies of the object‘s response.  
 
 
 Consider the overall response of the object, PO currents and travelling waves last 
while the incident wave passes over the object i.e. LTt  . Consequently this part of the 
response is also referred to as the driven or forced response. Standing waves exist after 
the illumination of the object by the incident wave ceases i.e. LTt  .  In general the 
waves existing on the surface of the illuminated object are also called creeping waves. As 
it is explained in [39] the characterization creeping waves are the waves which are 
launched at the shadow boundary which in Figure 3.1 is the top vertex of the sphere. 
Consequently these waves propagate along the body surface in the shadow region.  Then 
Incident 
wave  
Creeping wave 
Backscattered 
Creeping wave 
Specularly 
reflected wave 
Figure 3.1: Specularly reflected and creeping waves  
Specular point 
Top vertex 
Bottom vertex 
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they re-emerge in the opposite shadow boundary which is the bottom vertex of sphere of 
Figure 3.1. Creeping waves are directly associated to the object surface-diffracted rays, 
that are described by the geometrical theory of diffraction [39]. Additionally creeping 
waves are also related to the high frequency approximation of the scattered field of 
specific shapes. In the case of conducting objects, as there are no fields inside a perfect 
conductor the creeping waves revolve in the exterior of the dimensions of the object. 
However for dielectric objects as the electric and magnetic field exist in the dielectric, 
there are creeping waves revolving both in the exterior and in the interior of the object 
[49]. The interior creeping waves revolve around particular volumes inside the object.  
In equation (3.5), the response during the early time interval that the travelling 
waves propagate along the extent of the body, or LTt    is described by  ptrw ,,2 .  In 
this way the response consists of a sum of exponentials that have time varying coupling 
coefficients or class two coupling coefficients. After the travelling waves become 
standing waves or LTt   the coupling coefficients are independent of time or class one.   
The relation between creeping or surface, waves and natural resonant frequencies 
has been extensively studied in references [50-59] for multiple objects like conducting 
and dielectric spheres and cylinders via initial consideration of the object‘s backscattered 
frequency domain field. Consider the case of sphere or cylinder with circumference 2  
in Figure 3.1. If the creeping wave starts at the object‘s top vertex, travels to the bottom 
vertex, and continues, then as stated in [52] after one circumnavigation it will reach again 
the bottom vertex where the creeping wave will have the same phase as the first time it 
reached the bottom vertex. Therefore each circumnavigation causes a match of the 
creeping wave‘s phase with itself. This is the phenomenon of phase matching.  
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Considering the travelling path from top to bottom vertex after one complete 
circumnavigation, it shows that 1+1/2 wavelengths span the circumference of the object 
(1/2 wavelength is due to a phase jump [52]), and after n circumnavigations n+1/2 
wavelengths. In fact in [58] the object circumference is related to the creeping wave‘s 
wavelength  via 
                                       






2
1
2 n                                                      (3.8) 
The conclusive point is that the wavelength of the creeping wave equals one 
circumference of the object or 2 . At this specific wavelength the first natural resonant 
frequency will be observed. The subsequent resonant frequencies can be estimated to 
occur at frequencies which are around integer multiples of the first resonance. This 
syllogism refers to objects like cylinders or spheres. Considering the case of sphere, the 
creeping waves revolve in a path around the circumference of sphere.   
The same conclusion can be drawn if the backscattered field of the conducting 
sphere via the RCS is considered, as it was shown in chapter two, sub-section 2.4.5. The 
first resonant peak of the RCS corresponds to the frequency point where the 
circumference equals one wavelength. At this specific frequency a wave travelling 
entirely around the spherical surface will constructively add to a wave that is reflected 
from the specular point at the surface of the sphere as shown in Figure 3.1. Thus surface 
standing waves or resonance fields are created, which are the resulting reflections, when 
there is no incident wave influencing the object.  
The consideration of the PO backscattered electric field, PO currents, and 
creeping waves, which were described in this section is very important since these 
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features constitute the backscattered field from the object, after this object is illuminated 
with an impulsive field.  The backscattered field represents the IR of the object and is of 
transient nature since it is the response of the system-object to a change from equilibrium.  
 
3.4 Description of IR Components ETR and LTR  
 This section analyses the IR of the object by means of the ETR and LTR [14, 19, 
39]. The ETR and LTR are described in terms of PO currents, travelling waves and 
standing waves. Initially the time domain backscattered field or IR from the illuminated 
object via a UWB pulse is given in [45] as  
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In equation (3.9) the description of the response in terms of a sum of exponential 
of complex frequencies is  and their coefficients iA , is similar to the response in equation 
(3.5) and is based on SEM. In this representation the sum of exponentials is not a 
function of the position vector  r , or class-two coefficients  p,ti and associated entire 
function   ptrw ,,2 . LT   is the time the transmitted signal interacts with the object and 
 tu is the unit step function . 
The IR of an aircraft target model and the IR of a sphere of radius a , as can be 
seen in Figure 3.2 [19] and Figure 3.3 respectively, consist of the ETR and LTR of the 
reflected signal.  
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3.4.1 ETR Description  
In relation to   th  from equation (3.9), the ETR consists of: 
 
POE , which is the backscattered field (IR) component due to the PO currents 
contribution. The
POE  contribution results from the PO currents, which are induced to 
match the boundary conditions that exist when the transmitting signal interacts with the 
object. Consequently
POE exists for LTt  .  
 
NREE is the backscattered field (IR) component due to the contribution of the 
travelling waves, which disseminate in all directions and which occur due to the forced 
PO currents.
NREE stands for natural resonance entire function and it lasts during the 
existence of PO currents; therefore it lasts for LTt  . As it has been stated for equation 
(3.5) 
NREE is a sum of exponentials, which have complex frequencies and time varying 
exponential coupling coefficients or residues.  
Since 
POE and 
NREE are limited to LTt  , these fields are usually a small part of 
the total backscattered signal, and constitute the ETR. The ETR does not carry specific 
information for the object and it can be used mainly for the object‘s detection. 
Considering Figure 3.3 the general sphere IR is represented in terms of normalised 
amplitude as 






r
V  and is plotted against time in the scale  c//tt  . Where V is the 
un-normalised amplitude; r is the distance from the centre of the sphere, at the point of 
backscattered field consideration and  is the sphere radius. The black line denotes the 
ETR and the red line of the plot denotes the LTR.   
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The sphere ETR starts when the backscattered field from the front vertex or 
specular point of the sphere is received, and it lasts for a time interval equal to LT . In this 
case LT  is equal to twice the time the incident field takes to pass over the line of sight 
extent or diameter (2 ) of the body i.e. LT 





c

4 . It is observed that at the end of 
ETR, beginning of LTR there is a discontinuity. This is due to the limitation of the model 
with respect to the number of resonant frequencies considered.   
 
 
Figure 3.2: IR of an F15 aircraft target model [19]. 
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Figure 3.3: The IR i.e. ETR (black) and LTR (red) of a sphere of radius . 
 
 
 
 
3.4.2 LTR Description 
In relation to the UWB backscattered field (or IR), after the forced PO currents 
cease to exist and the travelling waves become surface standing waves, the IR can be 
represented as a sum of exponentials, which have complex frequencies and constant 
exponential coupling coefficients. This representation is the LTR. The LTR of the object 
has a duration in the order of ten nanoseconds [19] depending on the dimensions of the 
object, and in general the LTR signal carries unique information for every object. The 
LTR is a series of damped exponentials as represented in equation (3.10) and it exists for 
LTt    
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After the LTR of the object is obtained; the complex frequencies of the 
exponentials are extracted. Sometimes the frequencies exist in complex conjugate pairs 
iii jS    and iii jS  

 for 0i , where i  is the damping coefficient and 
i is the radian frequency of the exponential. Furthermore the coupling coefficient 
iA could be complex, so  iA  and their complex conjugates may be represented with 
amplitudes 2/Ri  and phases i  i.e. 
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means of the complex conjugate pairs the LTR becomes  
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In equation (3.11), if the iS  frequencies are obtained in complex conjugate pairs 
the LTR  th  is obtained as a real function of time. The iS frequencies of the LTR, which 
are also referred to as the complex natural resonant frequencies of the system, are a 
distinctive signature for the object, since they depend on the object‘s particular geometry, 
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dimensions, and its electrical properties. Considering two objects of similar dimensions 
but different shape, these objects could have similar resonant frequencies due to their 
similar dimensions. However they would presumably have different amplitudes 
associated with their resonant frequencies due to different shape. Therefore the 
information related to the resonant frequencies must be distinguishing for every object, 
and the resonant frequencies are presumably a unique signature for the considered object. 
However the presumption about the information related to the amplitudes of the LTRs of 
objects of similar dimensions should in general be proved experimentally.  The 
dependence of the resonant frequencies to angle of incidence and polarisation is 
considered later in the Thesis.   
The LTR could also be represented in the frequency domain by means of the 
Laplace Transform (LT) of the LTR. By means of equation (3.11) this yields 
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The derivation for equation (3.17) is shown in the appendix section 3.a 
 In equation (3.17), where the function is in terms of s , it can be realised that 
2
iR and the i
j
e

 terms and 
2
iR and the i
j
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terms combine as residues of the poles iS  and 

iS  respectively while 
  Li Tsse
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 and 
  Li Tsse


 reveal a phase shift.  
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3.4.3 Time Variance of an Object  
In relation to the illumination of an object via UWB radar, it must be taken into 
account whether the object is a time variant system. Time variance of an object implies 
that, if the orientation of the object constantly changes, the incident wave polarisation and 
the angle of incidence, which is the angle between the sensor and the object, i.e. aspect 
angle, will also change depending on the object‘s orientation. Consequently for a time 
variant system, the incident wave properties, aspect angle and wave polarisation are also 
time variant.   
 Suppose that the object is a time variant system, as the incident wave parameters- 
aspect angle and the wave polarisation vary, some factors of the IR change accordingly, 
but some factors remain unchanged. As it has been stated in [60-65] the poles iS  and 

iS  
of the LTR are independent of the incident wave parameters and therefore they are time 
invariant. Nevertheless the ETR and the residues of the LTR of the object depend on 
those parameters and consequently they are time variant.  
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Figure 3.4: Effects of orientation  on IR. 
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In view of the residues of the LTR, as explained in [66], a preset incident 
polarisation and aspect angle excite only certain selected poles. Consequently although 
the poles of the LTR are independent of incident field parameters, they are excited 
depending on the illuminated object dimension that will be encircled by the surface wave. 
For every dimension, a unique wavelength of surface wave will be created and unique 
natural resonance frequencies will be excited. 
As an example Figure 3.4 shows the excitation of resonant frequencies for an 
object whose polarisation and aspect angle vary. In the figure IE  is the electric field and 
IH  is the magnetic field. The system is in spherical coordinates and   is the angle from 
the positive z-axis to the top of the cylinder, while   is the angle between the positive x-
axis to the projection of the top of the cylinder in the x-y plane. The variations of   and 
  are in reference to the polarisation of the IE  field. The IE  field vector has the same 
direction as the z -axis. For o0  and any angle  , in Figure 3.4.a the IE  field 
polarisation is parallel to the cylinder axis. The first resonant frequency occurs at the 
frequency point where the perimeter equals one wavelength. So, for this IE  field 
polarisation, it is assumed that the wavelength corresponding to the first resonant 
frequency will primarily depend on the length of the cylinder. In this case the length of 
cylinder is approximately equal to 2/ . Similarly for o90  and o0  or o180  in 
Figure 3.4.b, where the IE  field polarisation is perpendicular to the cylinder axis, it can 
be assumed that the wavelength corresponding to the first resonant frequency will 
approximately be equal to the cylinder circumference. Therefore in these two cases of 
different polarisation incidence, the creeping waves encircle different dimensions so 
different resonant frequencies are excited, which do not appear at the orthogonal 
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polarisation case. Furthermore as it is explained in [40] the IE  field polarisation parallel 
to the cylinder axis creates a higher in magnitude RCS than the RCS of polarisation 
perpendicular to the axis, therefore the same assumption can exist for the IRs as shown in 
Figures 3.4.a and 3.4.b. Considering the two previous cases of IE  field polarisation, it is 
concluded that resonance can occur at any value depending on the orientation of cylinder 
with respect to plane of polarisation. This would lead to an ambiguity in resolving the 
cylinder orientation. Further investigation on the cylinder reflected field, must show how 
the amplitudes of resonances depend on IE  field polarisation and affect the overall 
magnitude of LTR. This would lead to the resolution of cylinder orientation. Also the 
effect of circular polarisation must be considered since circular polarisation breaks down 
into two orthogonal planes of polarisation.  
In the case of Figure 3.4.c for o45 and o90 , and equation (3.7), the line of 
sight extent L is greater than the L of the case of Figure 3.4.a where 0 .  LT  will also 
be greater and the ETR will last longer.   
Therefore a variation of the angle   ( o0 - o90 ) for o0 or o180 has the 
consequence that the cylinder impulse response experiences effects due to IE  field 
polarisation. While a variation of the angle   ( o0 - o90 ) for o90  causes the cylinder 
IR to be affected from the IE  field angle of incidence or aspect angle. Depending on 
variations of   and , sometimes both the incident wave aspect angle and polarisation 
influence the IR.  
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This section analysed the IR of the object through the ETR and LTR and their 
parameters, and referred to the parameters like angle of incidence and incident wave 
polarisation that can affect the IR.   
 
3.5 Conclusions  
This chapter presented a selective analysis of all the crucial elements that lead to 
the description of the IR of the object. After the introduction, sections 3.2 and 3.3 gave a 
general idea of the basic theoretical background, which is required for the consideration 
of the backscattered field in the time domain. In this section the important conclusion is 
that propagating surface or creeping waves are generated during the excitation process, 
and the natural resonant frequencies are caused by the phase matching of such creeping 
waves as they encircle the object‘s respective dimension multiple times.  In section 3.4 
the ETR and LTR and their various components that constitute the IR of the object are 
described.  
The time invariant parameters of LTR, which are the natural resonant frequencies, 
can be used to extract a unique signature. If these frequencies are obtained for many cases 
of aspect angles and incident wave polarisations, they can be considered as the signature 
of the object. Therefore the object detection and recognition is feasible.  
However if the levels of the ETR and LTR are compared from Figure 3.3, it can 
be seen that the level of LTR is sufficiently lower than the level of ETR.  Additionally 
although the ETR can be used for detection of the object, the LTR will be used to obtain 
the poles for the object‘s recognition. Thus for effective use of LTR during the 
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recognition of the object, the transmitter power should be increased beyond the level 
required for simple detection.    
For the detection of CWE appended on the human, the duration and magnitude of 
the LTR of the human and the LTR of the CWE must be considered. The duration and 
magnitude of the Late Time Response (LTR) depend on the shape, dimensions and 
electrical properties of the object of interest.  So an important issue must be resolved. 
Whether the human LTR overwhelms the CWE LTR, or the LTR from the human-CWE 
complex object presumably provides information on both the resonant frequencies of the 
human and the resonant frequencies of the CWE.  This is considered later in the Thesis.  
Another crucial point for consideration of CWE detection is the existence of 
multiple scattering objects attached to the human. These scattering objects could be two 
CWEs. In that case there would be multiple specular reflections from all the scattering 
objects and standing waves would be set up in the space between the scattering objects. 
So the effect of multiple scattering objects attached to the human on the overall complex 
object LTR must also be examined. In this Thesis the core objective is to resolve the 
differences in the LTR of a human with and without a sphere so the effect of multiple 
scattering objects attached to the human on the overall reflection is considered for further 
research.  
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4.1 Introduction  
 This chapter examines the acquisition of the parameters of the Late Time 
Response (LTR). The parameter acquisition can be realised via signal modelling. Signal 
modelling is an important issue that occurs in many applications such as signal 
reconstruction, signal prediction or signal interpolation. In these cases a signal is known 
over an interval of time and the aim is to determine the signal over a different time 
interval. As it is explained in [67], a signal can be modelled as the response of a Linear 
Shift Invariant (LSI) filter to a unit sample or impulse  n  input, provided that the signal 
satisfies the shift invariance property i.e. the general properties of the signal do not 
change with time. 
Examination of the impulse response (IR) of the object in chapter 3 showed that 
for the specific incident wave parameters of aspect angle and wave polarisation, the 
object‘s ETR is a sum of exponentials with time varying coefficients. Additionally the 
LTR of the object is a sum of exponentials with constant coefficients. In [14] it is 
mentioned that when any resonance extraction method is used, the exponential 
coefficients are required to be constant. Therefore once the LTR of the considered object 
is obtained via theory, simulation or experiments, it will be modelled as an LSI filter, in 
order to extract the poles of the LTR and their residues. Obtaining the LTR poles and 
residues will lead to effective target-object recognition.   
 The remaining of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 presents the 
mathematical principles that constitute the foundation of signal modelling via an LSI 
filter.  In section 4.3 the theoretical IR of the conducting sphere is derived and generated 
via the computer simulation algorithm, thus the ETR and LTR of sphere are obtained. 
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Furthermore the conducting sphere simulated LTR is processed and its poles and residues 
are extracted. Additionally the numerically extracted poles of the simulated LTR are 
compared with the exact analytical solution for the poles given by the application of the 
Mie scattering theory [39] for the sphere. In this way the effectiveness of the algorithms 
for signal modelling is assessed. Finally section 4.4 concludes the chapter.  
 
4.2 Pole-Residue Extraction via Signal Modelling  
4.2.1 LTR  as IIR filter  
This section presents the essential principles for modelling the LTR  thLTR  of 
the reflected wave via an LSI filter. In this way  nhe  is considered as the sampled or 
discrete function of the LTR  thLTR , therefore  nhe  is modelled as the filter unit 
sample (  n ) response. Since  nhe  is the discrete LTR (as described in subsection 
3.4.2), it is a collection of damped sinusoids and has the form 
                                 

 
2
1
cos
I
i
ii
tn
ie tneRnh
i   for N..n ,,1,0                         (4.1) 
Where t is the sampling time interval, i  is the oscillating radian resonant frequency 
while 0i  is the damping coefficient, iR  is the amplitude and i  is the phase of each 
sinusoid. Since  nhe  is a discrete function the pole of each sinusoid is mapped in the Z-
transform domain as 
tS
i
ieZ
 ,  where iii jS    is the pole of the sinusoid in the 
Laplace Transform (LT) domain.   
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Given the set of data      Nh...hh eee ,,1,0 ,  that represents the damped sinusoids 
about to be modelled, an algorithm must be applied in order to extract the poles and the 
residue of each pole of the exponential. The pole-residue extraction can be achieved by 
means of an algorithm, which calculates the coefficients of an Infinite Impulse Response 
(IIR) LSI filter with a predescribed time domain impulse response  nhe , which is the 
LTR of the reflected waveform. The most widely acknowledged of these algorithms are 
Prony's method [67-74]; Covariance method of linear prediction [67, 69, 74, 75, 76, 77]; 
Autocorrelation method of linear prediction [67, 78]; Pade method [68, 79]. Another 
method for pole-residue extraction is Matrix pencil method [74, 80].  
In [74] the accuracy of the poles extraction procedure was evaluated for the 
Matrix pencil, Prony’s and the Covariance methods. The Covariance method was proved 
to give the most accurate results. Due to their accuracy Prony's method and Covariance 
method have a multiplicity of applications in filter design, exponential signal modelling, 
and parametric modelling. 
Assume  kh  as the impulse response of the IIR filter which models  nhe   , the 
z- Transform of  kh , which is  zH , can be expressed as the ratio of two polynomials 
 zBq  and  zAp  of variable 
1z  with coefficients  kbq  and  ka p  respectively, which 
are the parameters of the filter or model. Therefore  zH can also be expressed as   
          zH   
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, since   10 pa .   (4.2)                   
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Additionally  zH can be expressed as 
                                                  zH  
 
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0                                             (4.3) 
kz are the roots of the numerator polynomial and consequently they are the zeros of  
 zH , while kp are the roots of the denominator polynomial and they are the poles of  
 zH . If 0q and the order of the numerator polynomial is zero, then    0qq bzB   and 
equation (2) and (3) become 
                                            zH
 
 
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q
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11
0
                             (4.4) 
In this case  zH is an all-pole filter. The relation between  nhe  and  kh  is stated with 
the error      khnhne e
'   or equivalently  
 
 zA
zB
zH)z(E
p
q
e
'   in the frequency 
domain. This error must be ideally minimum so that  kh  matches  nhe . 
The Covariance method of linear prediction is a least squares method and it is 
associated with all-pole signal modelling of  nhe , in this way  zAp  is evaluated. 
However, although the Covariance method can evaluate the poles of  nhe through the 
polynomial  zAp  with coefficients  ka p , it cannot be used for the reconstruction of 
 nhe  since only  0qb  is available and more  kbq  coefficients are needed for reliable 
determination of the poles residues. Therefore it is not possible to reconstruct  nhe  
through the parameters   ka p  and  0qb .  
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Prony's method which is also a least squares method may be used to analyse 
 nhe  in terms of a technique commencing as all-pole signal modelling of  nhe ,  
therefore  zAp  is evaluated. Subsequently the polynomial  zBq  with coefficients  kbq  
is evaluated and  nhe  is reconstructed.  
As it was stated earlier since the Covariance method is more accurate than 
Prony’s method, the Covariance method will be used for the pole extraction through 
parameters  ka p  and once  ka p parameters are estimated they will be fed into the 
algorithm of Prony’s method which evaluates  kbq  parameters for the residues 
extraction. Prony’s method and the Covariance method are described in the following 
subsections. 
 
4.2.2  Prony’s Method  
Suppose that  nhe  is a collection of damped sinusoids for N...n ,,1,0  and 
 nhe =0 for 0n , due to the causality principle, the filter coefficients  ka p and  kbq  
of the filter  
 
 zA
zB
zH
p
q
  should be calculated, so that the error      khnhne e
'  or 
equivalently  
                                                 
 
 zA
zB
zHzE
p
q
e
'                                           (4.5) 
is minimised and that the unit sample response  kh of the filter is as identical as possible 
to  nhe .   
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The minimisation of  ne'  or  zE '  in the least squares sense results in a set of 
nonlinear equations for the coefficients  ka p and  kbq [67]. However considering the 
new error  zE , which is the outcome of multiplication of  zE '  in equation (4.5) 
with  zAp   
                                                        zBzAzHzAzEzE qpep
'                           (4.6)  
The least squares minimisation of  zE  results in a set of linear equations for the 
coefficients  ka p and  kbq [68]. Equation (4.6) in the time domain is expressed as 
                                                         
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Equation (4.8)  is represented in Figure 4.1 and  depending on n  it can be written as 
                                                    nbknhkane q
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, for qn                        (4.9)      
                                           and       
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Consequently,  nhe  for qn   is the input into the all-zero filter of equation 
(4.4)      

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1 .   This filter is also referred as an inverse 
filter [69].  The output of the filter  ne  is expressed by equation (4.10) and 
since   10 pa ,  ne can also be written as  
                                                             
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In Prony’s method the coefficients  ka p  for p...k ,,1 can be found by minimising the 
squared error 
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where 1 qn  and pN  . If  nhe  is complex the squared error becomes 
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       (4.13)                    
which is this way the filter coefficients  ka p  are defined.   
After defining the coefficients  ka p  of the poles of the signal  nhe  through the 
squared error minimisation, the coefficients  kbq  can be also determined by solving       
                                        
p
ekeq knhanhnb
1
~
, for qn 0                             (4.14)  
The  ka~p  is the solution in the equation (14) of the coefficients  ka p  of the poles of the 
signal  nhe .  
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Figure: 4.1 System representation of  Prony’s method. 
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4.2.3 Covariance Method   
The Covariance method of linear prediction is associated with the all-pole signal 
modelling of  nhe , therefore for this method equation (4.6) that describes the  zE  
(since    0qq bzB  ) becomes 
                                                              0qpe bzAzHzE                                      (4.15) 
In time domain equation (4.15) can be written as  
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Depending on n , equation (4.16) can be written as 
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Provided that the error  ne  is replaced with white noise, equation (4.16) is similar to 
equations characterising an autoregressive process [69].     
Equation (4.18) means that for N...n ,,1 ,   nhe  is the input into the all-zero 
filter      
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1  of equation (4.4), which is the inverse filter, 
while  ne  is the output of the filter. 
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In linear prediction the function  ne is called the prediction error between the 
actual data  nhe  and the predicted data  nh
~
e while the terms  ka p for p...k ,,1 are the 
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linear predictor coefficients that will be found, while  zAp  is described as the prediction 
error filter. 
In        

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1
, in order to estimate the  ne  at time n  the 
values of   nhe  at times n,n,..,pn,pn 11   need to be known. Suppose that  nhe  
is known for N,..,,n 10 ,  then the earliest time in which  ne  can be evaluated is pn  . 
Consequently  ne  is estimated for values of n in the interval N,..,pn   . 
For the covariance method the all pole model coefficients  ka p for p...k ,,1  are 
found by minimising the squared error  pE  . pE is expressed as  
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where pn  and pN  . If   nhe is complex, the squared error becomes 
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In [75] for real  nhe , the squared error is expressed as  
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 Comparing equation (4.20) and (4.21) with (4.12) and (4.13) respectively, it can 
be realised that the difference between the covariance method and Prony’s method  is the 
limits on the sum of the squared error pE . However as the covariance method has been 
proved more accurate [74] for the same signal to noise ratio (SNR), the minimisation of  
pE  of equations (4.20) and (4.21) will be utilised for the estimation of coefficients 
 ka p .  Nevertheless as the Covariance method is associated with the all-pole signal 
modelling it does not provide the means of determining the coefficients  kbq  which are 
useful in order to establish the impulse response of the IIR filter which models  nhe . So 
after estimating the coefficients  ka p  via the Covariance method, the  Prony’s method is 
used in order to determine  the coefficients  kbq  .  The minimisation of pE  is described 
in the next subsection.  
 
4.2.4 Squared Error Minimisation   
 This section describes how the minimisation of the squared error pE leads into the 
definition of the coefficients  ka p . In equation (4.20) for real  nhe  the squared error 
pE  was expressed as  
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The minimisation of pE  can be realised by setting the partial derivatives of pE  
with respect to  ia p  equal to zero, this can be accomplished by solving  
0


ia
E
p
p
 for  
p,...,i 1  , which will yield the coefficients  ia p  of the poles of the signal  nhe . 
Therefore 
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As it is shown in the appendix section 4.a, equation (4.23) becomes 
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If   nhe is complex, in equation (4.21) the squared error pE  was expressed as 
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 In this case the solution of 
 
0


 ia
E
p
p
 results in the minimisation of pE , so taking the 
partial derivative of pE  with respect to  ia p
  and setting the derivative equal to zero 
yields 
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As it is shown in the appendix section 4.a from the squared error minimisation equation 
(4.25) becomes 
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If the definition is made for real  nhe       
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 and for complex  nhe  
                                                         
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N
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Considering equations (4.27) and (4.28), equations (4.24) and (4.26) will become 
                                                 0
1
,irk,irka
eeee hh
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, for p,...,i 1                    ( 4.29)        
Where  k,ir
eehh
is defined as the deterministic autocorrelation sequence of  nhe , since  
 nhe  can be characterised as deterministic signal. Signals are generally classified into 
one of two kinds deterministic and random. A deterministic signal is one that after 
repeated measurements the occurring signals are replicas of the original one, so the 
deterministic signal is reproduced. A random signal or random process alternatively, is a 
signal that is not repeated in a predictable way. Discrete time random processes represent 
a sequence of random variables therefore they are described probabilistically.  
Equation (4.29) represents a group of p linear equations with p 
unknowns  1pa ,…,  pa p , which are also referred as the covariance normal equations. 
Equation (4.29) can be written in terms of matrices as 
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which, since   10 pa   is equivalent to 
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If the autocorrelation matrix is expressed as  
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and the column vectors are equal to  
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                            pa           
T
ppppp papa..aaa 1321               (4.34) 
then equation (4.31)  can be written as 
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and equation (4.30) can be expressed as    
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The autocorrelation matrix 
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and 
eehh
r in terms of the data matrix pX in equation (4.38) can be expressed as  
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Therefore 
eeee hhphh
raR   in terms of equations (4.38) and (4.40) can be expressed as  
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If 
eehh
R has full rank and therefore is non-singular and invertible then equation (4.36) 
becomes       
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or, in terms of equations (4.38) and (4.40), equation (4.42) can be written as 
                                                          pHppHpp xXXXa
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The vector pa contains the coefficients  ka p . After  ka p are estimated the minimum 
modelling squared error can be evaluated, as shown in the appendix in pages 242-244. 
Since autoregressive models are pole-number dependent, they require a large number of 
poles thus they possibly lead to large-order models. The methodology to determine the 
number of poles or model order is given in [74]. 
 
4.3 Modelling the IR of Conducting Sphere  
 In this section the efficiency of the algorithms for signal modelling that are 
described in the previous sections is assessed. Hence the theoretical IR [81] of the 
conducting sphere of radius 03250. m is produced via obtaining its ETR and LTR. 
Furthermore the conducting sphere LTR is modelled, and it is reconstructed while its 
poles and residues are extracted. Consequently the numerically extracted poles are 
compared with the exact theoretically obtained poles of the sphere.  
 Assume a plane electromagnetic wave is incident along the z-axis of a conducting 
sphere. The propagation constant in the ambient vacuum is 
c
k

0  and c is the velocity 
of light in the vacuum. The wave is expressed as 
                                                  tizikEE INC   00 expˆ

                                   (4.44) 
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The scattered far field is given in [39, 58] in terms of spherical coordinates (  ,,r ). For 
the case of backscattering the field is equal to 
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The MIE series coefficients 
MIEn
a and 
MIEn
b are given in [39] and are equal to   
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where  0kj MIEn  is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order MIEn  and 
 0
1 kh
MIEn
 is the spherical Hankel function of the first kind of order MIEn . 
 In section 2.4.5, it was stated that the reflected wave from the grenade or the 
sphere of radius 03250. m, which is the object approximating the grenade, will be 
obtained in the 0.7-6.7 GHz band. Considering the denominators  0
1 kh
MIEn
and 
   010 khk MIEn in equations (4.47) and (4.48), for 41  MIEn  the poles of sphere that 
correspond to the first four resonant frequencies can be analytically evaluated. These 
poles are shown in Figure 4.2. Additionally for 81  MIEn  the poles of the sphere that 
correspond to the first 8 resonant frequencies can be analytically estimated. These poles 
are shown in Figure 4.3  
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By means of the poles of Figures 4.2 and 4.3 and singularity expansion methods 
and of equations (4.45)-(4.48), that describe the reflected wave of a sphere, the IR of a 
sphere of radius 0.0325 m can be theoretically derived. For 41  MIEn  and 
81  MIEn the IR is produced and is shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. In 
section 3.4.1 it was stated that the ETR of the sphere lasts for time interval   
                                            LT 



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

c

4                                                  (4.49)                                      
In this case 4330.TL  ns. In Figure 4.4 it is observed that at the end of ETR, beginning 
of LTR there is a discontinuity. This is due to the limitation of the model to the four 
resonant frequencies, since the inclusion of additional resonant frequencies fills in the 
discontinuity as it is also observed in Figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.2: Theoretical poles for 0.0325 m radius sphere for 41  MIEn , or four 
resonant frequencies.  
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Figure 4.3: Theoretical poles for 0.0325 m radius sphere for 81  MIEn  or eight 
resonant frequencies. 
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Figure 4.4: The theoretical IR of a sphere of radius 0.0325 m for  41  MIEn . 
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Figure 4.5:  The theoretical IR of a sphere of radius 0.0325 m for  81  MIEn . 
   
In order to test the modelling algorithms, the Covariance method on the LTR 
(  nhe ) of the sphere is applied, which yields coefficients  ka p  of  zAp . Once  ka p  
are evaluated they are fed into the algorithm of Prony’s method, which evaluates 
 kbq coefficients of  zBq .  ka p  coefficients lead to LTR poles  extraction. After the 
 ka p  and  zBq  coefficients are determined then transfer function  zH e  is established 
and can be expanded in poles and residues.  In this way  nhe  is reconstructed and the 
sphere LTR is modelled.  This procedure is shown in the block diagram of Fig. 4.6. The 
LTR reconstruction and the comparison of extracted poles with the theoretically obtained 
ones, examines the modelling procedure for errors.  
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Figure 4.6: Procedure for poles and amplitudes extraction. 
 
The poles of the reconstructed LTR have been mapped in the s-domain via 
tS
i
ieZ
 where Δt is the sampling interval. Since the LTR is a series of damped 
sinusoids the poles have a negative real part. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the theoretical and 
reconstructed LTRs of a 0.0325 radius sphere for 41  MIEn  and for 
81  MIEn respectively.  
Impulse response 
acquisition via theoretical 
analysis or experiments.  
Deployment of 
Covariance method to 
estimate coefficients 
 ka p  of  zAp . 
Determination of LTR 
 nhe . 
Deployment of Prony's 
method to evaluate 
 kbq coefficients of  zBq . 
Evaluation of transfer 
function  zH e and 
expansion in poles and 
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  LTR reconstruction.  
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Figure 4.7: The theoretical (red) and reconstructed (black) LTRs for  41  MIEn . 
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Figure 4.8: The theoretical (red) and reconstructed (black) LTRs for 81  MIEn . 
 
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the numerically extracted poles from the reconstructed LTRs 
of Figures 4.7 and 4.8 respectively for a model of 42 poles. 
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Figure 4.9: Numerically extracted poles for 0.0325 m radius sphere for  41  MIEn . 
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Figure 4.10: Numerically extracted poles for 0.0325 m radius sphere for  81  MIEn . 
 
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the amplitudes of the poles of Figures 4.9 and 4.10 
respectively.   
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Figure 4.11: Amplitudes for 0.0325 m radius sphere for  41  MIEn . 
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Figure 4.12: Amplitudes for 0.0325 m radius sphere for  81  MIEn . 
 
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the theoretical poles and numerically extracted poles of the 
0.0325 radius sphere for 41  MIEn and 81  MIEn  respectively.  
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Figure 4.13: Theoretical (*) and numerically extracted (o) poles for 0.0325 m radius 
sphere for  41  MIEn . 
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Figure 4.14: Theoretical (*) and numerically extracted (o) poles for 0.0325 m radius 
sphere for 81  MIEn . 
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4.4 Discussion of Results   
This chapter presented the theoretical framework that describes the signal modelling in 
the case of noiseless signals. According to the methodology the signals are modelled as the 
impulse response of an LSI IIR filter. In this way the algorithms that enable us to achieve 
signal modelling, which are the covariance method of linear prediction and Prony’s method 
were described.  
Furthermore the theoretical IR of the conducting sphere of radius 03250. m was 
produced in terms of the ETR and LTR of the sphere for two cases of MIE coefficients i.e. 
41  MIEn  and 81  MIEn . Figure 4.2 shows that consideration of the MIE coefficients for 
41  MIEn , means that only the first four resonant frequencies for the sphere reflected wave 
IR are taken into account, or that the considered band is 0.7-6.7 GHz. If the MIE coefficients 
for 81  MIEn  are considered as in Figure 4.3, then the first eight resonant frequencies are 
taken into account, so the considered band is 0.7-12.0 GHz.  
Figure 4.4 shows the sphere IR for four resonant frequencies, while Figure 4.5 shows 
the sphere IR for eight resonant frequencies. Comparison of the two IRs yields that even 
though the two IRs involve different number of resonant frequencies, small difference can be 
observed between the two IRs, therefore only the first 4 resonant frequencies essentially 
contribute in the creation of the reflected wave of the sphere. In this way, considering the 
sphere IR, the conclusion can be deduced that the 0.7-6.7 GHz band is sufficient for concealed 
sphere or concealed grenade detection.  This assumption was made in chapter 2 after the sphere 
Radar Cross Section (RCS) was considered.   
Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the modelling of the conducting sphere LTR of radius 
0.0325m, as it is shown the theoretical LTRs coincide with the reconstructed LTRs. Figure 4.9 
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and Figure 4.11 show the poles and amplitudes respectively that are extracted from the 
reconstructed LTR of Figure 4.7 for 41  MIEn , while Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.12 show the 
poles and amplitudes respectively that are extracted from the reconstructed LTR of Figure 4.8 
for 81  MIEn .  From these figures it can be seen that as the frequency of the pole increases 
the amplitude of the poles or the contribution of the pole to the formulation of the IR decreases. 
This encourages us to restrict the considered band for the reflected wave of the sphere to 0.7-
6.7 GHz, i.e. to include only the first four resonant frequencies, for effective concealed sphere 
or concealed grenade detection.  
In Figure 4.13 the numerically extracted poles are plotted with the exact theoretically 
obtained poles of the sphere for 41  MIEn . In Figure 4.14 the numerically extracted poles are 
plotted with the exact theoretically obtained poles of the sphere for 81  MIEn . Comparing the 
extracted poles with the theoretical poles for these two cases it is observed that the extracted 
poles perfectly match with the theoretical poles of the first branch with the lowest damping 
coefficient. Therefore from the sphere LTR only the poles belonging to the first branch with 
the lowest damping coefficient were extracted. This means that only these poles essentially 
contribute in the formulation of the LTR. The rest of the poles do not contribute since they 
have a relatively high damping coefficient, and the sinusoids that consist from these poles 
quickly converge to zero.  
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4.5 Conclusions  
 
In this chapter, a particular algorithm for signal modeling was utilized in order to 
extract the resonant frequencies of the LTR of the sphere.  Furthermore from the comparison of 
theoretical and reconstructed LTRs and theoretical and numerically extracted poles, it is 
concluded that the respective poles are in accordance. Thus the algorithm for pole-amplitude 
extraction is efficient.  So this algorithm will be used in the next chapters for signal modelling 
and extraction of the resonant frequencies of the LTRs.    
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Chapter 5  
 
REFLECTOR - ATTACHED 
SPHERE DETECTION 
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5.1 Introduction   
This chapter presents the experimental configuration and the methodology for the 
processing of the experimental measurements in order to examine the feasibility of 
remote detection of a grenade appended on the human body.  
In the case of a concealed weapon or explosive (CWE) detection via UWB radar, 
the specular reflection from the human is much higher than the reflection from the CWE 
for which the sensor searches, due to the bigger dimensions of the human, hence the 
human‘s reflection will mask the reflection of the CWE. Consequently, the reflected field 
from an individual with a CWE is very similar in magnitude to the reflected field from an 
individual without one. Therefore a valid conclusion cannot be made on the existence of 
the body-worn CWE by simple observation of the overall reflection.   
The magnitude and duration of the Late Time Response (LTR) also depend on the 
shape, dimensions and electrical properties of the object.  So there is an important issue 
to resolve. Whether the human LTR overwhelms the CWE LTR, or the LTR from the 
human-CWE composite object presumably provides information on both the resonant 
frequencies of the human and the resonant frequencies of the CWE. Therefore by 
analysing the reflected LTR of the complex human-CWE object and the LTR of the 
human, their resonant frequencies can be obtained. Investigation of the respective LTR 
dissimilarities in terms of complex natural resonant frequencies can draw a conclusion on 
the existence of the CWE so that CWE detection is feasible. 
The fundamental objective of the experiment is the identification of a grenade 
appended on the human body. In this stage of the research the human is approximated as 
a 50 cm x 40 cm conducting metal sheet used as reflector and the explosive is 
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approximated as a 0.0325 m radius conducting sphere or as a 0.024 m radius conducting 
sphere. Therefore the metal sheet and each one of the spheres were used as the UWB 
radar targets for the experimental procedure and these objects were considered as the 
components that constitute the composite human-concealed grenade object. Thus an 
attempt is made to detect the grenade approximated as a sphere as they have similar 
shapes, attached on the background of a human roughly approximated as a conducting 
sheet.  The basic means of characterising the reflection from targets is the Radar Cross 
Section (RCS). The human RCS is approximately 1 m
2 
[15]
 
. The RCS of flat conducting 
sheet at normal incidence is expressed as 
2
24



refl
refl
A
 , [15] where    is the considered 
wavelength, which at 1.4 GHz frequency 214.0 m and reflA  is the area of the reflector 
which is 2.0reflA m
2
. So the reflector RCS is approximately 11 m
2
. Therefore the 
reflection from the reflector is higher than the human reflection. So the retrieval of the 
sphere resonant frequencies from the complex reflector-sphere object is a challenging 
task and it is a very strict test on the feasibility of CWE detection.  In this chapter the 
LTR poles and residues of the object are obtained via the Singular Value decomposition 
(SVD)-Prony [82-89] method.  The use of SVD [86] provides a robust method for 
extracting damped sinusoids in the presence of noise.   
In the following sections a detailed analysis is presented on the various aspects 
involved in the experimental procedure. Initially in section 5.2 the transmission of the 
incident UWB pulse is described. Then the various steps are described, in order to reach 
the main objective of the experiment.  This is the analysis of the LTR of the various 
illuminated objects from the UWB pulse. So  the remaining of the chapter is organised as 
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follows, section 5.3 presents the acquired fields in terms of the objects‘ frequency 
responses while section 5.4 presents the sphere Impulse Response (IR), and section 5.5 
presents the reflector IR and reflector-sphere IR. Finally section 5.6 concludes the 
chapter. 
    
5.2 Transmission of the UWB Pulse  
In this section the pulse compression technique of frequency stepping is applied 
for the transmission of a UWB pulse by means of a system consisting of two Vivaldi 
antennas and a Vector Network Analyser (VNA).  Therefore the effect of the system of 
antennas-VNA on the shape of the UWB pulse is investigated at the considered 
frequency band of 0.7-6.7 GHz. Additionally the necessary process in order to correct the 
transmitted pulse and succeed in the transmission of the ideal UWB pulse is presented. 
Consequently an experiment is conducted where two wideband Vivaldi antennas are set 
to face each other as shown in the configuration of Figure 5.1. The distance between the 
antennas was 3.2m.  The two antennas are connected to a VNA which generates the 
frequency stepped signal.  
 
Figure 5.1: Experimental configuration with two Vivaldi antennas facing each other. 
 
In this experiment the VNA is used to drive the transmitting antenna which has a 
frequency response )( fH tr  and collect the radiated pulse wave from the receiving 
antenna with frequency response )( fH re . As a result the radiated electric field between 
3.2 m 
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the two antennas is measured in the frequency domain via the 21S  parameter. So this 21S  
measurement essentially represents )()( fHfH retr  .      
The frequency domain measurement was made for the 0.7 GHz to 6.7 GHz band. 
Therefore the total bandwidth of the transmitted pulse is equal to B=6 GHz and as it has 
been stated in section 2.4.7 the fractional bandwidth of this signal for lower frequency 
band limit fl   =0.7 GHz and higher frequency band limit  fh =6.7 GHz is 
Fractional Bandwidth=
 
lh
lh
ff
ff

2
=1.62                            (5.1) 
a value  that classifies the signal as UWB. The measurement was made by taking 
1N =1601 frequency steps and since   fNB  11 , the frequency step is equal to 
f 3750000Hz. The amplitude of the 21S parameter measurement which is shown in 
Figure 5.2 is )()( fHfH retr  . This also includes a scaling of  dR4/1 where 2.3dR m   
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Figure 5.2: )()( fHfH retr   response via S21 measurement when two antennas are 
facing each other.   
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Applying an Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT) on the )()( fHfH retr   
measurement as shown in Figure 5.2, the received field can be represented in the time 
domain. Before the use of IFT the frequency domain signal is zero padded, or it is 
extended with zeros. This interpolation technique allows us to select the sampling 
frequency of the time domain field. For this application the sampling frequency is 
selected to be sf 50 GHz, so the data series of 1N =1601 frequency steps (frequency 
step f 3750000Hz), is padded with the appropriate number of zeros until the 
frequency of sf  50 GHz. As it was shown in section 2.3.4, the inter-pulse interval, or 
duration of the transmitted sub-signal was equal to 
ff
N
s
T


1
 267 nanoseconds 
(ns). Consequently the UWB pulse length or width is equal to 
ns
NfNB
T 16667.0
11
11




 .  
Therefore the received pulse wave  tp rt =IFT[ )()( fHfH retr  ]  has the shape 
of the waveform, which is shown in Figure 5.3. As it is observed at the main peak which 
is at 10.67 ns since the distance between the antennas was 3.2m, the duration between the 
first two zero crossings is about 0.167 ns.  
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Figure 5.3: Received UWB pulse  tp rt  when two antennas are facing each other. 
 
The UWB pulse rtp   of Figure 5.3 is essentially the time domain response or 
received field between the two antennas configuration. If this UWB pulse is incident onto 
an object, the antennas time domain field will affect the overall reflected field from the 
object due to convolution between the object‘s impulse response and the antennas 
response. Moreover if this pulse is considered as the incident field, the lobes that can be 
observed after the main peak would create a lot of reflected fields from the illuminated 
object, which would essentially influence the outcome of the processing of the received 
object‘s response.  Therefore the antennas response needs to be removed.   
In sections 2.4.7 and 2.4.8 it was described that the antennas used,  should have a 
flat frequency response from frequency limits lf  =0.7 GHz to hf =6.7 GHz, which is 
similar to the spectrum of Figure 2.29. Furthermore a flat frequency response removes 
the antennas response in the time domain. Therefore the process of equalisation is applied 
on the antennas frequency response. Once the antennas frequency response 
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)()( fHfH retr   is known, a waveform  fI eq  is applied, which makes the resultant 
response  fH eq =  fI eq )()( fHfH retr   horizontal at the specific level that is 
defined as  fH eq  
 
  
2
])()(min[])()(max[ fHfHfHfH
fH
retrretr
eq

               (5.2)      
         
The waveform denoted as  fI eq  is referred to as the frequency domain equalising 
waveform. Thus the equalising signal  fI eq  is equal to            
 
                                                   
 
)]()([ fHfH
fH
fI
retr
eq
eq

                                          (5.3) 
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Figure 5.4: Response  fH eq  of two antennas facing each other after frequency domain 
equalisation has been applied on the measured )()( fHfH retr  (antennas response is 
removed). 
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Figure 5.5: Response  fH eq  (like Figure 5.4) in the same scale as Figure 5.2. 
 
 
 Consequently the equalisation process is applied to cancel the antennas response 
and the outcome is the response of Figures 5.4 and 5.5. By application of an IFT on the 
frequency response  shown in Figure 5.4, using the same parameters as in the case of 
Figure 5.3, the UWB pulse  tpeq   of Figure 5.6 is obtained, and therefore 
 tpeq =IFT[  fH eq ]. The pulse of Figure 5.6 is equivalent to the pulse of Figure 2.28. 
Furthermore following the method presented in section 2.4.7 in order to remove the 
sidelobes of the pulse of Figure 5.6 a Gaussian window  fW  is applied in the equalised 
frequency response of Figure 5.4 and    fWfH eq  is obtained. If an IFT is applied on 
the frequency response    fWfH eq , the UWB pulse  tpin  which is shown in Figure 
5.7 is obtained, and consequently  tpin =IFT[    fWfH eq ]. Therefore the driving 
function or incident field onto an object will be similar to the UWB pulse of Figure 5.7 
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and the reflected signal from the object will be the object‘s impulse response. This 
incident field will be the illuminating UWB pulse used for concealed weapon detection.  
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Figure 5.6: Received UWB pulse  tpeq  when two antennas are facing each other after 
equalisation. 
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Figure 5.7: Received UWB pulse  tpin after equalisation and application of Gaussian 
window.  
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5.3 Frequency Response Acquisition 
After the equalisation procedure, the experimental data are acquired in terms of 
the frequency responses using the experimental configuration shown in Figure 5.8. This 
configuration is used to illuminate the target with the UWB pulse and used to obtain the 
backscattered field from the target-object. In this way the backscattered signals from the 
various relevant composite objects are obtained. 
In this experiment the transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna used in the 
measurement (antennas set to face each other) in section 5.2 are utilised and the VNA 
produces the frequency stepped signal. The transmitting antenna with frequency 
response )( fH tr  converts the driving signal into an incident field. Thus backscattered 
fields from the object and chamber absorber, with respective frequency responses 
)f(H sc   and )f(H abs  are created. Multipath scatterings originating from the interaction 
between the fields of object, antenna and chamber absorber are described by the response 
)f(H abssc . The field that is created directly between the transmitting and the adjacent 
receiving antennas is expressed as the antenna coupling frequency response 
)f(H cou .This field is also known as leakage field. The receiving antenna with frequency 
response )( fH re  converts the sum of the fields into signals and the backscattered field 
)f(H sc  of interest is obtained.  
The first object for which the experiment is carried out is the 0.0325 m radius 
sphere. In order to ensure that the sphere is in the far field, the far field threshold 

22D
R  is used. D in this case is the sphere diameter so 065.0D m.    the 
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wavelength and by considering the minimum wavelength as hfc / ,  for high 
frequency hf =6.7 GHz, the wavelength is 0448.0 m. Therefore the range is 
calculated as 19.0R m and the range of 1.55m, where the experiment is performed, is 
more than adequate.  
The modelling for obtaining the reflected signals assumes the case of  monostatic 
radar. However Figure 5.8 depicts a bistatic arrangement with a bistatic angle of 40
o
. In 
[90] it is stated for the RCS in the resonance region of the conducting sphere that, the 
pseudomonostatic region extends to a bistatic angle of   40
o
. For the RCS in the optics 
region of the conducting sphere, the pseudomonostatic region extends to a bistatic angle 
of   100
o
. In [91] it is stated that except for forward scattering, the bistatic and monostatic 
conducting sphere RCS in the optics region coincide.  
 
Figure 5.8: General experimental configuration. 
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In order to acquire the scatterer object backscattered field, the antenna coupling 
field and the chamber absorber clutter field must be eliminated. Therefore for every target 
two measurements are made; )f(S1  that describes the response from the sum of fields 
S21 parameter measurement when the target is present and )f(S2  that describes the 
response of the background settings i.e. without the target, total fields S21 parameter 
measurement. In order to eliminate the antenna coupling field and the chamber absorber 
clutter field, the background fields are subtracted from the target in presence fields, 
forming the response )(3 fS )f(S1 - )f(S2 . Consequently the object backscattered 
field is obtained. From Figure 5.8 )f(S1  and )f(S2 can be respectively expressed as   
             )()()()()()()()( 11 fNfHfHfHfHfHfHfS recouabsabsscsctr        (5.4) 
   )()()()()()( 22 fNfHfHfHfHfS recouabstr                            (5.5) 
Therefore 
  )()()()()()()()( 3213 fNfHfHfHfHfSfSfS reabsscsctr              (5.6) 
where )( fN is used to denote the noise that affects the measurements. The reduction of 
the noise effect can be achieved if each response is obtained as the average of 60 
measurements. The level of noise or noise floor of the measurements can be established 
by considering the background fields i.e. without the sphere. Thus two consecutive 
averages of )f(S2  response are obtained. After the first average is obtained the VNA is 
restarted, then the second average is obtained. The difference between the two averaged 
measurements, which is the outcome of subtracting the two averages of )f(S2  
responses, is the noise level.  Comparison of the level of responses of interest with the 
noise level can confirm the reliability of the method of experimental data acquisition. The 
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support of the sphere was completely covered with anechoic material. Additionally the 
support was present during the measurement of the response )f(S2 , so any scattering 
from the support is subtracted from )f(S1 .   
The expression of )f(S3 includes the )()( fHfH retr   antennas frequency 
domain response, which was measured in the previous experiment. Therefore the 
equalising signal  
 
}
)]()([
{
fHfH
fH
fI
retr
eq
eq

  is applied to )f(S3 . The various 
parameters like frequency band limits and frequency step for this experiment are exactly 
the same as in the measurement (antennas set to face each other) of section 5.2. These 
parameters are selected on the basis of comparison of the experimentally obtained sphere 
response to the theoretically obtained sphere response. For this reason this experiment is 
performed for two objects a 0.0325 m radius sphere and a 0.024 m radius sphere.  
 
Sphere measurement  
The first object for which the experiment is carried out is the 0.0325 m radius 
sphere. Figure 5.9 shows the S21 parameter of the sum of fields of the background 
settings i.e. without the sphere. This S21 parameter is the response )f(S2  and it is 
shown in contrast to the noise level of the measurement with mean value of -105 dB. The 
highest noise level is -88 dB.  In this Figure it is observed that )f(S2  has its lowest 
points at frequencies of 1.7, 1.9, 2, 2.5, 5.1 and 6.7 GHz. At these points the value of 
)f(S2  is more than 20 dB higher than the highest noise level. Moreover the main part of 
)f(S2  in all the other different frequencies is 25-55 dB higher than the highest noise 
level.   
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Figure 5.9: The S21 parameter of the sum of fields of the background settings, i.e. 
without the sphere; this S21 is expressed by the response )f(S2 (blue) against the noise 
level (grey). 
 
Figure 5.10 shows the S21 parameter of the sum of fields that was measured in 
the frequency domain as the considered sphere was facing the antennas. This S21 
parameter is the response )(1 fS  and it is shown in contrast to the noise level.  In this 
Figure it is observed that )(1 fS  has its lowest points at frequencies of 1.7 and 6.7 GHz. 
At these points the value of )(1 fS  is 15 dB higher than the highest noise level. The main 
part of )(1 fS  in all the other different frequencies is 20-55 dB higher than the highest 
noise level.  
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Figure 5.10: The S21 parameter of the sum of fields as the considered 0.0325 m radius 
sphere is facing the antennas; this S21 is expressed by the response )(1 fS (blue)  against 
the noise level (grey). 
 
Figure 5.11 shows the response resulting from the subtraction of the measured 
S21 parameter of the background fields )f(S2 from the measured S21 parameter of the 
sphere in presence fields )(1 fS , hence the )(3 fS response is obtained. )(3 fS  is shown 
against the noise level. In this Figure it is observed that at 0.9 GHz  )(3 fS  is close to the 
highest noise level while in all the other different frequencies )(3 fS  is 10 - 35 dB higher 
than the highest noise level.    
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Figure 5.11: Response resulting from the subtraction of the measured S21 parameter of 
the background fields (Figure 5.9) from the measured S21 parameter of the 0.0325 m 
radius sphere in presence fields (Figure 5.10). This resulting response is described by 
)(3 fS (blue) against the noise level (grey).   
  
Additionally Figure 5.12 shows the response created by the application of the 
equalising signal  fI eq  on the response )(3 fS . This response is shown in comparison to 
the noise level. In this Figure it is observed that at 0.9 GHz  )(3 fS  is 8 dB higher than 
the highest noise level and 25 dB higher than the mean noise level. In all the other 
different frequencies )(3 fS  is 20 - 38 dB higher than the highest noise level and 37-55 
dB higher than the mean noise level. In addition there is an elevated part of the response, 
which is in the frequency range 1-1.5 GHz, where the maximum response level is 55 dB 
higher than the mean noise level. The response in this region is associated with the first 
resonant peak of 0.0325 m radius sphere RCS.  
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Figure 5.12: The response (blue) created by the application of the equalising signal 
 fI eq  on the response )(3 fS  of Figure 5.11 against the noise level (grey).   
 
Following the response acquisition of the 0.0325 m radius sphere, the 0.024 
radius sphere is also considered. Figure 5.13 shows the S21 parameter of the sum of 
fields that was measured in the frequency domain as the considered sphere was facing the 
antennas. This S21 parameter is the response )(1 fS  and it is shown in contrast to the 
noise level.  In this Figure it is observed that )(1 fS  has its lowest points at frequencies of  
1.7, 2, 5.1 and 6.7 GHz and at these points the value of )(1 fS  is 20 dB higher than the 
highest noise level. The main part of )(1 fS  in all the other different frequencies is 25-55 
dB higher than the highest noise level.  
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Figure 5.13: The S21 parameter of the sum of fields as the considered 0.024 m radius 
sphere is facing the antennas; this S21 is expressed by the response )(1 fS (blue)  against 
the noise level (grey).      
 
Figure 5.14 shows the response resulting from the subtraction of the measured 
S21 parameter of the background fields )f(S2  from the measured S21 parameter of the 
sphere in presence fields )(1 fS , hence the )(3 fS response is obtained. )(3 fS  is shown 
against the noise level.  In this Figure it is observed that in the frequency ranges of 0.7-1 
GHz and 2.9-3.7 GHz )(3 fS  is close to the highest noise level while in all the other 
different frequencies )(3 fS  is 10 - 30 dB higher than the highest noise level.   
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Figure 5.14: Response resulting from the subtraction of the measured S21 parameter of 
the background fields (Figure 5.9) from the measured S21 parameter of the 0.024 m 
radius sphere in presence fields (Figure 5.13). This resulting response is described by 
)(3 fS (blue) against the noise level (grey). 
 
Additionally Figure 5.15 shows the response created by the application of the 
equalising signal  fI eq  on the response )(3 fS . This response is shown in comparison to 
the noise level. In this Figure it is observed that in the frequency range 2.9-3.7 GHz the 
response is close to the highest noise level and 15 dB higher than the mean noise level. In 
all the other different frequencies the response is 10-33 dB higher than the highest noise 
level and 27-50 dB higher than the mean noise level.  Furthermore in the frequency range 
1.6-2 GHz the maximum response level is 50 dB higher than the mean noise level. The 
response in this region is associated with the first resonant peak of 0.024 m radius sphere 
RCS.  
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Figure 5.15: The response (blue) created by the application of the equalising signal 
 fI eq  on the response )(3 fS  of Figure 5.14 against the noise level (grey). 
 
Reflector measurement (the 0.5m*0.4m metal sheet)  
The main objective as presented in section 5.1 of this chapter is the comparison of 
the information provided by the response of the reflector-sphere composite object to the 
information provided by the response of the reflector. Therefore the case of the reflector 
is considered in order to obtain its frequency response.   
Initially Figure 5.16 shows the S21 parameter of the sum of fields of the 
background settings i.e. without the reflector. This S21 parameter is the response )f(S2  . 
In this Figure the response and the noise level is the same as in Figure 5.9.    
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Figure 5.16: The S21 parameter of the sum of fields of the background settings i.e. 
without the reflector; this S21 is expressed by the response )f(S2 (blue)  against the noise 
level (grey).  
 
Figure 5.17 shows the S21 parameter of the sum of fields that was measured in 
the frequency domain as the reflector was facing the antennas. This S21 parameter is the 
response )(1 fS  and it is shown in contrast to the measurement noise level. )(1 fS is 38 - 
63 dB higher than the highest noise level and 55-80 dB higher than the mean noise level. 
The presence of reflector in this case produces an obvious difference to previous cases.   
Subtracting the measured S21 parameter of the background fields )f(S2  from the 
measured S21 parameter of the reflector in presence fields )(1 fS , yields the 
)(3 fS response as presented in Figure 5.18 . )(3 fS  is shown against the noise level.  
)(3 fS  is 38 - 60 dB higher than the highest noise level and 55-77 dB higher than the 
mean noise level.    
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Figure 5.17: The S21 parameter of the sum of fields as the reflector is facing the 
antennas; this S21 is expressed by the response )(1 fS (blue) against the noise level (grey). 
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Figure 5.18: Response resulting from the subtraction of the measured S21 parameter of 
the background fields (Figure 5.16) from the measured S21 parameter of the reflector in 
presence fields (Figure 5.17). This resulting response is described by )(3 fS (blue)  
against the noise level (grey). 
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Figure 5.19 shows the response created by the application of the equalising signal 
 fI eq  on the response )(3 fS . This response is shown in comparison to the noise level.       
The response is 50 - 60 dB higher than the highest noise level and 67 - 77 dB higher than 
the mean noise level.  This response is 25-30 dB stronger than responses for the sphere in 
Figures 5.12 and 5.15.  
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Figure 5.19: The response (blue) created by the application of the equalising signal 
 fI eq  on the response )(3 fS  of Figure 5.18 against the noise level (grey). 
 
In order to achieve the detection of the sphere, the same procedure is utilised for 
the cases of reflector-sphere composite objects and the following responses are obtained. 
Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21 show the response created by the application of the 
equalising signal  fI eq  on the response )(3 fS  for the reflector - 0.024 m radius sphere 
and the reflector - 0.0325 m radius sphere composite objects respectively. These 
responses are shown in comparison to the noise level, they are 50 - 60 dB higher than the 
highest noise level and 67 - 77 dB higher than the mean noise level. The responses of 
Figures 5.20 and 5.21 are unsurprisingly dominated by the response of reflector.  
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Figure 5.20: The response (blue) created by the application of the equalising signal 
 fI eq  on the response )(3 fS for the reflector - 0.024 m radius sphere against the noise 
level (grey). 
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Figure 5.21: The response (blue) created by the application of the equalising signal 
 fI eq  on the response )(3 fS  for the reflector - 0.0325 m radius sphere against the noise 
level (grey).  
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In Figures 5.22a  and Figure 5.22b  the responses of reflector, reflector-0.024 m 
radius sphere and reflector-0.0325 m radius sphere from the respective Figures 5.19, 
5.20, 5.21 are gathered. As the responses are 67 - 77 dB higher than the mean noise level, 
the effect noise on these responses is minimal.  As it can be observed in Figure 5.22b the 
existence and the type of sphere affects the response. However since the amplitude of 
sphere response is much lower than the amplitude of response of reflector the more 
critical difference between the responses are observed at levels between -34 to -38 dB 
and between 3.2 to 4.5 GHz. In general the resolution of a target which is overwhelmed 
by a large clutter signal is a classic problem. This problem has also been considered in 
[92] through the use of matched illumination waveforms. In order to extract the natural 
resonant frequencies of the objects from these responses in the next section these 
responses will be converted and studied in the time domain.   
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Figure 5.22a: The responses of reflector (red), reflector - 0.024 m radius sphere (black) 
and reflector -0.0325 m radius sphere (blue) from the respective Figures 5.19, 5.20, 5.21 
against the noise level (grey).  
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Figure 5.22b: The responses of Figure 5.22a in different scale. 
 
5.4 Sphere ETR and LTR  
This section presents the study of the experimentally obtained IR of the sphere. 
The main objective of this study is the selection of the Late Time Response (LTR) of the 
sphere from the overall sphere experimental IR and the confirmation that the 
experimental LTR corresponds to the theoretically obtained sphere LTR as presented in 
section 4.3. At first the LTR is selected from the IR, then the poles and residues of the 
sphere experimental LTR are extracted. These poles and residues are compared with the 
ones obtained from the sphere theoretical LTR. An investigation can be performed on the 
different parameters that are used for the processing of the frequency domain 
measurement. Some of these parameters, which are referred in section 5.2 and 5.3, are 
frequency band limits, frequency step, sampling frequency of the time domain field and 
type of window for this experiment. Additionally, important conclusions can be drawn on 
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the physical duration of the IR and the LTR. Furthermore the level of the sphere LTR 
against the noise level is also compared for the experimental settings used.   
This experiment was performed for two spheres of radius 0.0325 m and 0.024 m 
respectively, so as to evaluate the experimental procedure. In this way through the 
accuracy of the experimental results in relation to the theoretical results, the methodology 
and the experimental configuration and frequency domain processing that was shown in 
section 5.2 and 5.3 is examined.   
In order to obtain the sphere IR, the S21 parameter of the measured fields of the 
sphere, as shown in Figure 5.10, is considered. In appendix section 5.a this response is 
presented in the time domain. In this response the antennas coupling field and the 
chamber absorber clutter field in addition to the antennas response are present. The 
elimination of these fields from the measured sphere S21 parameter as it was shown in 
section 5.3, is succeeded via the formulation of  fIfS eq)(3 . Additionally before 
converting into time domain a window is applied as it was described in section 5.2, so 
   fWfIfS eq )(3  is formulated. The response    fWfIfS eq )(3  can be 
converted into the time domain via zero padding and estimation of the IFT. Therefore 
estimation of    ])([)( 3 fWfIfSIFFTth eqy   will yield the sphere backscattered 
time domain field which is the sphere IR. The experimentally obtained IRs of the 0.035 
and 0.024 radius spheres are shown in Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24 respectively against 
the noise in time domain which has been obtained via estimation of the IFT of the 
frequency domain noise data. The IRs of Figures 5.23 and 5.24 are obtained by IFT of the 
responses in Figures 5.12 and 5.15. In Figures 5.23 and 5.24, for both cases of sphere‘s 
sizes the levels of IRs are 20-55 dB higher than the noise level depending on the time 
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instant that the IRs are considered. This is due to the difference between the levels of the 
responses and mean noise level in frequency domain in Figures 5.12 and 5.15.  
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Figure 5.23: Experimentally obtained IR of 0.0325m sphere (blue) against the noise 
(grey). 
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Figure 5.24: Experimentally obtained IR of 0.024m sphere (blue) against the noise (grey).  
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In section 3.4 it was stated that the IR of the sphere consists of the short duration 
Early Time Response (ETR) and LTR. Additionally it was described that the duration of 
the ETR LT  is twice the time the incident field takes to pass over the line of sight extent 
or diameter  of the sphere , so the duration LT  for sphere of radius   is equal to 
LT 







c

4 , where  c  is the velocity of light.  
This definition of LT  is described as the time the incident field interacts with the 
sphere in case that this field has the form of an impulse waveform. In case that the 
incident field is a UWB pulse of width (length)   and 
B
1
  where B is the 
measurement bandwidth, the interval of interaction LT  should also contain the width so 
LT   is expressed as  
                                                      LT 









c
4                                            (5.7) 
Therefore if the measurement bandwidth is equal to B=6 910 Hz the pulse width 
is equal to 167.0  nanoseconds (ns). So for the sphere of radius  0.0325 m since 
8103c  the duration is 6.0LT ns and for the sphere of radius  0.024m the 
duration is 487.0LT  ns. So the ETR durations can be considered approximately equal 
to 6.0LT ns and 49.0LT ns for the spheres of radius 0.0325m and 0.024m 
respectively.  
  Therefore as it is observed in the 0.0325 m radius sphere IR shown in Figure 
5.23 if the ETR starts at approximately 3.10 ns the LTR which follows should start at 
approximately 9.10 ns. By observation of the 0.024 m radius sphere IR shown in Figure 
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5.24, if the ETR starts at approximately 31.10 ns the LTR which follows should start at 
approximately 8.10 ns. Therefore focusing on the LTRs from the ETRs, Figures 5.25 and 
5.26  present the experimentally obtained LTRs of the spheres of radius 0.0325 m and 
0.024 m respectively against the noise.   
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Figure 5.25:  Experimentally obtained (blue) LTR of 0.0325 m radius sphere against the 
noise (grey).  
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Figure 5.26: Experimentally obtained (blue) LTR of 0.024 m radius sphere against the 
noise (grey). 
 
In chapter 4 the theoretical model of sphere IR was described and the theoretical 
sphere LTR was obtained, as a result Figure 5.27 and Figure 5.28 show the theoretical 
and reconstructed LTRs of spheres of radius 0.0325 m and 0.024 m respectively. By 
observing the theoretical LTR of the sphere of radius 0.0325m it is shown that at 1.5 ns 
after the beginning of the LTR the signal has converged to zero. For the sphere of radius 
0.024 m it is shown that at 1.1 ns after the beginning of the LTR, the signal has 
converged to zero. However from the theoretical LTRs, it is observed that 0.5 ns after the 
beginning of the LTRs, the amplitude of the signals are significantly reduced.    
Consequently for the 0.0325 m radius sphere if the beginning of the 
experimentally obtained LTR is at approximately 9.10 ns as shown in Figure 5.25, the 
signal data should be assumed approximately until 11.4 ns.  In Figure 5.25 it is observed 
that after 11.4 ns the level of signal is closer to the noise level, so the previous 
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assumption on the considered time interval is valid. So, in the 9.10 -11.4 ns time interval 
the sphere LTR is in the order of 20-44 dB higher than the noise level and the SVD-
Prony method is used for processing the LTRs. Similarly and by using the same analysis, 
considering the experimental LTR of 0.024 m radius sphere shown in Figure 5.26, the 
time interval for which the LTR is considered is from 8.10 ns to 11.3 ns. The 
experimental and reconstructed LTRs of 0.0325 m and 0.024 m radius sphere are shown 
in Figures 5.29 and 5.30 respectively.  
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Figure 5.27: The theoretical (red) and reconstructed (black) LTR of 0.0325 m radius 
sphere. 
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Figure 5.28: The theoretical (red) and reconstructed (black) LTR of 0.024 m radius 
sphere. 
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Figure 5.29:  Experimentally obtained (blue) and reconstructed (black) LTR of 0.0325 m 
radius sphere.  
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Figure 5.30:  Experimentally obtained (blue) and reconstructed (black) LTR of 0.024 m 
radius sphere.  
 
In order to obtain the signal information of the sphere LTR, the poles or resonant 
frequencies with their amplitudes have to be calculated. The experimental 0.0325 m 
radius sphere LTR extracted poles with their amplitudes are shown in Figure 5.31 and 
Figure 5.32 respectively. These poles and amplitudes are plotted alongside with the 
extracted poles of theoretical LTR of 0.0325 m radius sphere and their amplitudes.  
From Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32 it is deduced that for the 0.0325 m radius 
sphere, for the particular set of parameters chosen, the experimental LTR extracted and 
theoretical LTR extracted poles nearly coincide at the frequency of 1.3 GHz. Additionally 
the experimental LTR extracted poles at 2.6 GHz, 4.1 GHz and 5.4 GHz are similar to the 
theoretical LTR extracted ones in terms of frequency. Although there are small 
differences in the damping coefficients the experimentally extracted poles are in the 
vicinity of the theoretically extracted ones. Considering Figure 5.31, apart from the 
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similarities in frequencies, the overall clustering of the theoretically extracted poles has a 
comparable shape to the clustering of the experimentally extracted ones. Consequently 
the 5.4 GHz experimental pole has the largest damping coefficient. From Figure 5.32 
among the poles the 1.3 GHz experimental pole has the largest amplitude; this is verified 
from the theoretical poles. This pole is the principal pole of the 0.0325 m radius sphere 
LTR.  
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Figure 5.31: Experimental LTR extracted (+), and theoretical LTR extracted (o) poles of 
the 0.0325 m sphere. 
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Figure 5.32: Amplitudes of experimental LTR extracted (+), and theoretical LTR 
extracted (o) poles of 0.0325 m sphere against frequencies of poles. 
 
 The experimental 0.024 m radius sphere LTR extracted poles with their 
amplitudes are shown in Figure 5.33 and Figure 5.34 respectively. These poles and 
amplitudes are plotted alongside with the extracted poles of theoretical LTR of 0.024 m 
radius sphere and their amplitudes.  
From Figure 5.33 and Figure 5.34 for the 0.024 m radius sphere, it is realised that 
the experimental LTR extracted, and theoretical LTR extracted poles nearly coincide at 
frequency of 1.8 GHz. Additionally the experimental LTR extracted poles at 3.7 GHz and 
5.3GHz are similar to the theoretical LTR extracted ones in terms of frequency. 
Additionally the respective poles are in the same vicinity and the overall clustering of the 
theoretically extracted poles has a comparable shape to the clustering of the 
experimentally extracted ones. Consequently the 5.3 GHz experimental pole has the 
largest damping coefficient. From Figure 5.34 among the poles the 1.8 GHz experimental 
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pole has the largest amplitude; this is verified from the theoretical poles. This pole is the 
principal pole of the 0.024 radius sphere LTR.   
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Figure 5.33: Experimental LTR extracted (+), and theoretical LTR extracted (o) poles of 
the 0.024 m sphere. 
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Figure 5.34: Amplitudes of experimental LTR extracted (+), and theoretical LTR 
extracted (o) poles of 0.024 m sphere against frequencies of poles. 
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Any differences between damping coefficients between experimental and 
theoretical poles are primarily due to the finite conductivity of the sphere used for the 
measurements, and secondarily due to the overall response of the measuring system. The 
finite conductivity of the sphere introduces resistive losses, this means that only a fraction 
of the power of the incident wave on the sphere is reflected back. As a result the extracted 
poles of the experimental LTR at frequencies 4.1 GHz and 5.4 GHz in Figures 5.31 and 
5.32 have a higher damping coefficient and smaller amplitudes than the poles of the 
theoretical LTR. A similar trend can be observed in Figures 5.33 and 5.34 for the poles of 
the experimental LTR at frequencies 3.7 GHz and 5.3 GHz.   
In this section the experimental configuration and methodology were tested via 
comparison of the theoretical and experimental results. This set of parameters used in this 
section is also used for the processing of all experimental data throughout the experiment 
as presented in the following sections, since for these parameters the experimental results 
proved to be in accordance with the theoretical results. The results agreement 
corroborates the correctness of the methodology followed in the Thesis. Furthermore it is 
also proved that the system noise has insignificant effect on the experimental data.    
 
5.5 Reflector and Reflector-Sphere ETR and LTR 
 
In this section the viability of detection of the sphere attached to the background 
conducting metal sheet or reflector is examined. Therefore the main objective is to 
compare the information provided by the LTR of the reflector-sphere composite object 
with the information provided by the LTR of the reflector. 
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 This experiment is carried out for the reflector and for the sphere of radius 0.0325 
and the sphere of radius 0.024 which are appended on the reflector. The S21 parameter of 
the backscattered fields is measured in the frequency domain as the considered object i.e. 
reflector or reflector sphere is facing the antennas.  
In order to process these frequency domain measurements the methodology, 
experimental configuration and parameters of section 5.3 are used in order to obtain the 
frequency response of the considered object. Moreover, the estimation of Inverse Fast 
Fourier Transform (IFFT) of the response yields the IR of the object. After the 
experimental IR of the considered object is obtained, the LTR is selected in order to 
extract the object LTR poles and amplitudes.  For the selected LTR, the number of poles  
is not known beforehand. Additionally the number of LTR poles is most likely to be 
different depending on the objects since in this section simple object i.e. reflector and 
composite object i.e. reflector-sphere are considered. Additionally as it is explained in 
appendix section 5.b the poles extraction algorithm requires the number of poles to be 
previously determined.  So the number of poles can be realized by application of the 
information theoretic criteria as shown in [86, 93-97]. In this approach the estimate for 
the number of poles is determined by the number which minimizes the Minimum 
Description Length (MDL) criterion.  In appendix section 5.b The MDL is shown for the 
cases of reflector LTR, reflector -0.024 m radius sphere and reflector -0.0325 m radius 
sphere LTR. As it can be observed and was predicted both cases of reflector-sphere LTRs 
involve a larger number of poles than the reflector LTR.  
The most important objective of the experiment is to examine the reflector-sphere 
LTR poles and amplitudes, and compare them with the reflector LTR poles and 
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amplitudes.  In this way conclusions can be drawn as to whether there is a difference in 
the observed poles (reflector poles and reflector-sphere poles), or a difference in the 
amplitudes of the respective poles, i.e. amplitude modulation at the specific poles of 
interest, when the sphere is present. Any difference in the clustering of the poles at 
natural resonant frequencies of sphere or any amplitude modulation due to the existence 
of sphere will signify that the detection of the sphere attached to the reflector is feasible. 
The reflector experimental IR i.e. ETR and LTR is shown in Figure 5.35 against the 
noise. 
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Figure 5.35: Reflector (blue) IR (ETR and LTR) against the noise (grey). 
  
As it was described in section 3.3 the duration of the ETR LT  for the reflector 
with line of sight extent or width L, is equal to LT
c
L
2 . This definition of LT is the time 
the incident field interacts with the object in case that this field has the shape of impulse 
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waveform. In case that this field is a UWB pulse of length   and 
B
1
  if  B is the 
measurement bandwidth, the duration of interaction of the incident field with the reflector 
LT  is defined as  
                                                   LT 
c
L
2                                                    (5.8) 
Therefore if the measurement bandwidth is equal to B=6 910  the pulse width is 
equal to 167.0 ns, so if the considered reflector has a base with width (thickness) 
L=0.06 m the duration of the ETR from equation (5.8) is 57.0LT ns. 
Consider the reflector - 0.024 m radius sphere composite object where there is a 
conducting joint between reflector and sphere; the sphere is attached to the metal thin 
sheet on the metal base, so it does not alter the overall line of sight extent (width) L of the 
composite object, since the diameter of the sphere which is equal to 0.048m is smaller 
than the reflector base width. Therefore it can be assumed that the duration of ETR, 
57.0LT ns, is still adequate for the reflector - sphere composite object. For the case of 
the reflector - 0.0325 m radius sphere, if the sphere is attached to the metal thin sheet, the 
diameter of sphere which is 0.065 m is marginally larger than the reflector base width. 
Therefore the overall line of sight extent L of the composite object is around 0.065 m and 
the duration of the ETR from equation (5.8) should be 6.0LT  ns. Since the duration of 
ETR should include all cases of composite objects a selection is made that 6.0LT  ns. 
The IR of reflector – 0.024 m radius sphere object is shown in Figure 5.36 against the 
noise. The IR of the reflector – 0.0325 m radius sphere is shown in Figure 5.37 against 
the noise. It must be mentioned that throughout the measurement the place of the 
reflector is not altered.   
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  By observation of experimental IRs of reflector, reflector–0.024 m radius sphere 
and reflector–0.0325 m radius sphere, which are shown in Figures 5.35, 5.36 and 5.37 
respectively, it is realised that since 6.0LT  ns, if the ETRs starts at approximately 
9.10 ns the LTRs should start at approximately 5.11 ns. The end of the LTRs is at 
approximately 12.7 ns, since beyond this time instant the LTRs rapidly decay.   In 
Figures 5.35, 5.36 and 5.37 the levels of IRs are approximately 20-85 dB higher than the 
noise level. This is due to the difference between the responses levels and mean noise 
level in frequency domain in Figure 5.22. Additionally in appendix section 5.c the LTRs 
of the considered objects are shown against the noise. The levels of object‘s LTRs are in 
the order of 20-80 dB higher than the noise level.   
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Figure 5.36: Reflector-0.024m sphere (blue) IR (ETR and LTR) against the noise (grey). 
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Figure 5.37: Reflector-0.0325m sphere (blue) IR (ETR and LTR) against the noise (grey). 
 
From the reflector IR of Figure 5.35 the LTR is selected and it is presented in 
Figure 5.38 together with the reconstructed LTR.  As it is observed the two LTRs 
coincide. 
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        Figure 5.38: Reflector (blue) LTR and reconstructed (black) LTR. 
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Following the same approach as for the extraction of the sphere LTR information 
the poles and their amplitudes for the reflector are calculated.  The reflector LTR 
extracted poles and their amplitudes are shown in Figure 5.39 and Figure 5.40 
respectively. 
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Figure 5.39:  Reflector LTR extracted poles. 
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Figure 5.40: Amplitudes of reflector LTR extracted poles. 
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From the reflector - 0.024m radius sphere IR of Figure 5.36 the LTR is selected, 
and it is shown in Figure 5.41 together with the reconstructed LTR. As it is observed the 
two LTRs coincide.  
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Figure 5.41: Reflector-0.024m radius sphere (blue) LTR and reconstructed (black) LTR.  
 
The extracted poles of the reflector - 0.024m radius sphere LTR with their 
amplitudes are shown in Figure 5.42 and Figure 5.43 respectively. These poles and their 
amplitudes are plotted alongside with the poles of reflector LTR (as shown in Figure 
5.39), and the poles of experimental 0.024 m radius sphere LTR (as shown in Figure 
5.33)  and their amplitudes (as shown in Figure 5.40 and Figure 5.34) respectively.  
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                                           Figure 5.42: Comparison of poles.  
                                           (red    +  ) Poles of sphere experimental LTR 
                                           (blue   .  ) Poles of reflector LTR 
                                           (red    >  ) Poles of reflector-0.024 m radius sphere LTR 
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                                           Figure 5.43: All amplitudes of the poles  
                                          (red    +  ) Amplitudes of sphere experimental LTR 
                                          (blue     .   ) Amplitudes of reflector LTR 
                                          (red    >   ) Amplitudes of reflector-0.024 m radius sphere LTR 
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Comparison of the reflector poles with the reflector - 0.024m radius sphere poles 
in Figure 5.42 shows that at 2.9 GHz and 4.2 GHz the respective poles almost coincide 
while the reflector sphere pole is close to the reflector pole at 5.4GHz. However the 
number and clustering of the reflector LTR poles is different to the number and clustering 
of the reflector-sphere LTR poles and a pole located at 1.8GHz can be retrieved. This 
pole is related to the principal pole of the 0.024m radius sphere LTR. Additionally there 
is amplitude modulation at the respective poles as shown in Figure 5.43 due to the sphere 
presence. These observations indicate that the detection of the reflector-attached 0.024 m 
radius sphere is possible. As the reflector–sphere LTR is not a summation between the 
reflector LTR and sphere LTR, the reflector-sphere poles do not coincide with the 
reflector poles and the sphere poles. 
From the reflector - 0.0325m radius sphere IR of Figure 5.37 the LTR is selected, 
and it is shown in Figure 5.44 together with the reconstructed LTR.  As it is observed the 
two LTRs coincide.  
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Figure 5.44: Reflector-0.0325m radius sphere (blue) LTR and reconstructed (black) LTR. 
 
The extracted poles of reflector-0.0325 m radius sphere LTR with their 
amplitudes are shown in Figure 5.45 and Figure 5.46 respectively. These poles and their 
amplitudes are plotted alongside with the poles of reflector LTR (as shown in Figure 
5.39)  and the poles of experimental 0.0325 m radius sphere LTR  (as shown in Figure 
5.31)  and their amplitudes (as shown in Figure 5.40 and Figure 5.32) respectively.  
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                                      Figure 5.45: Comparison of poles.  
                                      (blue    +  ) Poles of sphere experimental LTR 
                                      (blue   .    ) Poles of reflector LTR 
                                      (blue    ^  ) Poles of reflector-0.0325 m radius sphere LTR 
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                                       Figure 5.46: All amplitudes of the poles.  
                                      (blue    +  ) Amplitudes of sphere experimental LTR 
                                      (blue     .   ) Amplitudes of reflector LTR 
                                      (blue    ^   ) Amplitudes of reflector-0.0325 m radius sphere  LTR 
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Comparison of the reflector poles with the reflector-0.0325 m radius sphere poles 
in Figure 5.45 shows the reflector-sphere pole is close to the respective reflector pole at 
2.9 GHz, 4.2GHz and 5.4GHz . However the number and clustering of the reflector LTR 
poles is different to the number and clustering of the reflector-sphere LTR poles and a 
pole located at 1.2 GHz can be retrieved. This pole is related to the principal pole of the 
0.0325m radius sphere LTR. Additionally there is amplitude modulation at the respective 
poles as shown in Figure 5.46 due to the presence of the sphere. These observations 
indicate that the detection of the reflector-attached 0.0325 m radius sphere is possible.  
 
5.6 Discussion of Results  
In this chapter the feasibility of the detection of the reflector-attached sphere was 
presented. Comparison of the reflector poles with the reflector-sphere composite object 
poles in Figures 5.42 and 5.45 shows that the clustering of the reflector LTR poles is 
different to the clustering of the reflector-sphere LTR poles for both spheres considered. 
Furthermore from the reflector-sphere poles in Figure 5.45 the existence of a pole at 1.2 
GHz frequency is observed, while in Figure 5.42 the existence of a pole is observed at 1.8 
GHz frequency. The pole at 1.2 GHz is associated with the principal pole of the 0.0325 m 
radius sphere experimental LTR which is located at the frequency of 1.3 GHz. The pole 
at 1.8 GHz is associated with the principal pole of the 0.024 m radius sphere 
experimental LTR whose location is at the frequency of 1.8 GHz. Additionally in Figures 
5.43 and 5.46 where the amplitudes of the 0.024 and 0.0325m spheres are presented, 
there is amplitude modulation at the respective poles. This difference in clustering of the 
poles, the amplitude modulation of the poles, the resonant pole at 1.2 GHz and at 1.8 
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GHz, due to the existence of the spheres, is the information that signifies that the 
detection of the sphere attached to the reflector is feasible. Otherwise these observations 
are an alert to the fact that there is something different about the reflector.   
 
5.7 Conclusions 
In this chapter the experimental IRs of the objects of interest were obtained via the 
utilization of the appropriate experimental configuration and methodologies. The 
validation of the experimental methodology was accomplished through comparison of the 
experimental LTR and theoretical LTR of sphere. The poles and amplitudes of these 
LTRs were obtained and showed a lot of similarities. Additionally the detection of a 
sphere appended on a much larger reflector was investigated and confirmed. From 
observations of the MDL results it is concluded that complex targets i.e. reflector- sphere 
require a larger number of poles or higher model order than simple targets i.e. reflector. 
This was verified for a 0.024 m radius sphere and a 0.0325 m radius sphere. Furthermore 
the retrieval of the sphere principal pole of sphere from the reflector-sphere complex 
target poles showed that the sphere can be discerned from the reflector-sphere target.  
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Chapter 6  
 
HUMAN-ATTACHED SPHERE 
DETECTION 
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6.1 Introduction  
In this chapter a similar experiment as in chapter 5 is repeated replacing the 
reflector by a human body recreating the realistic scenario of a concealed explosive on a 
human‘s body. Hence a human is inserted in the anechoic chamber and the experiment is 
performed while the approximated grenade or sphere is attached to the human. This is a 
reasonable approximation as the shape of the grenade is similar to the shape of the 
sphere. As a result this chapter presents the analysis of the procedure involving the 
experimental configuration and the methodology for processing of the experimental 
measurements when the human is engaged.  Fundamentally three positions of the sphere 
are taken into account: front of human, side of human, back (behind) of human. In this 
way the feasibility of remote detection of a sphere appended on the human is investigated 
as the position of the sphere on the body is altered.  
In principle the human-sphere composite object reflected field presumably 
includes information on both the resonant frequencies of the human and the resonant 
frequencies of the sphere similar to the case of the reflector-sphere object as studied in 
chapter 5. Consequently analysis of the Late Time Response (LTR) of the complex 
human-sphere object and the LTR of the human yields their different resonant 
frequencies. Examination of the way the resonant frequencies of the sphere LTR affect 
the resonant frequencies of the human–sphere object LTR should confirm the existence 
of the sphere.  In this way the main objective of the Thesis, which is the body-worn 
sphere detection is realised. In sections 5.3 and 5.4 it is shown that the use of LTR for 
detection requires the selection of the LTR from the IR through accurate estimation of the 
points in time domain or timings.  In this chapter the same timings will be used for LTR 
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analysis of both composite objects i.e. human-sphere or simple objects i.e. human. So the 
effect of existence and position of sphere on the human–sphere object LTR frequencies is 
investigated using the same timings for LTR analysis. In this way any ambiguity on the 
outcome of analysis due to choice of different timing points is avoided. In order to use 
the same timings the large background object, which is the human, faces the radar and 
retains a single placement throughout the experiment while the small object, which is the 
sphere takes three positions on the human i.e. front, side and back of human. In this way 
the stance and orientation of the human remain unchanged during the experiment.  
.  In this chapter, two methods are utilised in order to obtain the information 
related to the resonant frequencies. These are the SVD-Prony [82-89] method which 
yields the poles and residues of the object‘s LTR and the MUltiple SIgnal Classification 
(MUSIC) [98] method, which yields the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the LTR of the 
object. Both methods are the most appropriate for extracting damped sinusoids in the 
presence of noise.  As these methods are independent of each other, the information 
extracted from their analysis is compared in order to verify the feasibility of the body-
worn sphere detection. As the range resolution depends on the bandwidth considered in 
this chapter the bandwidth  B  of 8 GHz is chosen. Additionally from the analysis of the 
sphere Radar Cross Section (RCS) as shown in chapter 2 it is known that the first 
resonant frequency of the sphere is located at approximately 1.46 GHz. This knowledge 
enables us to select the frequency band at which the reflected fields measurements are 
made. So for this measurement the 1-9 GHz frequency band is considered.  
In the following sections a detailed analysis is presented on the various aspects 
involved in the procedure in order to detect the human-attached sphere. Initially the 
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appropriate experimental measurements are shown and the reflected fields from the 
illuminated objects are acquired in terms of the object‘s frequency responses. Then the 
main objective of the experiment, which is obtaining and analysing the LTR of the 
various objects is described. The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. 
Section 6.2 presents the acquired fields in terms of the objects‘ frequency responses while 
section 6.3 presents the sphere Impulse Response (IR). Section 6.4 presents the human IR 
and section 6.5 presents the human-sphere composite object IR. Finally section 6.6 
concludes the chapter. 
 
6.2 Frequency Response Acquisition  
 This section presents all the measurements in terms of frequency responses in a 
similar approach as in sections 5.2 and 5.3.  Initially Figure 6.1 shows the radiated 
electric field between the two antennas which are facing each other in terms of the 
amplitude of the 21S  parameter measurement expressed as )()( fHfH retr  . This 
measurement was made by taking 1N =1601 frequency steps in the 1-9 GHz frequency 
band, i.e. the frequency step is equal to f 5000000Hz. Therefore for this measurement 
the fractional bandwidth was equal to 1.6.  Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show the  fH eq  
response occurring after frequency domain equalisation has been applied on measured 
)()( fHfH retr  as explained in section 5.2. 
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Figure 6.1: )()( fHfH retr   response via S21 measurement when two antennas are 
facing each other.    
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Figure 6.2: Response  fH eq  of two antennas facing each other after frequency domain 
equalisation has been applied on measured )()( fHfH retr   (antennas response is 
removed). 
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Figure 6.3: Response  fH eq  (like Figure 6.2) in the same scale as Figure 6.1. 
 
After the equalisation procedure, the experimental data was acquired by means of 
the experimental configuration shown in Figure 6.4. From the utilised experimental radar 
configuration a UWB pulse is transmitted, which is incident on a target and the reflected 
field from the target-object is obtained. In this way the reflected fields from the various 
composite objects of interest are acquired.  
In this experiment, the frequency stepped pulse compression is realised via the 
VNA and the transmitting and receiving horn antennas that were also used in the previous 
measurement (antennas set to face each other) are deployed. From Figure 6.4 the 
following frequency responses of the system are discerned. The transmitting horn antenna 
with frequency response )( fH tr  is driven via the VNA and converts the frequency 
stepped signal into incident field. The frequency responses )f(H sc and )f(H abs  are 
used to describe the reflected fields from the object and chamber absorber respectively. 
The response )f(H abssc describes multipath scattering fields that are due to the 
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interaction between the fields of object, antenna and chamber absorber. )f(H cou  is used 
to express the antenna coupling frequency response, which is the field that is created 
directly between the transmitting and the adjacent receiving antenna, this field is also 
referred as leakage field. )( fH re describes the frequency response of the receiving 
antenna that converts the sum of the fields into signals. In this way the backscattered field 
of interest )f(H sc  is obtained. 
 
Figure 6.4: General experimental configuration. 
 
In order to obtain the scatterer object backscattered field, the elimination of the 
chamber absorber clutter field and the antenna coupling field is necessary. Therefore for 
every target two measurements are made. During the first measurement the target is 
present, and the response is obtained from the sum of fields S21 parameter measurement. 
This response is described by )f(S1 . For the second measurement, the response is 
obtained only from the total fields S21 parameter measurement of the background 
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settings i.e. without the target. This response is described by )f(S2  . The elimination of 
the antenna coupling field and the chamber absorber clutter field is realised via the 
subtraction of the background fields from the target in presence fields, hence the response 
)(3 fS )f(S1 - )f(S2  is formed. Consequently the considered object backscattered 
field is obtained. From Figure 6.4 1S  and 2S can be respectively described as  
             )()()()()()()()( 11 fNfHfHfHfHfHfHfS recouabsabsscsctr      (6.1) 
 
  )()()()()()( 22 fNfHfHfHfHfS recouabstr                           (6.2) 
Therefore  
  )()()()()()()()( 3213 fNfHfHfHfHfSfSfS reabsscsctr        (6.3) 
where )( fN is used to denote the noise that affects the measurements. In order to reduce 
the effect of noise each response is obtained as the average of 120 measurements.  As it is 
mentioned in section 5.3 the level of noise or noise floor of the measurements can be 
established by considering the background fields i.e. without the sphere. Thus two 
consecutive averages of )f(S2  response are obtained and subtracted. After the first 
average is obtained the VNA is restarted, then the second average is obtained. The 
difference between the two averaged measurements is the noise level.  Comparison of the 
level of responses of interest with the noise level can confirm the reliability of the method 
of experimental data acquisition .The expression of )f(S3 includes the )()( fHfH retr   
frequency domain signal which was measured in the previous experiment. Therefore the 
equalising signal  
 
}
)]()([
{
fHfH
fH
fI
retr
eq
eq

 is applied in )f(S3 . The parameters for 
this measurement are exactly the same as in the previous measurement (antennas set to 
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face each other) and they are determined through comparing the experimentally obtained 
0.0325 m radius sphere response to the theoretically obtained 0.0325 m radius sphere 
response. 
Sphere measurement  
The first object for which the experiment is carried out is the 0.0325 m radius 
sphere. Figure 6.5 shows the S21 parameter of the sum of fields of the background 
settings i.e. without the sphere. This S21 parameter is the response )f(S2  and it is 
shown in contrast to the noise level of the measurement with mean value of -104 dB.  The 
highest noise level is -85 dB.  In this Figure it is observed that )f(S2  has its lowest 
points at frequencies of   3.6, 4.7 and 8.8 GHz. At these points the value of )f(S2  is 
close to the highest noise level. Moreover the main part of )f(S2  in all the other 
different frequencies is 20- 55 dB higher than the highest noise level.   
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Figure 6.5: The S21 parameter of the sum of fields of the background settings, i.e. 
without the sphere; this S21 is expressed by the response )f(S2  (blue) against the noise 
level (grey).  
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Figure 6.6 shows the S21 parameter of the sum of fields that was measured in the 
frequency domain as the considered sphere was facing the antennas. This S21 parameter 
is the response )(1 fS  and it is shown in contrast to the noise level.  In this Figure it is 
observed that )(1 fS  has its lowest points at frequencies of   2.6, 3.6, 4.9 and 8.6 GHz. At 
3.6, 4.9 and 8.6 GHz the value of )(1 fS  is close to the highest noise level while at 2.6 
GHz )(1 fS is 10 dB higher than the highest noise level. The main part of )(1 fS  in all the 
other different frequencies is 20-55 dB higher than the highest noise level.  
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Figure 6.6: The S21 parameter of the sum of fields as the considered 0.0325 m radius 
sphere is facing the antennas; this S21 is expressed by the response )(1 fS (blue)  against 
the noise level (grey). 
 
Figure 6.7 shows the response resulting from the subtraction of the measured S21 
parameter of the background fields )f(S2  from the measured S21 parameter of the 
sphere in presence fields )(1 fS , hence the )(3 fS  response is obtained. )(3 fS  is shown 
against the noise level.  In this Figure it is observed that at 9 GHz  )(3 fS  is 10 dB higher 
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than the highest noise level while in all the other different frequencies   )(3 fS  is 20-40 
dB higher than the highest noise level.  
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Figure 6.7: Response resulting from the subtraction of the measured S21 parameter of the 
background fields (Figure 6.5) from the measured S21 parameter of the 0.0325 m radius 
sphere in presence fields (Figure 6.6); this resulting response is described by )(3 fS (blue)  
against the noise level (grey). 
 
Additionally Figure 6.8 shows the response created by the application of the 
equalising signal  fI eq  on the response )(3 fS . This response is shown in comparison to 
the noise level.     In this Figure it is observed that this response is 20-40dB higher than 
the highest noise level, and 39-59 higher than the mean noise level. In addition there is an 
elevated part of the response, which is in the frequency range 1-1.6 GHz, where the 
maximum response level is 59 dB higher than the mean noise level. The response in this 
region is associated with the first resonant peak of 0.0325 m radius sphere RCS.  
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Figure 6.8: The response (blue)  created by the application of the equalising signal  fI eq  
on the response )(3 fS  of Figure 6.7 against the noise level (grey). 
 
Human measurement  
The main objective as declared in section 6.1 of this chapter is the comparison of 
the information provided by the response of the human-sphere composite object with the 
information provided by the response of the human. First the case of the human is 
considered in order to obtain its frequency response.    
Initially Figure 6.9 shows the S21 parameter of the sum of fields of the 
background settings i.e. without the human. This S21 parameter is the response )f(S2  
and it is shown in contrast to the measurement noise level.  In this Figure it is observed 
that the lowest points of )f(S2  are in the frequency range of   7.7- 8.6 GHz.  At these 
points the value of )f(S2  is close to the highest noise level, while in the frequency range 
of   3-4  GHz and at 5.2 , 7.1 GHz )f(S2  is approximately 10 dB higher than the highest 
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noise level.  The main part of )f(S2  in all the other different frequencies is 20-60 dB 
higher than the highest noise level.   
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Figure 6.9: The S21 parameter of the sum of fields of the background settings i.e. without 
the human; this S21 is expressed by the response )f(S2 (blue) against the noise level 
(grey). 
 
Figure 6.10 shows the S21 parameter of the sum of fields that was measured in 
the frequency domain as the human was facing the antennas. This S21 parameter is the 
response )(1 fS  and it is shown in contrast to the measurement noise level.  In this Figure 
it is observed that the lowest points of )(1 fS  are at frequencies of   2.1, 2.3 and 9 GHz  
where )(1 fS  is approximately 20 dB higher than the highest noise level and 39 dB 
higher than the mean noise level. The main part of )(1 fS  in all the other different 
frequencies is 25-60 dB higher than the highest noise level and 44-79 higher than the 
mean noise level. Subtracting the measured S21 parameter of the background fields 
)f(S2 from the measured S21 parameter of the human in presence fields )(1 fS , yields 
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the )(3 fS response as presented in Figure 6.11 . )(3 fS  is shown against the 
measurement noise level.  In this Figure it is observed that the lowest points of )(3 fS  are 
in the frequency range of 5-5.4 GHz where the value of )(3 fS  is close to the highest 
noise level and 20 dB higher than the mean noise level. The main part of )(3 fS  in all the 
other different frequencies is 15-60 dB higher than the highest noise level and 34-79 
higher than the mean noise level.  
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Figure 6.10: The S21 parameter of the sum of fields as the human is facing the antennas; 
this S21 is expressed by the response )(1 fS (blue) against the noise level (grey). 
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Figure 6.11: Response resulting from the subtraction of the measured S21 parameter of 
the background fields (Figure 6.9) from the measured S21 parameter of the human in 
presence fields (Figure 6.10) ; this resulting response is described by )(3 fS (blue)  
against the noise level (grey). 
 
Figure 6.12 shows the response created by the application of the equalising signal 
 fI eq  on the response )(3 fS . This response is shown in comparison with the noise 
level.   It is observed that the response is 25-60 dB higher than the highest noise level and 
44-79 higher than the mean noise level. However at the lowest points of the response that 
are in the frequency range of 5-5.4 GHz, the value of the response is 10 dB higher than 
the highest noise level and 29 dB higher than the mean noise level.  
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Figure 6.12: The response (blue) created by the application of the equalising signal 
 fI eq  on the response )(3 fS  of Figure 6.11 against the noise level (grey).  
 
 
Human-sphere (the human is facing the radar and the sphere is attached to the front side 
illuminated by the radar.) 
As the main objective of the experiment is to identify the sphere appended on the 
human body naturally the case of the human-sphere composite object is also considered.  
In this case the sphere is appended to the front of the human illuminated by the radar. 
Initially Figure 6.13 shows the S21 parameter of the sum of fields of the background 
settings i.e. without the composite object. This S21 parameter is the response )f(S2 . In 
this Figure the response and the noise level is the same as in Figure 6.9.  
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Figure 6.13: The S21 parameter of the sum of fields of the background settings i.e. 
without the composite object; this S21 is expressed by the response )f(S2 (blue) against 
the noise level (grey). It can be observed that this figure is the same as Figure 6.9 
 
 
 Figure 6.14 shows the S21 parameter of the sum of fields that was measured in 
the frequency domain as the human-sphere was facing the antennas. This S21 parameter 
is the response )(1 fS  and it is shown in contrast to the measurement noise level.  In this 
Figure it is observed that the lowest points of )(1 fS  are at frequencies of   2.5 and  2.7 
GHz  where )(1 fS  is approximately 10 dB higher than the highest noise level and 29 dB 
higher than the mean noise level. The main part of )(1 fS  in all the other different 
frequencies is 15-60 dB higher than the highest noise level and 34-79 dB higher than the 
mean noise level. Subtracting the measured S21 parameter of the background fields 
)f(S2  from the measured S21 parameter of the human-sphere in presence fields )(1 fS , 
yields the )(3 fS response as presented in Figure 6.15 . )(3 fS  is shown against the 
measurement noise level.  In this Figure it is observed that the lowest points of )(3 fS  are 
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in the frequency range of 5-5.3 GHz where the value of )(3 fS  is close to the highest 
noise level and 19 dB higher than the mean noise level. The main part of )(3 fS  in all the 
other different frequencies is 15-60 dB higher than the highest noise level and 34-79 dB 
higher than the mean noise level.   
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Figure 6.14: The S21 parameter of the sum of fields as the human-sphere object (sphere 
in front of the human) is facing the antennas; this S21 is expressed by the response 
)(1 fS (blue) against the noise level (grey). 
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Figure 6.15: Response resulting from the subtraction of the measured S21 parameter of 
the background fields (Figure 6.13) from the measured S21 parameter of the human - 
sphere in presence fields (Figure 6.14) ; this resulting response is described 
by )(3 fS (blue) against the noise level (grey).  
 
Figure 6.16 shows the response created by the application of the equalising signal 
 fI eq  on the response )(3 fS .  This response is shown in comparison to the noise level.   
It is observed that the response is 25-60 dB higher than the highest noise level and 44-79 
dB higher than the mean noise level. However at the lowest points of the response that 
are in the frequency range of 5-5.3 GHz, the value of the response is approximately 8 dB 
higher than the highest noise level and 27 higher than the mean noise level.  
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Figure 6.16: The response (blue) created by the application of the equalising signal 
 fI eq on the response )(3 fS  of Figure 6.15 against the noise level (grey). 
 
Applying the same methodology and processing to the cases of the remaining two 
different positions of sphere on the human the following results are obtained.  Figure 6.17 
and Figure 6.18 show the response created by the application of the equalising signal 
 fI eq  on the response )(3 fS for two cases of human-sphere composite objects against 
the noise level. In the first case the human is facing the radar and the sphere is by the side 
of the human. In the second case and the human is facing the radar and the sphere is in 
the radar shadow of human. In Figure 6.17 the response is 39-79 dB higher than the mean 
noise level except from the frequency of 8.8 GHz where the value of the response is 20 
dB higher than the mean noise level.  In Figure 6.18 the response is 44-79 dB higher than 
the mean noise level apart from the frequency of 3.1 GHz where the value of the response 
is 27 dB higher than the mean noise level.  
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Human-sphere (the human is facing the radar and the sphere is by the side of the human) 
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Figure 6.17: The response (blue) created by the application of the equalising signal 
 fI eq on the response )(3 fS  for the human-sphere (sphere by the side of the human) 
against the noise level (grey).  
 
Human-sphere (the human is facing the radar and the sphere is radar shadow of human)   
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Figure 6.18: The response (blue) created by the application of the equalising signal 
 fI eq on the response )(3 fS  for the human-sphere (sphere attached to the back of the 
human) against the noise level (grey).  
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In Figures 6.19a and 6.19.b the responses of human and human-sphere composite 
objects for all cases of the positions of the sphere on the human body from the respective 
Figures 6.12, 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18 are gathered. 
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                           Figure 6.19.a: All the frequency responses against the noise level (grey). 
                  Response of human (yellow) 
                  Response of human-sphere (blue) (sphere in front ). 
                  Response of human-sphere (red) (sphere by the side of the human). 
                  Response of human-sphere (black) (sphere attached to the back of the human). 
 
In Figure 6.19.a it is observed that the responses are 40-79 dB higher than the 
mean noise level except from the frequencies of 3.1 GHz, 5.1 GHz and 8.8 GHz where 
the responses are 28dB, 24dB and 20 dB respectively higher than the mean noise level. 
The difference in levels between the responses and the noise yields that the effect of 
noise on these responses is diminished.  Comparison of the responses in Figure 6.19 and 
Figure 5.22 yields that the response of the human is less than the response of the 
conducting plate. This was expected as the RCS of conducting plate (11 m
2
) and the RCS 
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of human (1 m
2
) were estimated.  However the IR of human is likely to be much more 
complex than that of the plate.  
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                     Figure 6.19.b: All the frequency responses of Figure 6.19.a in different scale 
 
As it is observed in Figure 6.19.b the response is affected by both the existence and the 
position of the sphere. However since the amplitude of the sphere response is much lower 
than the amplitude of response of the human the more critical difference between the 
responses are observed below the -30 dB levels. The extraction of the natural resonant 
frequencies of the objects from these responses requires converting these responses in the 
time domain. This is accomplished in the next section.  
 
6.3 Sphere ETR and LTR  
In this section the experimentally obtained impulse response (IR) of the sphere is 
considered and studied for the case that broadband horn antennas are used for the 
reflected fields acquisition. Therefore from the overall sphere experimental IR the LTR is 
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selected in order to verify that the experimental LTR corresponds to the theoretical 
sphere LTR as presented in section 4.3. Initially the LTR is selected from the IR, and 
then the experimental LTR poles and residues of the sphere are extracted. These poles 
and residues are compared with the ones obtained from the sphere theoretical LTR.  The 
result of this examination is the determination of the different parameters that are used for 
the processing of the frequency domain measurement. These parameters, which are 
referred to in section 6.2, are frequency band limits and frequency step. Additionally 
different parameters presented in section 5.2 like sampling frequency of the time domain 
field and type of window used for this measurement are determined. Moreover the level 
of the sphere LTR against the noise level is also compared for the experimental settings 
used. Essential conclusions can also be drawn on the physical duration of the IR and the 
LTR.  
In order to assess the experimental procedure, this experiment is carried out for a 
sphere of radius 0.0325 m. In this way through the accuracy of the experimental results in 
relation to the theoretical results, the methodology, the experimental configuration and 
frequency domain processing that is shown in section 6.2 is investigated. 
The sphere IR can be obtained via consideration of the S21 parameter of the 
measured fields of the sphere, as shown in Figure 6.6. In appendix section 5.a this 
response is presented in the time domain. In this response the antennas coupling field and 
the chamber absorber clutter field in addition to the antennas response are present. These 
fields are removed from the measured S21 parameter, via the formulation of 
 fIfS eq)(3  as it was shown in section 6.2. Moreover before the time domain 
conversion a window is applied for the similar reason explained in section 5.2, so 
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   fWfIfS eq )(3  is created. Subsequently in order to convert 
   fWfIfS eq )(3  into time domain an IFT is estimated after zero padding. So 
estimation of    ])([)( 3 fWfIfSIFFTth eqy  will yield the sphere backscattered 
time domain field which is the sphere IR. Figure 6.20 shows the experimentally obtained 
IR i.e. Early Time Response (ETR) and LTR of the 0.0325 m radius sphere respectively 
against the noise in time domain which has been obtained via estimation of the IFT of the 
frequency domain noise data.    
In Figure 6.20, the level of IR is 20-62 dB higher than the noise level depending 
on the time instant that the IRs are considered. This is due to the difference between the 
level of the response and mean noise level in frequency domain in Figure 6.8.   
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Figure 6.20: Experimentally obtained IR of the 0.0325m sphere (blue) against the noise 
(grey). 
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In section 5.4 it was described that the ETR duration LT  is the time the incident 
field interacts with the sphere of radius  and LT 









c
4 .  Where   is the UWB 
pulse length (pulse width), which is utilised as incident field. Additionally   is defined as 
B
1
  where B is the measurement bandwidth.   Therefore if the measurement bandwidth 
is equal to B=8 910  Hz the pulse width is equal to 125.0  nanoseconds (ns). So for 
the sphere of radius  0.0325m and since 8103c , which is the speed of light  
5583.0LT  ns. Thus the ETR duration can be considered approximately equal to 
56.0LT ns. Therefore by observation of Figure 6.20 if the ETR starts at approximately 
94.7 ns the LTR which follows should start at approximately 5.8 ns. Therefore focusing 
on the LTR from the ETR, Figure 6.21 presents the experimentally obtained LTR of the 
sphere of radius 0.0325 m against the noise.   
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Figure 6.21:  Experimentally obtained (blue) LTR of 0.0325 m radius sphere against the 
noise (grey).  
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As the theoretical sphere LTR was obtained in chapter 4, Figure 6.22 shows the 
theoretical and reconstructed LTR of the sphere of radius 0.0325 m. By observation of 
the theoretical LTR of the sphere of radius 0.0325m it can be seen that at 1.5 ns after the 
beginning of the LTR, the signal has converged to zero. However from the theoretical IR, 
it is observed that 0.5 ns after the beginning of the LTR, the signal amplitude is 
significantly reduced. So if the beginning of the experimentally obtained LTR is at 
approximately 5.8 ns as shown in Figure 6.21, the end of signal data should be at an 
earlier time instant than 9.0 ns. In Figure 6.21 it is observed that after 8.9 ns the level of 
signal is closer to the noise level, consequently the previous assumption on the 
considered time interval is valid. So, in the 5.8 -8.9 ns time interval the sphere LTR is in 
the order of 20-44 dB higher than the noise level and the SVD-Prony method is used for 
processing the LTR. The experimental and reconstructed LTR of 0.0325 m radius sphere 
are shown in Figure 6.23.     
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Figure 6.22: The theoretical (red) and reconstructed (black) LTR of 0.0325 m sphere. 
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Figure 6.23: Experimentally obtained (blue) and reconstructed (black) LTR of the 
sphere of radius 0.0325 m.   
 
 As explained in section 6.1 in order to obtain the signal information of the sphere 
LTR, the PSD has to be calculated along with the poles or resonant frequencies and their 
amplitudes. The PSD of the experimental LTR of 0.0325 m radius sphere is shown in 
Figure 6.24 next to the PSD of the theoretical LTR of the 0.0325 m radius sphere. The 
experimental sphere LTR extracted poles with their amplitudes are shown in Figure 6.25 
and Figure 6.26 respectively. These poles and amplitudes are plotted alongside with the 
extracted poles of the theoretical LTR of 0.0325 m radius sphere and their amplitudes.  
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Figure 6.24: The PSD (solid line) of experimental LTR of 0.0325 m radius sphere and the 
PSD (dotted line) of theoretical LTR of 0.0325 m radius sphere. 
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Figure 6.25: Experimental LTR extracted (+), and theoretical LTR extracted (o) poles of 
the 0.0325 m sphere. 
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Figure 6.26: Amplitudes of experimental LTR extracted (+), and theoretical LTR 
extracted (o) poles of 0.0325 m sphere against frequencies of poles.  
 
In Figure 6.24 it is shown that the PSD of the theoretical LTR has the highest 
peak location at the same frequency as the PSD of the experimental LTR i.e. at 
approximately 1.3 GHz. Furthermore the two PSDs have similar shapes and their critical 
power levels appear in the 1-5.5 GHz band. From Figure 6.25 and Figure 6.26 it is 
deduced that for the 0.0325 radius sphere for the particular set of parameters chosen, the 
experimental LTR extracted, and theoretical LTR extracted poles almost coincide at the 
frequency of 1.3 GHz and 2.8 GHz. Additionally the experimental LTR extracted poles at  
4.1 GHz and 5.4 GHz are similar to the theoretical LTR extracted ones in terms of 
frequency. Moreover the experimentally extracted poles are in the vicinity of the 
theoretically extracted ones, even though there are small differences in the damping 
coefficients. Another strong indication of the correctness of the approach, apart from the 
similarities in frequencies, is that as shown in Figure 6.25 the overall clustering of the 
theoretically extracted poles has similar shape to the clustering of the experimentally 
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extracted ones, which results in the 5.4 GHz pole having the largest damping coefficient. 
From Figure 6.26 it is shown that among the poles the 1.3 GHz experimental pole has the 
largest amplitude; this is also verified from the theoretical poles. This pole is the most 
significant pole of the 0.0325 radius sphere LTR and it will be referred to as the principal 
pole. It must be mentioned that any differences on the damping coefficients in Figure 
6.25 and the amplitudes in Figure 6.26 between experimental and theoretical poles are 
mainly due to the finite conductivity of the sphere used for the measurements. Some 
slight discrepancy between experimental and theoretical results may be due to the overall 
response of the measuring system, which cannot be completely isolated. As it was also 
mentioned in section 5.4 the finite conductivity of the sphere results in the sphere 
reflecting back only a fraction of the power of the incident wave. As a result the extracted 
poles of the experimental LTR at frequencies 4.1 GHz and 5.4 GHz have a higher 
damping coefficient and smaller amplitudes than the poles of the theoretical LTR. 
In this section the experimental configuration and methodologies were tested via 
comparison of the theoretical and experimental results. The set of parameters used in this 
section is also used for the processing of all experimental data throughout the experiment 
as presented in the following sections, since for these parameters the experimental results 
proved to be in accordance with the theoretical results. 
 
6.4 Human ETR and LTR  
This section describes the analysis of the backscattered field from the human in 
terms of the human‘s IR. Knowing the response of the sphere, as shown above, the 
frequency response of the human can be acquired. The S21 parameter of the 
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backscattered fields is measured in the frequency domain as the human is facing the 
antennas. For the processing of this frequency domain measurement the methodology, 
experimental configuration and parameters of section 6.2 are used so as to obtain the 
frequency response of the human. Additionally, the estimation of the IFFT of the 
human‘s response yields the human‘s IR.  
Subsequently the LTR of the human from the overall human IR is selected in 
order to obtain the PSD and extract the human LTR poles and amplitudes.  For the 
selected human LTR the number of poles is not known beforehand. Furthermore as it was 
explained in section 5.5 the poles extraction algorithm requires the number of poles to be 
previously determined, so the estimate for the number of poles is determined by the 
number which minimizes the Minimum Description Length (MDL) criterion. In appendix 
section 5.b the MDL is shown for the case of human LTR.   
The human experimental IR i.e. ETR and LTR is shown in Figure 6.27 against the 
noise. As it was explained in section 5.5  the ETR duration LT  is the time of interaction 
of the incident field with the human with line of sight extent L and LT 





c
L
2 . 
Where   is the UWB pulse width, which is utilised as the incident field.  Since the 
measurement bandwidth for the human was the same as in the case of the sphere, the 
width of the UWB pulse is 125.0 ns. 
In Figure 6.27 the start of the LTR is found by taking into account the duration 
LT . For the human used in the experiments the line of sight extent of the body is L 0.22 
m therefore 6.1LT ns. So the ETR duration is equal to approximately 1.6 ns. Hence by 
observation of Figure 6.27 since the ETR starts at approximately 5.7 ns the LTR should 
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start at approximately 1.9 ns. The end of the LTR is at approximately 10.6 ns and in this 
experiment for all targets the time interval of 1.5 ns is considered. The end of the LTR is 
at approximately 10.6 ns, since beyond this time instant the LTR rapidly decays.   In all 
cases where the human is present the human is almost motionless so the human position 
does not change. Therefore whenever the human is present only the 1.9 -10.6 ns time 
interval is considered as the LTR.   In Figures 6.27, the level of IR is approximately 20-
78 dB higher than the noise level. This is due to the difference between the response level 
and mean noise level in frequency domain in Figure 6.12. Additionally in appendix 
section 5.d the human LTR is shown against the noise. The level of human LTR is in the 
order of 20-66 dB higher than the noise level.  
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Figure 6.27:  Human (blue) IR (ETR and LTR) against the noise (grey). 
 
 
From the human IR of Figure 6.27 the LTR is selected, and it is presented in 
Figure 6.28 together with the reconstructed LTR.  As it is observed the two LTRs 
coincide. Following the same approach as the approach of the extraction of the sphere 
Late 
response  
Early 
response  
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LTR information, the PSD and the poles with their amplitudes for the human body are 
calculated. Figure 6.29 presents the PSD of the human LTR. 
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Figure 6.28: Human (blue) LTR and reconstructed (black) LTR. 
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Figure 6.29: PSD of the human LTR. 
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The human LTR extracted poles with their amplitudes are shown in Figure 6.30 and 
Figure 6.31 respectively. 
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Figure 6.30: Human LTR extracted poles. 
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Figure 6.31: Amplitudes of the human LTR extracted poles. 
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As it was mentioned in section 6.2, in order to reduce the effect of noise each 
measured response is the average of 120 measurements. Therefore for the human‘s 
response 4 frequency domain measured responses were considered and each response 
was the average of 30 measurements. This averaging process for 30 measurements was 
performed by the network analyser and lasted for about 30 seconds. During the time 
needed to perform all the measurements the human was kept still. However it is 
impossible for the human to be completely motionless, so in order to test the effect of the 
human normal motion on the measurement the 4 frequency domain measured responses 
are combined by 2 each time and then the total of 6 combinations of responses are 
processed and compared. So each response resulting from each combination is an average 
of 60 measurements and the combined responses are considered in terms of LTR, PSD 
and poles with their amplitudes. 
Subsequently in order to achieve the highest possible signal to noise ratio the 4 
measured responses are averaged and in this way a response which is the average of 120 
measurements is obtained. The average of 120 measurements has been processed and its 
LTR, PSD and obtained poles are shown in Figures 6.28-6.31. In appendix section 5.e 
these quantities are compared with the respective quantities of each of the other averages 
of 60 measurements. While in this section the PSD and obtained poles of the response 
derived from the average of 120 measurements are compared with the respective 
quantities of the average of 60 measurements. 
The PSD of the human LTR originating from averaging 60 frequency domain 
measurements is shown in Figure 6.32 together with the PSD (shown in Figure 6.29) of 
the human LTR derived via processing of the average of 120 measurements.  
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The extracted poles of the human LTR created from averaging 60 frequency 
domain measurements is shown in Figure 6.33 and their amplitudes are shown in Figure 
6.34 respectively. These poles and their amplitudes are plotted alongside with the poles 
of the human LTR (as shown in Figure 6.30) derived via processing of the average of 120 
measurements and their amplitudes respectively (as shown in Figure 6.31).     
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 Figure 6.32: PSDs of human LTR. 
                                             (solid) average of 120 measurements 
                                             (dashed) average of 60 measurements                      
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          Figure 6.33: Comparison of human LTR poles. 
                                       (.) average of 120 measurements 
                                       (◊)average of 60 measurements                      
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               Figure 6.34: Amplitudes of the human LTR poles. 
                                       (.) average of 120 measurements 
                                       (◊)average of 60 measurements                  
     
 By consideration and comparison of the PSDs of the human LTR in Figures 6.32 
and the respective Figures of appendix section 5.e it is concluded that for the responses 
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which are the result of averaging of 60 frequency domain measurements the critical 
power levels exist in the 2-5.5 GHz band. The higher power levels for the PSD of the 
human LTR resulting from averaging of 120 frequency domain measurements also exist 
in the 2-5.5 GHz band. Observing Figures 6.33 and 6.34 and the respective Figures of 
appendix section 5.e, a conclusion is drawn that the LTR poles and their amplitudes from 
averaging of 120 measurements are similar to the LTR poles and their amplitudes from 
averaging 60 measurements in terms of frequency. Some differences can only be 
observed in terms of damping coefficients and amplitudes of poles in the 3.5–4.5 GHz 
interval. So the lack of absolute stillness for human affects the human response and its 
poles, however no new poles are created and all the human LTR poles are located in the 
2-5.5 GHz band.   
The specific results of the PSD, the poles and amplitudes of poles of the human 
LTR will be analysed in relation to the human-appended sphere composite object results, 
as presented in the following section. This comparison is performed in order to acquire 
the quantitative and qualitative differences between the results that can lead to the 
detection of the sphere appended on the human body.  
 
6.5 Human-Sphere ETR and LTR  
6.5.1Human-Sphere (in Front) 
The feasibility of detection of the sphere appended to the human is investigated in 
this section, as it is the main objective of this Thesis. Therefore the main goal is the 
comparison of the information provided by the LTR of the human-sphere composite 
object with the information provided by the human LTR.   
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This experiment is carried out with a sphere of radius 0.0325 m which is 
appended on the human and which imitates the body-attached grenade. This measurement 
is repeated as the position of the sphere on the body is altered. Three different positions 
of the sphere location are taken into account: front of human, side of human, back 
(behind) of human. The S21 parameter of the backscattered fields is measured in the 
frequency domain as the human-sphere object is facing the antennas.   
In order to process this frequency domain measurement the methodology, experimental 
configuration and parameters of section 6.2 are used in order to obtain the frequency 
response of the human-sphere composite object. Moreover, the estimation of IFFT of the 
human-sphere‘s response yields the IR of the human-sphere. After the experimental IR of 
the considered object is obtained, the LTR is selected in order to obtain the PSD and 
extract the human-sphere LTR poles and amplitudes. For the selected human-sphere LTR 
the number of poles is not known beforehand and it is most likely to be different to the 
number of poles for the human LTR. This is because the human i.e simpler object LTR 
has presumably less poles than the human-sphere i.e. a more complex object LTR.  
Furthermore as it was explained in section 5.5 the poles extraction algorithm requires the 
number of poles to be previously determined, so the estimate for the number of poles is 
determined by the number which minimizes the Minimum Description Length (MDL) 
criterion.  In appendix section 5.b the MDL is shown for the cases of human LTR, and 
human-0.0325 m radius sphere LTR for all cases of sphere position on the body. As it can 
be observed the human-sphere LTRs involve a larger number of poles than the human 
LTR. 
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The most significant objective of the experiment is to examine the PSD of the 
human-sphere LTR and compare it with the PSD of the human LTR. An analogous 
comparison is carried out between the human-sphere LTR poles and amplitudes and the 
human LTR poles and amplitudes. In this way conclusions can be drawn as to whether 
there is a difference in the observed PSDs or the clustering of poles related to the human 
LTR or human-sphere LTR due to the sphere‘s presence. The presence of sphere 
appended on the human could yield the human-sphere LTR clustering to be quantified 
due to a bigger number of poles and due to the existence of the sphere most significant 
pole. Conclusions can also be drawn from the difference in the amplitudes of the 
respective poles, i.e. amplitude modulation at the specific poles of interest, when the 
sphere is present. Any difference in the PSDs or clustering of the poles at natural resonant 
frequencies of the sphere or any amplitude modulation due to the existence of the sphere 
will signify that the detection of the sphere attached to the human is feasible.  
The human-sphere (in front) experimental IR, which is shown in Figure 6.35 
against the noise, is approximately 20-78 dB higher than the noise level.  This is due to 
the difference between the response level and mean noise level in frequency domain in 
Figure 6.16. 
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Figure 6.35: Human-sphere (sphere in front of the human) (blue) IR against the noise 
(grey). 
 
Similar to the human LTR, as shown in appendix section 5.d the human-sphere 
(in front) LTR is in the order of 20-66 dB higher than the noise level. From the human-
sphere (in front) IR of Figure 6.35 the LTR is selected and it is shown in Figure 6.36 
together with the reconstructed LTR. As it is observed the two LTRs coincide. The PSD 
of the human-sphere (in front) LTR is shown in Figure 6.37 together with the PSD 
(shown in Figure 6.29) of the human LTR. 
The extracted poles of the human-sphere (in front) LTR with their amplitudes are 
shown in Figure 6.38 and Figure 6.39 respectively. These poles and their amplitudes are 
plotted alongside with the poles of the human LTR (as shown in Figure 6.30)  and the 
poles of the experimental sphere LTR  (as shown in Figure 6.25)  and their amplitudes (as 
shown in Figure 6.31 and Figure 6.26) respectively.    
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Figure 6.36: Human-sphere (in front) (blue) LTR and reconstructed (black) LTR. 
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Figure 6.37: PSD of human-sphere (in front) (blue) LTR, PSD of human (yellow) LTR. 
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Figure 6.38: Comparison of poles. 
                                             (blue    +  ) Poles of sphere experimental LTR 
                                             (blue     .  ) Poles of human LTR 
                                             (blue    ^  ) Poles of human with sphere (in front) LTR 
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       Figure 6.39: All amplitudes of the poles. 
                                           (blue    +  ) Amplitudes of sphere experimental LTR. 
                                           (blue     .  ) Amplitudes of human LTR. 
                                           (blue    ^  ) Amplitudes of human with sphere (in front) LTR. 
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Observing Figure 6.37 it is understood that the critical power levels of the PSD of 
the human LTR exist in the 2-5.5 GHz band while the highest peak of the PSD is at the 
3.8 GHz frequency. On the contrary the critical power levels of the PSD of human-sphere 
(in front) LTR appear in the 1-4 GHz band and in the 6.5-8.5 GHz band. Thus it is  
concluded  that the existence of the sphere creates a wider band which starts from the 1 
GHz band limit. Furthermore the PSD of the human-sphere (in front) LTR has the highest 
peak  location at 1.8 GHz frequency, which is close to the  peak of the PSD (Figure 6.24) 
of the sphere experimental LTR that was located at the frequency of 1.3 GHz. This 
indicates that the sphere affects the overall response therefore the detection of the sphere 
appended to the front of the human is possible.  
Comparison of the human‘s poles with the human-sphere composite object‘s 
poles, as presented in Figure 6.38 shows that the number and the clustering of the human 
LTR poles is different to the number and the clustering of the human-sphere LTR poles 
and a pole located at 1.3 GHz can be retrieved. This pole is related to the principal pole of 
the 0.0325m radius sphere LTR. So the overall clustering is quantified due to the sphere 
LTR pole. This is caused by the existence of the body-appended sphere. Additionally 
amplitude modulation is observed at the respective poles, when the sphere is present as 
shown in Figure 6.39. For example the 2 GHz frequency the human LTR amplitude is 
4106.0   and the human sphere (in front) is 4105.1  . This difference in clustering and 
the amplitude modulation due to the existence of the sphere signify that the detection of 
the sphere attached to the front of the human is feasible.  
In section 6.1 it was stated that during the measurements the human retained a 
single placement throughout the experiment. Therefore there is a necessity of further 
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experimentation of multiple measurements from multiple placements of the human body 
inside the anechoic chamber. Resonant frequencies of the experimental LTRs of human-
CWE complex objects regarding different orientation and stances with respect to the 
measuring system should be obtained. The range of experimental circumstances could be 
expanded to involve people of different age, shape and heights as the human subject. In 
case that the pole of the human-sphere object that is closely related to the principal pole 
of sphere would remain the same or be within certain limits; then the approach presented 
in the Thesis would guarantee the repeatability of detection. Also the robustness of the 
proposed method for the sphere detection in relation to subject movement and 
measurement conditions would be established. Another important issue that should be 
addressed is whether the approximated grenade or sphere and other CWEs could be 
identified on the human. One possible way to address this issue would be to test for a 
variety of CWEs like the ones that were considered in chapter 2. Such CWEs have a 
different shape than the sphere or approximated grenade studied in this Thesis hence they 
would have different signature poles. This assumption should be verified by using the 
experimental procedure described. It would also be very important to experimentally 
evaluate if signature poles for the CWE appended on the human body could be extracted 
from the human-CWE object LTR. If this is possible then the identification of 
approximated grenade or sphere and other CWEs appended on the human would be 
realised, and the classification of human-appended CWEs would be established. 
Additionally the detection of multiple CWEs appended on the human body should be 
considered.   
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6.5.2Human-Sphere (Side)  
Following a similar procedure for obtaining the human-sphere (front) IR, the 
human-sphere (side) experimental IR is presented. The human-sphere (side) experimental 
IR, which is shown in Figure 6.40 against the noise, is approximately 20-78 dB higher 
than the noise level.  This is due to the difference between the response level and mean 
noise level in frequency domain in Figure 6.17.  
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Figure 6.40: Human-sphere (sphere by the side of the human) (blue) IR against the noise 
(grey). 
 
Similar to the human LTR, as shown in appendix section 5.d the human-sphere 
(side) LTR is in the order of 20-66 dB higher than the noise level. From the human-
sphere (side) IR of Figure 6.40, the LTR is selected and it is shown in Figure 6.41 
together with the reconstructed LTR. As it is observed the two LTRs coincide. The PSD 
of the human-sphere (side) LTR is shown in Figure 6.42 together with the PSD (shown in 
Figure 6.29) of the human LTR.  
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The extracted poles of the human-sphere (side) LTR with their amplitudes are 
shown in Figure 6.43 and Figure 6.44 respectively. These poles and their amplitudes are 
plotted alongside with the poles of the human LTR (as shown in Figure 6.30) and the 
poles of experimental sphere LTR (as shown in Figure 6.25) and their amplitudes (as 
shown in Figure 6.31 and Figure 6.26) respectively.   
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Figure 6.41: Human-sphere (by the side) (blue) LTR and reconstructed (black) LTR. 
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Figure 6.42: PSD of human-sphere (side) (red) LTR, PSD of human (yellow) LTR. 
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Figure 6.43: Comparison of poles. 
                                            (blue    +  ) Poles of sphere experimental LTR 
                                            (blue     .  ) Poles of human LTR 
                                            (red    >  ) Poles of human with sphere (side) LTR 
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         Figure 6.44: All amplitudes of the poles. 
                                            (blue +) Amplitudes of sphere experimental LTR 
                                            (blue .) Amplitudes of human LTR 
                                            (red >) Amplitudes of human with sphere (side) LTR 
 
Similar to the analysis of the human-sphere (in front), it is observed in Figure 6.42 
that the critical power levels of the PSD of the human-sphere (side) LTR appear in the 1-
6 GHz band. Thus the existence of the sphere creates a wide band starting from the 1 
GHz band limit. Furthermore the  PSD of the human-sphere (side)  LTR has the highest 
peak  location at 1.2 GHz frequency, which is close to the peak of the PSD (Figure 6.24) 
of the sphere experimental LTR located at around 1.3 GHz frequency. Conversely as it 
has been mentioned the critical power levels of the PSD of human LTR exist in the 2-5.5 
GHz band while the highest peak of the PSD is at 3.8 GHz. This indicates that the sphere 
affects the overall response therefore the detection of the sphere appended to the side of 
the human is possible.  
Comparison of human poles with the human-sphere composite object poles in 
Figure 6.43 shows that the clustering of the human LTR poles is different to the 
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clustering of the human-sphere LTR poles and a pole located at 1.2 GHz can be retrieved. 
This pole is related to the principal pole of the 0.0325m radius sphere LTR. This is 
caused by the existence of the body-appended sphere. Additionally there is amplitude 
modulation at the respective poles as shown in Figure 6.44. This difference in clustering 
and the amplitude modulation due to the existence of sphere signify that the detection of 
the sphere attached to the side of the human is feasible. Similar to the case of the human-
sphere (in front), in this case some issues for further consideration arise. The first issue is 
that the robustness of the sphere detection to subject movement and measurement 
conditions must be established. The second issue that should be addressed is whether the 
approximated grenade or sphere and other CWEs could be identified on the human. 
 
6.5.3Human-Sphere (Back)  
 Finally the detection of the sphere hidden at the back of the human body is 
presented. The human-sphere (back) experimental IR, which is presented in Figure 6.45 
against the noise, is approximately 20-84 dB higher than the noise level.  This is due to 
the difference between the response level and mean noise level in frequency domain in 
Figure 6.18. 
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Figure 6.45: Human-sphere (sphere attached to the back of the human) (blue) IR against 
the noise (grey). 
  
Similar to the human LTR, as shown in appendix section 5.d the human-sphere 
(back) LTR is in the order of 20-66 dB higher than the noise level. From the human-
sphere (back) IR of Figure 6.45 the LTR is selected and it is shown in Figure 6.46 
together with the reconstructed LTR. As it is observed the two LTRs coincide. The PSD 
of human-sphere (back) LTR is shown in Figure 6.47 together with the PSD (shown in 
Figure 6.29) of the human LTR.  
The extracted poles of the human-sphere (back) LTR with their amplitudes are 
shown in Figure 6.48 and Figure 6.49 respectively. These poles and their amplitudes are 
plotted alongside with the poles of human LTR (as shown in Figure 6.30) and the poles 
of experimental sphere LTR (as shown in Figure 6.25) and their amplitudes (as shown in 
Figure 6.31 and Figure 6.26) respectively.   
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Figure 6.46: Human-sphere (back) (blue) LTR and reconstructed (black) LTR. 
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Figure 6.47: PSD of human-sphere (back) (black )LTR, PSD of human (yellow) LTR. 
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                                          Figure 6.48: Comparison of poles. 
                                          (blue    +  ) Poles of sphere experimental LTR 
                                          (blue     .  ) Poles of human LTR 
                                          (black    <  ) Poles of human with sphere (back) LTR 
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     Figure 6.49: All amplitudes of the poles. 
                                           (blue    +  ) Amplitudes of sphere experimental LTR 
                                           (blue     .  ) Amplitudes of human LTR 
                                           (black   <  ) Amplitudes of human with sphere (back) LTR  
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Similar to the two different positions of the hidden sphere as presented above, by 
observation of Figure 6.47, it is shown that the critical power levels of the PSD of the 
human-sphere (back) LTR appear in the 1-5.5 GHz band. Thus the existence of the 
sphere creates a wide band. Furthermore the PSD of the human-sphere (back) LTR has 
the highest peak  location at 1 GHz frequency, which is close to the  peak of the PSD 
(Figure 6.24) of the sphere experimental LTR located at around 1.3 GHz frequency. 
Conversely as it has been mentioned the critical power levels of the PSD of the human 
LTR exist in the 2-5.5 GHz band while the highest peak of the PSD is at around 3.8 GHz. 
This indicates that the sphere affects the overall response therefore the detection of the 
sphere appended to the back of the human is possible.  
Comparison of the human poles with the human-sphere composite object poles in 
Figure 6.48 shows that the clustering of the human LTR poles is different to the number 
and the clustering of the human-sphere LTR poles and a pole located at 1.3 GHz can be 
retrieved. This pole is related to the principal pole of the 0.0325m radius sphere LTR. 
This is caused by the existence of the body-appended sphere. Additionally there is 
amplitude modulation at the respective poles as shown in Figure 6.49. This difference in 
clustering and the amplitude modulation due to the existence of sphere signify that the 
detection of the sphere attached to the back of the human is feasible. Similar to the case 
of the human-sphere (in front), some issues for further consideration arise. One issue is 
the establishment of the robustness of the sphere detection to subject movement and 
measurement conditions. The second issue to address is whether the approximated 
grenade or sphere and other CWEs could be identified on the human.  
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6.6 Discussion of Results  
In this chapter the theoretical and experimental methodology for the detection of a 
concealed weapon (CWE) has been presented. The choice of CWE is the grenade as the 
weapon utilised by terrorists as it is easy to carry and easy to hide.   At this stage of the 
research the hidden weapon has been approximated by a sphere, which is a rational 
choice as the shape of the grenade naturally resembles to the shape of the sphere. The 
CWE detection is based on the observation and analysis of the LTR of the backscattered 
signal from the UWB Radar. The LTR is analysed using the well documented and highly 
used MUSIC and SVD-Prony algorithms for signal processing that respectively produce 
the object‘s PSD and the poles and their amplitudes.  Observation of the IRs of Figures 
6.27, 6.35, 6.40, 6.45 and LTRs of Figures 6.28, 6.36, 6.41, 6.46 shows that both the 
presence and the position of the sphere affects the shapes of the time domain responses. 
Observation of the PSDs of Figures 6.29, 6.37, 6.42. 6.47 shows that whenever the sphere 
is present the highest peak of the PSD is located in the 1-2 GHz frequency interval and 
the more critical power levels start appearing closer to the 1 GHz band limit. This 
behaviour is in accordance with the peak of the PSD (Figure 6.24) of the sphere 
experimental LTR which is located at the 1.3 GHz frequency. On the contrary as it has 
been mentioned the critical power levels of the PSD of human LTR exist in the 2-5.5 
GHz band while the PSD of human LTR has the highest peak at around 3.8 GHz.  
Comparison of human poles with the human-sphere composite object poles in 
Figures 6.38, 6.43 and 6.48 shows that the clustering of the human LTR poles is different 
to the clustering of the human-sphere LTR poles. Furthermore from the human-sphere 
poles in Figures 6.38, 6.43 and 6.48 the existence of a pole at 1.3 GHz frequency is 
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observed. This specific pole is associated with the principal pole of the sphere 
experimental LTR which is located at the frequency of 1.3 GHz.  Additionally in Figures 
6.39, 6.44, 6.49 there is amplitude modulation at the respective poles. Moreover there is 
modulation of the amplitudes of the principal pole due to the position of the sphere on the 
human. So the location of the sphere on the human affects the human-sphere LTR. This 
difference in clustering of the poles, the amplitude modulation of the poles, the resonant 
pole at 1.3 GHz, and the observations from the PSDs due to the existence of the sphere, is 
the information resulting from two autonomous methods i.e.  MUSIC and SVD – Prony.  
This information signifies that the sphere influences the overall human-sphere reflection 
and that the detection of the sphere attached to either the front, the side, or to the back of 
the human is realised.  Another issue for further consideration that arises is whether there 
is sufficient separability in the various sphere positions that would yield the 
determination of the location of the sphere on the human. This issue can be addressed if 
the human-sphere pole that is related to the sphere principal pole shows specific 
characteristics like particular amplitude for specific position of sphere on the human. 
Additionally the robustness of this statement for repeated measurements must be verified.  
 
  6.7 Conclusions  
 
In this chapter the detection of a 0.0325 m radius sphere appended on the human 
was confirmed. Three positions of the sphere were taken into account: front of human, 
side of human, back (behind) of human. The detection was achieved by the comparison 
of the information of the human resonant frequencies with the information of the human-
sphere composite object resonant frequencies. From the MDL results it is observed that 
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composite objects i.e. human-sphere involve a larger number of poles or higher model 
order than simple objects i.e. human in order to correctly model the objects. Additionally, 
the resemblance in frequency of the sphere principal pole with the pole of lowest 
frequency of human-sphere composite target was confirmed.  
Hence, through the existence of the sphere LTR principal pole in the human-
sphere reflection the effect of the sphere on the overall human-sphere reflection is 
established. In this way the sphere is detected.     
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Chapter 7  
 
DISCUSSION of RESULTS and 
CONCLUSIONS 
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7.1 Discussion of Results 
 
In this Thesis a thorough study of the detection of a concealed weapon or 
explosive (CWE) on a human‘s body using LTR analysis in UWB radar has been 
presented using theoretical analysis, theoretical modeling and real laboratory 
experimentation. The main contribution of this work is the research on the concept of the 
LTR analysis for remote detection of human body-worn concealed weapons and 
explosives (CWEs). As it is discussed in the introduction of the Thesis in chapter 1 other 
hidden object detection solutions have already being considered such as millimetre wave 
sensors and imaging sensors. The most critical weaknesses of these solutions are the 
relatively short distances in which these sensors operate, since the scanned object must be 
within the focal plane of the sensor; the long scanning time period needed for these 
sensors; and the vulnerability of some sensors to weather or other environmental 
conditions. Hence the UWB radar approach fills the gap for the study of detection sensors 
able to robustly operate at extended stand-off distances and under harsh weather 
conditions. Such an approach could be used as a standalone system or as a part of a 
hybrid system that includes two or more CWE detection solutions for better data fusion. 
In this way success in the detection of CWEs that can potentially cause a threat when 
used for terrorist and malicious attacks can be achieved. 
As it is presented in chapter 1, on the problem statement and methodology 
section, the first issue for consideration in any radar design is the selection of the 
appropriate waveform that will be transmitted, since the radar performance is essentially 
dependent upon the transmitted waveform. So in chapter 2, where the fundamental radar 
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properties are presented, the pulse radar is analyzed and its basic principles related are 
defined. Additionally the various methods are also presented in order to maintain a high 
average power and adequate range resolution for a specific transmitter output peak 
power. These methods that are also referred as pulse compression techniques are, phase 
modulation of pulse, frequency modulation of pulse and frequency stepped pulse 
compression. Considering all these methods the frequency stepped pulse compression is 
selected for use in the transmitted waveform. In this method the range resolution depends 
on the number of frequency steps considered and therefore by arranging the number of 
frequency steps the appropriate range resolution for the radar application is selected. For 
any specific object, adjusting the specific range resolution the pulse radar can create the 
object‘s radar image since the overall reflected field from the illuminated complex object 
depends on the spatial relationship among all reflectors of which the composite object 
consists. Therefore the range resolution is very important for detection or recognition 
applications of pulse radar.  
Apart from the adjustment of the range resolution the method of frequency 
stepping is used in order to create the UWB pulse. If frequency steeping is considered, as 
the number of frequency steps of the transmitted signal increases, the frequency spectrum 
or bandwidth of the pulse waveform becomes wider until it theoretically reaches the 
frequency spectrum of an impulse. Therefore frequency stepped pulse compression 
leaded us into the transmission of a UWB pulse depending on the utilised signal 
fractional bandwidth as explained in the UWB radar fundamentals in chapter 2.  
Since the settings of the UWB radar functional frequency bands are individual for 
each specific target for detection, in chapter 2 an attempt is made to derive the resonant 
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frequency bands of the radar operation for the weapons that were considered for 
detection. Among all the considered weapons, the grenade detection is the most difficult 
task, due to the grenade smaller size and therefore smaller reflected field amplitude. 
Additionally the grenade is the most probable weapon to be carried by a terrorist due to 
its small size and destruction capabilities. Therefore the research for weapon detection is 
focused on the grenade.  
In order to derive the grenade resonant frequency band, the grenade is 
approximated as a conducting sphere of 0.0325 m radius since the sphere and the grenade 
have similar shapes and most importantly since the conducting sphere is one of the 
objects whose reflected field or Impulse Response (IR) is theoretically known. In the 
following chapters it is straightforward to obtain the expected theoretical impulse 
response of the approximated grenade or sphere and compare it with the experimental 
response acquired from the laboratory experiments.  
From the Radar Cross Section (RCS) of the sphere in chapter 2 it is known that 
the sphere first resonant frequency is located at 1.46 GHz. Consequently in the following 
chapters the reflected field from the sphere is theoretically obtained at the 0.7-6.7 GHz 
band or at the 0.7-12 GHz band depending on the number of resonant frequencies that are 
considered. Furthermore the laboratory experiments are performed in the 0.7 -6.7 or 1-9 
GHz band for the Vivaldi and the Horn antennas respectively. These measurement bands 
depend on the required bandwidth of the measurement which influences the range 
resolution needed and the frequency response of the antennas used. For example the 
minimum limit of the band for the horn antennas is 1 GHz. In the case of the 0.7 -6.7 
GHz band the fractional bandwidth is equal to 1.62 and in the case of the 0.7-12 GHz 
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band the fractional bandwidth is equal to 1.78, while for the 1-9 GHz band the fractional 
bandwidth is equal to 1.6. So the reflected fields in all cases are classified as UWB 
signals.  Finally in order to acquire the response of the illuminated object, the UWB 
radar‘s antennas frequency response that is used for experimental purposes is investigated 
in chapter 2. As it is shown the antennas that are used to transmit the UWB pulse and 
receive the reflected field from the illuminated object should have a flat frequency 
response between the frequency limits of the band.   
Having established the required UWB radar characteristics the next fundamental 
issue for investigation, as it is presented in the methodology section in chapter 1, is the 
appreciation of how the natural resonant frequencies are involved in the reflected signal 
of the object. As it is shown in chapter 3 the role of the resonant frequencies can be 
realised if the backscattered field from the object is considered in the time domain which 
is equivalent to the acquisition of the object‘s IR. Most importantly it is presented in 
chapter 3 that the time invariant parameters of the delayed part of the impulse response 
i.e. Late Time Response (LTR), which are the natural resonant frequencies, and which 
are only dependent on the object‘s particular geometry, dimensions, and its electrical 
properties, will facilitate the detection of the hidden object. This is the fundamental 
principle that research in this Thesis is based and it is used to extract a unique signature 
for the object and therefore detect the object.  
Another issue for research as presented in chapter 1 is the means of extraction of 
the resonant frequencies from the response of the considered object as the essential 
process for the object‘s detection. In order to extract the resonant frequencies from the 
considered object response, in chapter 4 the theoretical backscattered far field of the 
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sphere was considered since the sphere is one of the few objects whose reflected field can 
be theoretically obtained. Knowledge and expansion of the backscattered field of the 
sphere in terms of singularities yields the derivation of the theoretical IR of the sphere. 
Furthermore a computer simulation algorithm is developed and programmed which 
produces the IR. The outcome of the computer simulation is the theoretical IR of the 
sphere. For the obtained IR, algorithms for signal modelling are applied on the LTR in 
order to extract the poles of the sphere simulated LTR and their residues. 
Since the numerically extracted poles coincided with the most important sphere 
poles obtained via analytical solution, both in the 0.7-6.7 GHz band and the 0.7-12 GHz 
band, the algorithms for pole extraction were considered as trustworthy.  Therefore these 
algorithms were applied as the basis for processing experimental IRs of composite 
objects for pole extraction, as it is presented at the remaining chapters of the Thesis.     
Having established all the theoretical fundamentals for the hidden object 
detection via the UWB radar, research in Chapters 5 and 6 is focused on the actual 
laboratory experimentation and the signal processing methodology used for the detection 
of the concealed object. Initially the determination of the different parameters that are 
used for the processing of the measurements related to the experimental procedure is 
developed. The parameters were determined for 2 sets of measuring antennas, in chapter 
5 the Vivaldi antennas in the 0.7-6.7 GHz frequency band and in chapter 6 the Horn 
antennas in the 1-9 GHz frequency band. The determination of the parameters was 
decided after comparison between the experimental sphere LTR poles and the theoretical 
sphere LTR poles and their amplitudes. These poles were extracted by means of the 
SVD-PRONY algorithm. In chapter 5 this comparison was accomplished for a sphere of 
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radius 0.024 m and a sphere of radius 0.0325 m. While in chapter 6 the comparison was  
performed for a sphere of 0.0325 m. In both chapters the poles clustering and general 
characteristics were similar for theoretical LTR resonant frequencies and experimental 
LTR resonant frequencies. In this way the experimental configuration and methodologies 
were tested and confirmed for the determined set of parameters. Since for these 
parameters the experimental results were in agreement with the theoretical results, these 
parameters were used for the processing of all experimental data throughout the 
experiment of each chapter.  
The most important issue of the research was the execution of an experiment with 
the human and the sphere as a composite target. As the sphere has much smaller 
dimensions than the human the reflection from the sphere is much smaller than the 
human‘s reflection. Therefore the sphere detection was performed via comparison of the 
qualitative information of the human-sphere resonant frequencies with the information of 
the resonant frequencies of the human. As this investigation occurs at the resonant 
frequencies of the sphere reflected field, conclusion can be drawn on the effect of the 
sphere on the overall human-sphere complex target reflection. In chapter 5 the human 
was approximated as a 50 cm x 40 cm conducting metal sheet. Therefore the possibility 
of the detection of a 0.024 m radius sphere or a 0.0325 m radius sphere appended on the 
background of a much larger reflector was investigated. In chapter 6 the analogous 
investigation occurred for the detection of a 0.0325 m radius sphere appended on the 
human as the position of the sphere on the body was altered. Three positions of the 
sphere were taken into account: front of human, side of human, back (behind) of human. 
In chapter 5 analysis of LTR was realised by extracting the LTR poles and amplitudes. 
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The extraction was completed through the SVD-PRONY algorithm. In chapter 6 apart 
from the pole amplitudes extraction the Power Spectral Density (PSD) was obtained by 
means of the MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm. In this way the outcome 
of the two independent algorithms is evaluated.   
Comparison of simple objects poles i.e. reflector or human poles with composite 
objects poles i.e. reflector–sphere or human-sphere poles in Chapters 5 and 6 
respectively, showed that the clustering of the reflector or human LTR poles is different 
to the clustering of the reflector-sphere or human-sphere LTR poles. In addition the 
existence of a pole at specifically: 1.2 GHz frequency is observed in the reflector-0.0325 
m radius sphere LTR poles and 1.3 GHz frequency is observed in the human-0.0325 m 
radius sphere LTR poles. This pole is mainly related to the principal pole of the 0.0325 m 
radius sphere experimental LTR which is located at the frequency of 1.3 GHz. A similar 
observation is made for a 0.024 m radius sphere in chapter 5. Additionally there is 
amplitude modulation at the respective poles when the sphere is present.    
Finally from the MUSIC algorithm in chapter 6 the existence of the sphere results 
in the highest peak of the PSD of each LTR being located in the 1-2 GHz frequency 
interval and the critical power levels emerge closer to the 1 GHz band limit. This result is 
in agreement with the peak of the PSD of the sphere experimental LTR which is located 
at the 1.3 GHz frequency. In contrast as it was shown in chapter 6 the critical power 
levels of the PSD of the human LTR are resident in the 2-5.5 GHz band while the PSD of 
the human LTR has the highest peak at approximately 3.8 GHz. All the conclusions 
drawn from the two autonomous methods i.e. MUSIC and SVD – PRONY about the 
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influence of the sphere on the overall human-sphere reflection, signified that the 
detection of the sphere attached to the reflector or the human is feasible.  
    
7.2 Conclusions 
  
This Thesis presented the feasibility of CWE detection using UWB radar via 
analysis of the LTR of the target. The appropriate radar waveform was synthesized with 
the aim of exciting the resonant frequencies of the CWE.  So the consideration of 
resonant frequencies of the CWE yields the frequency band of the transmitted waveform 
of the radar. In this research the grenade was considered as the CWE as it is a weapon 
that could be easily used during a terrorist attack.  Throughout the thesis, the grenade was 
approximated as a conducting sphere of 0.0325 m radius since the sphere and the grenade 
have similar shapes and since the resonant frequencies and IR of sphere are theoretically 
known. So the detection of sphere is the basic objective that the work in the Thesis was 
focused.    
The resonant frequencies extraction from the LTR was accomplished. A specific 
signal modelling algorithm was deployed so as to extract the resonant frequencies from 
the LTR of the considered object. This is an essential process for the object‘s detection. 
The algorithm for pole-amplitude extraction was validated through comparison of the 
numerical extraction of the simulated LTR poles with the analytical solution for the poles 
of the conducting sphere. Consequently this algorithm was used for the processing of the 
considered objects‘ LTRs which were experimentally obtained.    
Subsequently, obtaining the objects‘ experimental IRs was achieved. So the 
appropriate experimental configuration and methodologies were deployed in order to 
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obtain the IRs of the objects of interest. The experimental methodology was validated 
through the IR of sphere. First the experimental IR of sphere was obtained, next through 
comparison of the experimental LTR and theoretical LTR of sphere the experimental 
procedure was verified. The association between the two LTRs was accomplished 
through comparison between the experimental sphere LTR poles and the theoretical 
sphere LTR poles and their amplitudes. This comparison demonstrated that the respective 
quantities (poles-amplitudes) were in accordance for specific parameters used for 
processing the measured frequency domain responses.  
Detection of a sphere attached to the background of a much larger reflector was 
investigated and confirmed. This detection was verified for two spheres of different 
radius: specifically a 0.024 m radius sphere and a 0.0325 m radius sphere. The pole-
amplitude extraction algorithms were utilized. The sphere detection was performed via 
comparison of the information related to the reflector-sphere resonant frequencies with 
the information of the resonant frequencies of the reflector. The resemblance in 
frequency of the sphere principal pole with the pole of lowest frequency of reflector-
sphere complex target showed that the sphere can be discerned from the reflector-sphere 
complex target. Hence the reflector-attached sphere detection is achieved  
The analogous case of detection of a 0.0325 m radius sphere appended on the 
human was also confirmed. In order to investigate the detection for the various positions 
that the CWE could be appended on the human body, three positions of the sphere were 
taken into account: front of human, side of human, back (behind) of human. Hence the 
effect of the sphere on the overall human-sphere reflection was verified with the use of 
two independent methods that modelled the LTRs of human and human-CWE object.  
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The first method extracts the LTR poles and amplitudes while the other estimates the 
frequency spectrum. These methods yielded the comparison of the information of the 
human resonant frequencies with the information of the human-sphere composite object 
resonant frequencies. From the comparison, the similarity in frequency of the sphere 
principal pole with the pole of lowest frequency of human-sphere composite target was 
confirmed. Hence the existence of the sphere LTR principal pole in the human-sphere 
reflection was demonstrated. In this way it is concluded that the body-worn sphere LTR 
is not overwhelmed by the human reflection and it affects the human-sphere reflection. 
Thus the detection of the human-attached sphere can be achieved. 
Additionally composite objects i.e. reflector- sphere or human-sphere depicted a 
higher requirement in terms of number of LTR poles or model order than simple targets 
i.e. reflector or human in order to be model each LTR.  This was concluded from 
observations of the MDL results.  This reinforces the previous conclusion that  body-
worn sphere LTR has an important effect on the human-sphere reflection. 
 
7.3 Suggestions for Future Work and Self Critique  
 
During the development of the work discussed in this thesis, several questions and 
ideas of possible further study and future research have been raised. These ideas 
constitute the missing research milestones in order to characterise the proposed method 
of the Thesis as a generalised method for automatic CWE detection. A generalised 
method for CWE detection should consider all possible detection scenarios with a 
variety of weapons concealed on a variety of body types. The ideas considered for 
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further study were not addressed, as the core objective of this research was to resolve 
the differences in the LTR of a human with and without a sphere. From these 
differences it was realised that the sphere has an important effect on the overall human-
sphere reflection, hence detection of the body-worn sphere can be attained under the 
experimental conditions presented in chapters 5 and 6. This statement is supported 
from the conclusions of sections 5.7, 6.7 and 7.2. Consequently, having reached this 
fundamental milestone, for the continuation of the research for CWE detection, the 
following significant ideas are considered.  
The first of these ideas considers that, as it was stated in chapter 6 during the 
development of the experimental work the human retained a single placement 
throughout the experiment and remained motionless. Therefore there is a requirement 
of further experimentation of multiple measurements from multiple different 
placements of the human body inside the anechoic chamber. It would be of great 
interest to acquire a greater span of data and the extracted resonant frequencies of the 
experimental LTRs of human-CWE complex objects regarding different stances and 
orientation with respect to the UWB radar. Additionally the range of experimental 
scenarios could naturally be expanded to include people of different age, shape and 
heights as the human subject. In case that the poles of the human-CWE object that are 
closely related to the signature poles of CWE would remain the same or would be 
located within certain bounds; such an approach would guarantee the repeatability of 
detection. Additionally the robustness of the proposed method for the CWE detection 
to measurement conditions and subject movement would be confirmed. Such research 
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would be inherently easier using as a framework the work presented in this Thesis that 
the sphere appended on the various positions on the human body can be detected.  
Moreover it would also be of great interest to test for a variety of CWEs that 
could potentially be used from terrorists during an attack. Such weapons include the 
pistols, Uzi and riffle also considered in chapter 2.  Such CWEs have a different shape 
than the grenade studied in this Thesis hence they would have different signature poles. 
This assumption should be verified with the experimental procedure. It would be very 
important to evaluate with experimental procedure if signature poles for the CWE 
appended on the human body can be extracted from the human-CWE composite object 
LTR. In case a robust conclusion could be reached about the signature poles of the 
different CWEs, identification and classification of grenade and different CWEs 
appended on the human body could be established. Additionally the case of detection 
of multiple CWEs appended on the body should be considered. Moreover whether the 
determination of the location of the CWE on the human is possible should be 
investigated. In case that sufficient separability would exist in the amplitudes of the 
poles for the various CWE positions then the location of the sphere on the human could 
be determined. Furthermore it is important that the detection method is automated in 
producing an algorithmic measure of similarity between measured and signature CWE 
poles. This could be realised by introducing a normalised distance vector for the 
respective poles of interest. Hence the distance vector could be a measure of similarity 
between measured and signature CWE poles. 
 Finally the detection method could be automated in terms of finding the 
ETR/LTR boundary. As it was shown both theoretically and experimentally, the LTR 
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is a series of damped sinusoids.  The MUSIC algorithm is used for processing both 
damped and undamped sinusoids. Therefore consideration and processing of different 
time segments of unknown object IR with the MUSIC and root MUSIC [98] algorithm 
can determine the nature of the time segment i.e. whether the segment is made of 
damped or undamped sinusoids and extract the frequency information.   The segment 
of IR which will be made of damped sinusoids is the LTR that can be analysed with the 
methods that are shown in this Thesis. 
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2.a Theoretical Background of Frequency Stepping    
 This section provides the theoretical proof of how a periodic signal  tnk p   with 
period T yields a frequency domain spectrum  jp eK which is discrete (frequency 
stepped), and describes the relation between the period  T  and the frequency step f .  
 Consider a finite length signal  tnk  , that has been sampled with the time 
spacing 
sf
t
1
 .  tnk   is nonzero for 10  Nn and   0tnk  otherwise. 
If  tnk   is convolved with the periodic impulse train    


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1
1
r
p tNrtntnl  , 
where  tn  is the discrete impulse or Dirac function then      
 tnk p  =      
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 tnk p  is periodic and consists of  a set of periodically repeated replicas of the finite 
length sequence  tnk   and the period is tNT  . Therefore 
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If the Discrete Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) of  tnk  is  jeK   
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and the DTFT of  tnl p  is   
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 tnk p  which is  jp eK   is equal to  
      jpjjp eLeKeK   
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Equation (2.a.4) shows that  jp eK  is periodic. If  jp eK  is considered in the interval 
between 0 and ss f
t



 2
2
 , which is one period in the frequency domain, 
then the corresponding values for 2r  are 1102  N,...,,r therefore 
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Consequently  jp eK  can be obtained by sampling  jeK  at N equally spaced 
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 is the Discrete Fourier Series (DFS) [38] for  tnk p  in the 
interval 10  Nn , considering equation (2.a2) and (2.a.3) 
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For 2
2
r
tN

  , equation (2.a.8) gives rise to the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [41] 
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Therefore a frequency domain spectrum  jp eK  which is frequency stepped or 
sampled, yields a time domain signal  tnk p  which is periodic. The periodicity in the 
time domain is due to the fact that, the sampling or multiplication in the frequency 
domain is equivalent to convolution in the time domain. In this way from equation 2.a.7 
the frequency step is defined as 
T
f

1
 where T is the period of  tnk p  . 
 
2.b Frequency Stepping in Relation with Carrier Signal  
This section shows that the frequency domain shift or delay of   jp eK  by a frequency 
ca is equivalent to the modulation of  tnk p   with the carrier signal  tncos ca  . 
 
Supposing  jp eK  is the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of  tnk p   and from 
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If  tnk p   is a real signal then its DFT can be written as   
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Considering the case of Figure 2.29 where the frequency spectrum is delayed by a 
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Taking the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) of 
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Therefore the pulse  tnk p  is modulated with the carrier signal  tncos ca  .  
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3.a Laplace Transform of LTR Theoretical Derivation 
 This section provides the theoretical proof of the Laplace Transform (LT) of the 
LTR. Considering equation (3.10)  
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Obtaining the LT of (3.a.1) yields  
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Suppose the integral is calculated  
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With a change of variable the integral will become 
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4.a Squared Error Minimisation  
 This part of the appendix describes how the squared error minimisation leads into 
the formation of the covariance normal equations.   
If  nhe  is real, the minimisation of   
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N
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2
 in equation (4.20) can be 
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 for p,...,i 1 , which will yield the coefficients 
 ia p of the poles of the signal  nhe .  
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If  nhe  is complex, the minimisation of  
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since the partial derivative of  ne with respect to  ia p
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  equation (4.a.8) 
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If the definition is made that for real  nhe      
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 and for complex  nhe  
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Considering equations (4.a.12) and (4.a.13), equations (4.a.7) and (4.a.11) are converted 
into 
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Equation (4.a.14) is a collection of p linear equations with p unknowns which are the 
coefficients  1pa ,…,  pa p , and they are also referred to as the covariance normal 
equations. 
 
4.b Evaluation of the Minimum Modelling Squared Error   
This part of the appendix estimates the minimum modelling squared error. 
Considering equations (4.a.5) and (4.a10) of the appendix, it can be realised that if  nhe  
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in terms of (4.38) and (4.a.19) equations (4.a.17 ) and (4.a.18)  can be written as  
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For complex  nhe   
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Consequently in terms of equation (4.a.23) and using the autocorrelation sequence 
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Accordingly in terms equation of (4.a.24) and the autocorrelation sequence  k,ir
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equation (4.a.13), equation (4.a.22) is written as  
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Therefore the minimum value for the square error pE can be expressed as  
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Therefore equation (4.31) can be augmented to include pE  as 
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5.a   Time domain representations of measured reflections from sphere.  
 
In this section the unprocessed reflections of the sphere are shown in time 
domain. Figure 5.a1 shows the sphere response, which is obtained by direct estimation of 
the IFT of the S21 parameter of the measured fields for sphere, which as shown in Figure 
5.10. This was obtained using Vivaldi antennas. The sphere response shown in Figure 
5.a2 is obtained by estimation of the IFT of the S21 parameter of the sphere measured 
fields, which is shown in Figure 6.6. This was obtained using broadband horn antennas. 
Therefore in these responses the antennas coupling field and the chamber absorber clutter 
field in addition to the antennas response are present.   
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Figure 5.a1: Unprocessed signal in the time domain with the use of Vivaldi antennas. 
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Figure 5.a2: Unprocessed field in the time domain with the use of horn antennas. 
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5.b MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) and Information Theoretic Criterion  
The MUSIC [98] algorithm and the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) - Prony 
algorithm [82-89]  are widely recognised techniques which are used to acquire the 
components and estimate the frequency content of signals that are sum of damped 
complex exponentials in the presence of noise, since noise and signal components remain 
uncorrelated. Other algorithms capable of obtaining components of damped complex 
exponentials in noise involve SVD or linear prediction methods [99-101].  The algorithm 
described in [102] assumes an autoregressive moving average model for frequency 
estimation while the algorithm in [85-86] employs an autoregressive signal model.   
The MUSIC algorithm considers the impulse response, and it estimates the 
pseudo-spectrum or power spectral density (PSD) using the eigenvalue analysis method 
of the autocorrelation matrix of the impulse response. The eigenvalue decomposition of 
the autocorrelation matrix leads to the estimation of the frequency content of the impulse 
response. The SVD-Prony algorithm is a least squares method estimating the coefficients 
of an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter whose impulse response is previously 
described. Therefore these algorithms are used for exponential signal modelling of 
signals which are perturbed by noise.   
In both algorithms the LTR is considered as the input signal. Then by means of 
the MUSIC algorithm the PSD of the LTR is obtained. Using the SVD-Prony the filter 
coefficients are calculated, then from these coefficients the poles and the residues of LTR 
are extracted. In both algorithms the basic idea is the study of the autocorrelation of the 
LTR, so here the LTR autocorrelation is briefly presented and how it is affected by 
additive noise.    
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From equation (4.1) if the LTR is expressed as a sum of damped complex exponentials 
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ie is a set of I  linearly independent vectors,  II eeeee 1321 ...span     is 
referred to  as the signal subspace of the signal  nhe  . 
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If  denote the eigenvalues of 
eehh
R
 
which are ordered so that 1 > 2 > 3 >...> 1p > p  
and if 1v  , 2v  , 3v  ,..., 1pv , pv  are the corresponding eigenvectors, which are normalised 
so that  2121 iii
H
i vv    then  
eehh
R iv = i iv                                                    (5.b.3) 
If 
eehh
R  has rank I   then 01 I , 02 I ,... , 0p so eehhR  can be expressed as 
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The eigenvectors 1v  , 2v , 3v  , ..., 1Iv , Iv are referred as  the principal eigenvectors of 
eehh
R  
If the LTR  nhy which is obtained from experiments is the result of addition of 
the discrete signal   nhe  with noise   nw  ,then  nhy  can be expressed as  
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where  nw  is a stationary white-noise signal, which is independent of  nhe  and it has 
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The pp autocorrelation matrix 
yyhh
R of   nhy  can be expressed as  
                        

yyhh
R  Hyy nnE )()( hh IR 2whh ee                               (5.b.5) 
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The autocorrelation matrix 
yyhh
R  is full rank since I2w  is full rank. If yyhhR iv = i iv  is 
the eigenvalue equation of 
yyhh
R and its eigenvalues are sorted as 
1 > 2 > 3 >...> 1p > p  , the first I eigenvalues of yyhhR  are associated to the first I 
eigenvalues of 
eehh
R by  
2
wii    
                                                   (5.b.6) 
the eigenvectors corresponding to i  and  i
 are equal.  
Additionally p-I  eigenvalues  1I > 2I > 3I >...> 1p > p are equal to
2
w  . 
As it is explained in [70] since 
eehh
R  has rank I then 
eehh
R  is rank deficient.  
In this way 
yyhh
R can be expressed as 
                                                      yyhh
R HVMV                                            (5.b.7) 
where Μ diag( 1 , 2 , 3 ,..., 1p , p  ) is a diagonal matrix consisting of the 
eigenvalues i arranged in a decreasing order . V is  a  pp orthogonal matrix  
consisting of the common eigenvectors of 
yyhh
R and  
eehh
R
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Since V is the matrix consisting of the eigenvectors of 
yyhh
R the eigenvectors 
II vvvvv 1321 ...  are referred to as signal eigenvectors since they are 
associated to the first I signal eigenvalues and they span the signal 
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subspace.  ppIII vvvvv 1321 ...span   is referred to as the noise subspace 
since the 1Iv  , 2Iv , 3Iv  , ..., 1pv , pv eigenvectors are related to the last p-I noise 
eigenvalues. 
The data matrix pX
~
which is involved in the formation of the autocorrelation 
matrix since  p
H
phh yy
XXR
~~
 , can be decomposed by means of the singular value 
decomposition SVD. The signal matrix component in pX
~
  has the same rank as the rank 
of signal autocorrelation matrix (
eehh
R ) i.e rank I.  Therefore for an adequate signal to 
noise ratio the SVD of pX
~
 allows us to separate the signal subspace from the noise 
subspace and thus the I signal singular values and the p-I noise singular values of  pX
~
 
can be obtained.    
In the case of the LTR, the number of exponentials or poles of the LTR or model 
order I  is not known a-priori.  Additionally the model order I  is most probable to differ 
depending on the examined object  since in this section simpler objects i.e. reflector or 
human and more composite objects i.e. reflector-sphere or human-sphere are considered. 
Knowledge of I is pre-required for effective pole extraction in order to separate the signal 
subspace form the noise subspace. Therefore the model selection can be realized by 
application of the information theoretic criteria as shown in [93-97]. In this approach the 
estimate for the number of exponentials is determined by the integer between 1and p -1 
which minimizes the Minimum Description Length (MDL) criterion. This integer 
represents the rank I   of signal autocorrelation matrix
 eehh
R shown in  equation (5.b.8) 
and the model order or number of exponentials in equation (5.b.1). In this study, in all 
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cases of objects considered (sphere , reflector, reflector-sphere , human, human-sphere 
composite object) the same dimension of autocorrelation matrix  p
H
phh yy
XXR
~~
 was used 
i.e 55p  
Considering the Prony algorithm pX
~
 appears in the least squares solution to a set 
of overdetermined linear equations [83]. Once the precise model order of LTR is known, 
the singular values of pX
~
 are obtained, and as it is explained [83] the substitution of the 
noise singular values with zeros, results in obtaining less noisy estimates of signal 
parameters. In this way the SVD-Prony method results in the extraction of the exact LTR 
poles and residues and in accurate numbers. Otherwise the use of simple Prony method 
may generate poles which are due to noise.  
Additionally the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of LTR is estimated by the MUSIC 
algorithm as  
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In Figure 5.b.1 the MDL of reflector LTR is shown. The MDL of reflector -0.024 
m radius sphere LTR is shown in Figure 5.b.2 alongside with the MDL of reflector LTR.  
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The MDL of reflector -0.0325 m radius sphere LTR is shown in Figure 5.b.3 alongside 
with the MDL of reflector LTR.  
From Figure 5.b.1 it is observed that the order of reflector LTR is 15, while in   
Figure 5.b.2 and Figure 5.b.3 the order of reflector-sphere LTR is 24 for both cases of 
spheres.  
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Figure 5.b.1: Reflector MDL. 
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Figure 5.b.2: Reflector-0.024 m radius sphere (red) MDL and reflector (yellow) MDL. 
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Figure 5.b.3: Reflector-0.0325 m radius sphere (blue) MDL and reflector (yellow) MDL. 
 
In Figure 5.b.4 the MDL of human LTR is shown. The MDL of human- 0.0325 m 
radius sphere (in front) LTR is shown in Figure 5.b.5 alongside with the MDL of human 
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LTR.  From Figure 5.b.4 and 5.b.5 it is observed that the order of human LTR is 23, 
while from   Figure 5.b.5 the order of human-sphere LTR is 36.  
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Figure 5.b.4: Human (yellow) MDL. 
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Figure 5.b.5: Human-sphere (in front) (blue) MDL and human (yellow) MDL. 
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The MDL of human- 0.0325 m radius sphere (side) LTR is shown in Figure 5.b.6 
alongside with the MDL of human LTR.  From Figure 5.b.6 it is observed that the order 
of human LTR is 23, while the order of human-sphere (side) LTR is 27.  
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Figure 5.b.6: Human-sphere (side)(red) MDL  and human (yellow) MDL. 
 
 
The MDL of human- 0.0325 m radius sphere (back) LTR is shown in Figure 5.b.7 
alongside with the MDL of human LTR.  From Figure 5.b.7 it is observed that the order 
of human LTR is 23, while the order of human-sphere (back) LTR is 34.  
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Figure 5.b.7: Human-sphere (back) MDL  and human (yellow) MDL. 
 
 
 From observations on MDL it can be concluded that complex targets i.e. reflector- 
sphere or human-sphere objects require a larger number of poles than simple targets i.e. 
reflector or human. This justifies the number of LTR poles which is extracted for each 
object in the previous sections.  
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5.c LTRs of reflector and reflector-sphere against the noise  
 
In this section the reflector, reflector-0.024m radius sphere, reflector-0.0325m 
radius sphere LTRs are shown in Figure 5.c.1, 5.c.2 and 5.c.3 respectively against the 
noise. 
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Figure 5.c.1: Reflector (blue) LTR against the noise (grey).   
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Figure 5.c.2: Reflector-0.024m radius sphere (blue) LTR against the noise (grey).    
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Figure 5.c.3: Reflector-0.0325 m radius sphere (blue) LTR against the noise (grey).    
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5.d LTRs of human and human-sphere against the noise  
 
In this section the human, human-sphere (in front), human-sphere (side) and 
human-sphere (back) LTRs are shown in Figure 5.d.1, 5.d.2 and 5.d.3 and 5.d.4 
respectively against the noise. 
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Figure 5.d.1: Human (blue) LTR against the noise (grey).    
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Figure 5.d.2: Human-sphere (in front) (blue) LTR against the noise (grey). 
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Figure 5.d.3: Human-sphere (by the side) (blue) LTR against the noise (grey). 
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Figure 5.d.4: Human-sphere (back) (blue) LTR against the noise (grey). 
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5.e Comparison of averages of measurements 
In this section the LTR, PSD and obtained poles of the response which is the 
average of 120 measurements are compared with the respective quantities of each of the 
other averages of 60 measurements. Figures 5.e.1 and Figure 5.e 2 show the human 
LTRs, each LTR is the result of processing a combined response which is an average of 
60 frequency domain measurements. So Figure 5.e.1 shows the combinations of: 1
st
 and 
2
nd
 measured responses, 1
st
 and 3
rd
 measured responses, 1
st
 and 4
rth
 measured responses. 
Figure 5.e.2 shows the combinations of: 2
nd
 and 3
rd
 measured responses, 2
nd
 and 4
th
 
measured responses, 3
rd
 and 4
rth
 measured responses. The human LTR after processing 
the average of 120 measurements is shown in Figure 5.e.3 and it was also shown in 
Figure 6.28 with different time scale. 
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       Figure 5.e.1: Combinations of human LTR. 
                                         (dashed)1
st
 and 2
nd
 measured responses.  
                                         (dotted )1
st
 and 3
rd
 measured responses. 
                                         (dashed-dotted)1
st
 and 4
rth
 measured responses. 
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    Figure 5.e.2:  Combinations of human LTR. 
                                        (dashed) 2
nd
 and 3
rd
 measured responses  
                                        (dotted ) 2
nd
 and 4
rth
 measured responses 
                                        (dashed-dotted) 3
rd
 and 4
rth
 measured responses 
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Figure 5.e.3: Human LTR from Figure 6.29 in different time scale. 
 
 
The PSD of the human LTRs originating from averaging 60 frequency domain 
measurements are shown in Figure 5.e.4 and in Figure 5.e.5 together with the PSD 
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(shown in Figure 6.29) of the human LTR derived via processing of the average of 120 
measurements.  
The extracted poles of the human LTR created from averaging 60 frequency 
domain measurements are shown in Figure 5.e.6 and Figure 5.e.7 and their amplitudes 
are shown in Figure 5.e.8 and Figure 5.e.9 respectively. These poles and their amplitudes 
are plotted alongside with the poles of the human LTR (as shown in Figure 6.30) derived 
via processing of the average of 120 measurements and their amplitudes respectively (as 
shown in Figure 6.31).     
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 Figure 5.e.4: PSDs of human LTR. 
                                             (solid) average of 120 measurements 
                                             (dashed)1
st
 and 2
nd
 measured responses  
                                             (dotted )1
st
 and 3
rd
 measured responses 
                                             (dashed-dotted)1
st
 and 4
rth
 measured responses 
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  Figure 5.e.5: PSDs of human LTR. 
                                             (solid) average of 120 measurements 
                                             (dashed) 2
nd
 and 3
rd
 measured responses  
                                             (dotted ) 2
nd
 and 4
rth
 measured responses 
                                             (dashed-dotted) 3
rd
 and 4
rth
 measured responses  
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           Figure 5.e.6: Comparison of human LTR poles. 
                                        (.) average of 120 measurements 
                                        (×) 1
st
 and 2
nd
 measured responses  
                                        (◊ ) 1st and 3rd measured responses 
                                        (□) 1st and 4rth measured responses 
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          Figure 5.e.7: Comparison of human LTR poles. 
                                       (.) average of 120 measurements 
                                       (×) 2
nd
 and 3
rd
 measured responses  
                                       (◊ ) 2nd and 4rth measured responses 
                                       (□) 3rd and 4rth measured responses 
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                  Figure 5.e.8: Amplitudes of the human LTR poles. 
                                         (.) average of 120 measurements 
                                         (×)1
st
 and 2
nd
 measured responses  
                                         (◊ ) 1st and 3rd measured responses 
                                         (□)1st and 4rth measured responses 
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               Figure 5.e.9: Amplitudes of the human LTR poles. 
                                       (.) average of 120 measurements 
                                       (×) 2
nd
 and 3
rd
 measured responses  
                                       (◊ ) 2nd and 4rth measured responses 
                                       (□) 3rd and 4rth measured responses 
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